AN IMPOSSIBLE DREAM
About all composite civil aircra

‘As engineers at Airbus and Boeing now know, demonstrating that composites are
lighter and stronger is not the same as demonstrating that lighter civil aircra can be
built with composites’.
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What’s in a word
With the introduction of advanced materials in aviation new words and
expressions enter the vocabulary of engineers and others involved. To make the
text assessable to the layman formulas and abbreviations have been avoided,
technical jargon has been limited and the following expressions are used, may
be not completely in line with practice in the fields concerned.
Aluminum aircra
some 75% or more out of aluminium by weight;
All-composite aircra
some 50% out of composites by weight or about 80% by volume,
probably the maximum that can de attained;
Composed aircra
roughly about one third out of composites, one third out of other
advanced materials and one third out of traditional materials;
Plain composites
Plastics that contains fibres in a resin matrix
Aluminum reinforced composites
fibre metal laminates - FML - describing composites that are reinforced
with thin layers of aluminium sandwiched between the layers of the
composite, reinforcing the composite in a way essentially similar to
reinforced concrete.
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1. AIMING FOR COMPLETE CONTROL OF THE MARKET
About an entertaining relationship

Taking lightweight plastic for lightweight aircra
Blunt talk
e customer is always right, right?
A380 - a giant airplane causing giant problems
A400M - delayed ‘indefinitely’
787 – still ambiguous to the extreme
Deliveries - taking a last lead
A different game
Aiming for complete control of the market
Joining forces
Facing also an uncertain future

In aviation a sequence of dramatic events did unfold in recent years when
Boeing and Airbus locked themseles in a dramatic arch rival battle that has all the
ingredients of a next James Bond. In corporate history competition has never been so
fierce and the stakes never been so high. At the same time, more possible disaster has
never been looming at the horizon. At stake the market for all composite aircra - with
already some 1400 firm orders worth a staggering 200 billion. Aiming for complete
control of the market both companies overplayed their hands and are now fighting for
survival.
Founded in the late 1960’s - May 29th 1969 exactly 40 years ago - Airbus
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achieved the ‘impossible’ by beating Boeing in sales by 2000. e success was
largely based on creative technology with groundbreaking advances, a result of
French ingéniosité and German Gründlichkeit that soon set new standards with
aviation. Initially engineering driven - that led to the success - Airbus was by
2000 gradually transformed into a more sales driven business enterprise and the
new management could not resist to contest also Boeing’s 747 monopoly in the
lucrative Jumbo Market - Boeing had by then delivered more than 1250 Jumbo’s.
is became the Airbus A380, launched in 2000, that transferred the dead weight
125 ton Jumbo into a 275 ton Super Jumbo - adding some 50% floor space - the
first composed aircra with about 22% of the primary structure out of composites
that were supposed to bring some 15 tons of payload. e massive 11ton wing box
- for the first time out of composite - saved alone some 1.5 ton. Other novelties
include the thermoplast J-nose front edges and the application of aluminium
reinforced composites - Glare - that make up some 3% of the weight to cover some
500 square feet of the upper fuselage. Composites were also applied for the keel
beam, rear pressure bulkhead, most of the vertical tail, ribs and control faces. e
wings and the remaining fuselage are out of traditional aluminium. e structure
contains some145 tons of titanium - about 26 tons in the engines. Promised to
be at least 20% more service efficient per seat, interest of airlines soon switched
towards this plane.
Taking lightweight plastic for lightweight aircra
Now Boeing started to become really nervous if not desperate and pondered
about a response - driven by fear. is had to be technical superior to whatever
Airbus was offering or had in mind and became the first all-composite aircra
- the 787 Dreamliner - launched in 2005 to be about 50% out of composites by
weight or 80% by volume, probably the maximum that can be achieved. Boeing had
only limited experience with primary applications of composites and didn’t have
the know-how and expertise to design and build a plastic airplane, which led to
outsourcing of some 70% of the activities - ‘virtually everything except final assembly
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that would Boeing take only three days’ 311). Suppliers became partners who ‘would
shoulder more than $9 billion of the project’s $13 billion cost in exchange for lucrative,
multiyear guaranteed contracts and a slice of the plane’s sales’. 311). Other reports
suggest that $6 billion came from Boeing and $4 billion form suppliers 315).
e 787 will also be ‘a more electric plane’ 232) equipped with many new
advanced systems that enable more efficient operation and improve on flying
experience 78). Boeing claimed that the 787 would be cheaper to manufacture, save
20% on fuel, needs 30% less maintenance - ‘the corrosion and fatigue benefits are
going to be astounding’ 9) - and passengers would love to fly it - amongst other, the
composite structure allows for lower cabin pressure, higher relative humidity and
much larger windows. e concept appealed to the industry. Nobody questioned
safety, nor any other of the features claimed by Boeing and - taking lightweight
plastic for lightweight aircra - the 787 soon became the fastest selling civil
aircra in aviation history. By January 2009 more than 50 customers had placed
more than 900 orders - worth a staggering $ 125 billion plus - but the project was
by then already two years behind schedule with no firm date set for first delivery
and the plane has now to be introduced in the midst of the worst recession ever.
Outsourcing did not bring the success, nor the savings that were hoped for - too
late it became clear that the partners were not as knowledgeable as anticipated.
Problems mounted and Boeing had completely lost oversight when a copy of a copy
of the first Dreamliner was rolled out July 2007 - ‘the program was more than we
could handle’ 311) - and this led to long delays and huge cost overruns.
Blunt talk
Initially very sceptical, the early success of the 787 took Airbus by surprise
and they soon realized that they had to come up with a swi answer. But Airbus
was by now short by cash because the production of the A380 had run into serious
problems causing a two year delay. Now also driven by fear 132) Airbus launched the
A350 - October 2005 - a balanced composed design about 30% out of composite
by weight. Development costs were estimated at a modest € 3.5 billion and the
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plane would roll out in 2010. e fuselage was based on the A330, but now out
of the latest generation of aluminum-lithium - which was probably not such good
idea. e wings were newly designed, largely out of composites carrying also
the landing gear. Surprisingly, aluminum reinforced composites - so successfully
applied with the A380 - were not employed. Confident that the A350 would
challenge both the 787 and the 777 133) they were in for a bitter disappointment.
For the first time an Airbus concept was not well received - not enough composites
- criticized by a key customer who ‘stunned a packed audience of some 700 aviation
professionals here by calling on Airbus to scrap its existing A350 design and spend
many additional billions on a brand-new airplane with a new fuselage and a
new wing’ 10). Such blunt talk in public is rare indeed in this industry, where
close relationships between manufacturer and customer are ‘necessaire’ 306) and
management saw no other option than to agree to reconsider the design 11) - as one
Airbus official puts it ‘I don’t think it’s ever happened before that an aircra program
has been launched and then there’s been a public debate over the design’ 12).
e customer is always right, right?
e customer is always right 13) - or not. Engineers at Airbus had
encountered serious problems with composites in recent years and were
understandably reluctant to a sudden switch to all composite and had already
publicly warned that Boeing was pushing the envelope too far too quickly
– ‘making a giant leap without fully comprehending the risks of swapping metal for
a composite of plastic and carbon fibre’ 14). Most engineers at Airbus preferred to
stay with their step-by-step approach - ‘lentement mais sûrement’ - that had served
them so well in the past and focus more on the further development of composed
aircra, others were bullish on all composite 15). Weighing the pros and cons
Airbus management choose ‘to listen to the customer’ 16). With good reason - may
be - for the first time since 2000 Boeing outsold Airbus by a sizeable sum in 2006
17)

- and it was now to Boeing to subtly remark ‘Now it seems, Airbus is the company

that is strategically confused’ 131). It took Airbus six major renditions to satisfy the
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market, when composites were gradually increased to a level about similar to the
787 - that is, also all-composite. But the engineers did not completely surrender
and the design of what is now called the A350 XWB is - still - fundamentally
different from the 787. Airbus decided with the fuselage for a panel approach
instead of the barrel concept adapted by Boeing - this to the dismay of certain
key customers. But Airbus managed to convince the market that the A350 XWB
- extra wide body - was going to be even more fuel efficient than the 787 and by
September 2008 more than 470 orders were received from some 23 customers taking over the title from Boeing of the ‘fastest selling aircra in commercial aircra
history’ 224) in these Corporate Olympic Games. Airbus estimated the development
costs of the A350 XWB at €10 billion - most probably far from enough - and first
delivery was scheduled for 2013. ‘Design freeze’ was announced January 2009,
but the structure is reported to be still significant overweight and needs major
modification to lower weight 8). is will be very difficult to achieve - once the
design has been decided the trend is rather upwards than downwards with large
aircra - and it has to be awaited what weight reduction can be attained.
A380 - a giant airplane causing giant problems
e A380 made its successful maiden flight April 27th 2005, delayed
by only three months. e target weight had been exceeded by some 5,500 kg
(~12,000 lbs) - the equivalent of 55 passengers - regardless enormous effort,
but the composed structure was a success and still saves considerable weight - it
would have been impossible to fly the A380 without composites. en - June
2005 - disaster struck when wiring problems surfaced - ‘two wires being too
short and not meeting’ 18) - which led eventually to a two year delay and made
development costs soar to a staggering €15 billion, exceeding the budget by some
€5 billion.
at the 530 km (330 ml) of wiring - including some 10,000 wires and 40,300
connectors - did not fit was quite a bizarre affair caused by two different computer programmes
that were not properly linked. e cabling was prepared in Hamburg for assembly in Toulouse.
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Sophisticated CATIA programs from Dassault were used, but in Toulouse the latest version
and in Hamburg an older one - and these are really different programs. Disaster could have
been avoided when Airbus had a program running to make up a 3D mock up that was available
at that time and most probably would have detected the problem in time. It is surprising that
the leading company in aviation famous for its innovations was not using state of the art design
technology at that time with such complicated and ambitious project. Once new programs
were installed it took the engineers quite some time to come to terms with the new tools, which
added further to the delay. e role of Dassault is not clear, but they should have noticed.

With the A380 losses are still mounting due to further severe delays with
ramping up, compensation for late delivery, underperformance and disappointing
sales. April 2009 the A380 passed 200 orders of which 14 have been delivered.
Break even was initially set for 270 aircra XXX), increased to 420 planes XXX)
when the delay surfaced and it now assumed to require between 600 and 800
aircra 288) - that is the equivalent of roughly half the global demand during the
next 20 years. At Airbus there is serious worry that it might run out of orders
within years 317). May 2009 ‘Airbus proclaimed its A380 a success’ 384) - that may be
bit premature with only 41,000 revenue flight hours clocked by a fleet of 14 - but
technically the A380 is an amazing achievement.
It appears that with the A380 ramping up is far more complicated and time
consuming than anticipated and is still causing headache and long delays. Next to
the huge extremely complicated construction of the aircra and intricate wiring,
some 23,000 individual parts are used in the cabin area alone – in very different
configurations because of wide-ranging customization. is led to more than
teething problems when the aircra entered service. Problems included electric
faults, on-board electronics, singed power cables, partially torn-off sections of
panelling, defective parts of thrust nozzles in the engines and trouble with fuel
pumps - at one instance two Qantas A380s were grounded simultaneously due to
fuel problems - causing delays, cancellations and frequent grounding for several
days. e four jets operated by Emirates experienced some kind of problems about
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once every two days - according the frustrated airline due to ‘shoddy work ethic at
Airbus and its suppliers’ 290). An embarrassed Airbus promised to do ‘everything in
our power to correct any reports of deficiencies as quickly as possible’ 290) and were quick
to reassure that ‘none of these issues are related to safety’ 288) - of course - but then
listen to this.
e A380 commenced service October 25th 2007 with Singapore Airlines. What
has surfaced is that the A380 is lower on fuel than expected and everybody who has seen
the aircra at take-off or landing has been surprised by the silence of the aircra - more than
6db below a 747-400 on takeoff and up to 3.7db quieter on arrival. Compared with the
747-400, the A380 requires 17 per cent less runway than the Boeing 747-400 to take off
and 11 per cent less to land and cruises at a 4000 higher initial cruise altitude, a 20 knot
lower approach speed and 1100 nautical miles more range 384).
However, soon the A380 disappointed the world at large. In a shock announcement
Singapore Airlines warned that when you have the privilege to share one of the private
cabins in front of the plane provided with airborne double bed with your secretary,
inappropriate activity is not allowed for. e isolation is so bad that such activity detracts
pilots’ attention - and that’s the real problem with plastic.
And the world was shocked again when the A380 entered service with Emirates
August 1st 2008. Operations were already ceased September 9th for some three days due to
engineering work that was ‘taking longer as expected’ 296). Also here the private cabin was at
the root of problems. With Emirates the A380 has two first class cabins each provided with
a mile-high-shower - not exactly environmental friendly - requiring 2000 pounds of water or
the weight of some 12 passengers. For safety reasons ‘each activation of either shower is timed
to proide up to 5 minutes of water’ 295), but this proved to be not safe enough. Undoubtedly
ingeniously designed by Airbus, but apparently too complicated to handle for ‘a determined
female passenger who was unable to operate the showerhead and promptly tore out the entire
fixture - and flooded the first class section’ 290). Now just imagine, an Arab plane, a disrupted
deactivation timer, a nude female screaming for help with 2000 pounds of hot water on the
loose flooding the shower room and first class in an aircra provided with hundreds miles
of wiring, thousands of connectors and highly sophisticated electronics all over and no male
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crew allowed to enter the area. Rumoured on the Internet - and probably true - the incident
caused the burn out of an avionics panel. Fortunately the pilots managed to land the aircra
uneventfully, but this accident could have led to disaster – and possibly the end of the
A380.
One can indeed wonder whether a structure so stuffed with electrical circuits and
electronic equipment that nowadays completely controls the aircra - including fly by wire
- can still be sufficiently protected from accidents and shielded from lightning strike as will
be discussed later.

To solve the problems, delivery projection for 2009 had to be reduced
from 26 units to 21 281) - to be further reduced to 18 by February when Airbus
announced that ‘e latest delivery target can be met, although it may be narrowly
met just as what happened last year’ 280) - to be further cut to 15 by March 314) - to be
further slashed to 14 by May 6th 2009 341). Note that missing eleven more deliveries
means almost €3 billion in lost revenues during 2009 - but Airbus is probably
holding down production down at 15 per year for the foreseeable future due to
‘serious over inflation of the order book’ 317). When orders don’t pick up soon the
A380 faces an uncertain future.
A400M - delayed ‘indefinitely’
In the meantime EADS - the mother company of Airbus - decided also for
the development of a military transport aircra, a market new to Airbus that is
still dominated by the Lockheed Martin Hercules C130 and the Boeing C-17
Jumbolier. is became the € 20 billion A400M - also to be able to act as airto-air refuelling tanker - commissioned by seven European NATO countries in
2003. e A400M is about 35% out of composites including the wings and 192
firm orders were received. Also this project ran into problems ‘the A380 was a
nightmare when it happened, but that’s mostly out of the woods’ according to one
analyst ‘now they have a new major problem, the A400M, which is a nightmare not
only for the company, but for shareholders’ 392).
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Starting development in 2003 a first delay of 6-12 months had to be
announced November 2007 196). June 26th 2008, the A400M rolled out to make
its first test flight September next - but it would never come to that. Engineers
struggled for more than a year to control vibration problems but these proved
to be uncontrollable. September 2008 it was announced that the project was
delayed ‘indefinitely’ 21). According EADS the propulsion system is to blame. ese
were developed by a consortium of European partners, a political decision that
overruled the preference of Airbus managers for Pratt and Whitney’ 278). But the
consortium argues that large turbo prop engines did not cause problems when
mounted on a converted Hercules C-130 transporter 287). When that is the case,
the composite wings might be at the root of problems - vibration and damping
behaviour of composites are indeed very different form that of aluminium, as
will be discussed later. en it surfaced that ‘a major error regarding soware
certification’ - whatever that may mean - ‘was the main cause for the significant delay
in the programme’ 385).
Another major problem is that the plane is presently reported to be some
12,000 kg (~26,450 lbs) overweight 6) causing further headache for the military
- operation ‘could become very problematic if payload falls below 33 ton/ 36 ton,
as development of a number of armoured vehicle programs are already in motion
that will depend on this capability’ 197). e contract does not contain weight
specifications but requires that the A400M achieves certain payload and range
targets. Actually weight and size have to be considered.
EADS had to concede that they ‘underestimated the complexity of the
program’ 19) - according an insider ‘Das ganze Program ist aus den Fugen geraten’ ‘Oversight has been completely lost’ 6). A new start will be considered by EADS ‘only
once adequate maturity is reached, based on flight test results’ 20) and when ‘the risks
and opportunities are appropriately shared by the customer and the industry’ 288) - that
means more tax payers money, who cares nowadays.
EADS admits that the A400M is a ‘heavy lossmaker’ 197) - cost overruns on
the program could face as much as $6 billion 198) and Airbus has already taken 1.74
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billion in charges since November 2007 305). e alternative is scrapping the project
that would force EADS to reimburse € 5.7 billion 283), but that needs unanimous
support of all countries involved. So far only UK is seriously considering
abandoning the project 284), Germany is threatening to completely withdraw 288)
and France announced to ‘do everything to try to save this program’ 285) but is also
reported to consider purchase of two C17 of Boeing as temporary alternative 286).
EADS now argues that they ‘should never have signed the contract’ 288) - however - ‘If
we can manage to get the program back on course, the A400M will be a success story’
288)

and
Whatever the outcome, the aircra needs complete redesign to try to

solve the problems. For that, EADS needs many extra billions and at least another
three years 287) - and it remains doubtful whether the target weight can be met.
According EADS ‘the original target was unachievable’ 289) but announces at the
same time that they do not ‘anticipate any reduction in capability’ 385) or more
specific ‘EADS says payload will remain at 37 tonnes’ 310). To achieve that goal
means that other performance has to be degraded - probably landing performance.
For the moment it appears that also the A400M faces an uncertain future.
787 – still ambiguous to the extreme
So far first flight of the 787 has been delayed five times and first delivery
four times - due to grove negligence as will be discussed in more detail later. Most
important, possible advantages of composites were very much overestimated and
disadvantages were underestimated or simply ignored. When the first 6 month
delay was announced - October 2007 - Boeing said that ‘it is still aiming to deliver
109 787s by the end of 2009, only three fewer than originally planned’ 307). About
18 months later - March 2009 - Boeing announced that it ‘continues to work’ 310)
toward first test flight in the second quarter of 2009 - originally scheduled for
September 2007 - and first delivery to take place in the first quarter of 2010 formally scheduled for May 2008. at is a two-year delay and it is expected that
another delay will have to be announced during the second half of 2009 because
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certification will take much longer than anticipated.
Certification involves six flight test aircra that are all considerable
overweight - probably some 10.000 lbs (~4500 kg) - and have serious
shortcomings that will be discussed in more detail later. Amongst others, a large
number of fasteners are not correctly placed 229) nobody knows how many - also the
wing box had to be provisionally strengthened 59) - the lighting protection system
is not completely in place and the landing gears braking system has to be modified
. Difficult to understand Boeing’s reasoning to deal with these shortcomings

300)

aer the test flights have been completed - not to mention that important parts of
the aircra are being redesigned in an attempt to lower weight. Most worrisome,
FAA had to loosen fuel tank safety rules 299) - February 2009 - otherwise
certification wouldn’t have been ‘possible at all’, so we are told.
Still ambiguous to the extreme Boeing plans a record certification timeline
of six 297) to nine 298) months - where certification of the far less complicated 777
took eleven months. Airbus has scheduled fieen months for certification the
A350XWB. Given the history of the 787 some eighteen months is probably a
more realistic figure.
March 2009, 787 watchers anticipated that the first test aircra - ZA001 - could be
flying by the end of June 2009. Engine start occurred May 21st - ‘the first electric start of a
turbo fan engine on a large twin commercial jet transporter’ 386) - when the six start generators
on board of the 787 collectively supply nearly 1.5 megawatts of power, enough to power
about 400 homes. ZA002 initiated power-on late February and will undergo vibration
testing. Production work on ZA003, ZA004, and ZA005 is continuing. Final assembly of
ZA006 started March 2009 and it has yet to be seen whether these aircra will be ready
to meet the certification time line. Production of the first standard aircra to be delivered
- ZA100 - has also commenced, which means that certification takes place along the
production line.

One can only wonder what is the purpose of testing an aircra of which
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the design has to be significantly modified to make it suitable for service. Boeing
confirmed that the first batch of 787s that will be delivered - ZA100 to ZA119
- will be overweight 303), Boeing was not specific but overweight will probably
be well over 5000 lbs (~2250 kg) which means a 10 to 15% range shortfall 342).
But Boeing reassured their customers that these planes will be provided with the
definitive wing box. From ZA120 the planes will have newly designed wings and
other features to save on weight - how much has to be awaited.

With the 787 costs related to development are mounting to a level that
Boeing is ‘not expected to make any money on the first 100 or so Dreamliners’ 311). It
is here assumed that the budget will be exceeded in a way similar to the A380 - if
not beyond; that is, when the aircra does indeed fulfil expectations, and that has
yet to be seen. Airlines are particular concerned about overweight that limits the
either the range or take off load 342). Undoubtedly, safety, inspection and repair will
soon become other issues of concern. Moreover, the problems with the 787 take up
so much of the engineering capacity that other projects at Boeing lag behind, most
noticeably the 747-8 freighter program that is delayed by nine months, announced
November 2008 135). Also financial resources are affected - Boeing’s cash reserves
plummeted during 2008 from $7 billion to $3 billion.
Deliveries - taking a last lead
In the meantime the Olympic Corporate Games continued. Boeing regained
the lead in the market during 2006 and 2007, but Airbus did beat Boeing again
in 2008 on both deliveries and orders - taking a last lead - but total numbers
fell sharply from 2007. Due to the 58-day machinists strike deliveries at Boeing
declined 15% to 441 from 375 - Airbus delivered 483 jets, 30 more than the
previous year. More dramatic, sales dropped at Boeing in 2008 with 53% - to 662
units from 1413 in 2007. At Airbus sales fell with 42% - from 1341 to a lucky 777.
Already in 2008 analysts forecasted aircra deliveries to fall worldwide by
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‘as much as 50% om 2009 to 2013’ 25). January 2009 Airbus had still has hopes
for deliveries at ‘the lower end of 300-400’ 136) - by May the expectation was ‘that
number was likely to fall to fewer than 300’ 393) - that is, when governments are
willing to provide support with financing 302). Boeing and Airbus insist that the
shortfall with financing is ‘only $4 to $5 billion’ but analysts estimate a shortfall
of $10 to $20 billion 305). But even with such help it is now doubtful whether the
Airbus and Boeing will achieve 500 deliveries together in 2009. Projections for
2010 are even worse 305). April 2009 Boeing was forced to park first brand new
commercial jets 293) in the desert awaiting delivery, and announced cut backs in
production rates for all models.
A different game
January 2009, Boeing and Airbus each had a backlog of about 3700 aircra,
including some 1400 all composite aircra, totalling more than $ 700 billion - that
is about the package President Obama asked Congress in 2009 to simulate the US
economy. e $700 billion backlog is however a relative figure. Already July 2008,
at the Farnborough Air show, analysts warned that ‘ere are about 2,000 too many
aircra in backlog at the moment’ 57). A further sharp drop in sales is expected from
2009 and many customers may not be able to take their ordered planes because
of the present credit crunch 151). During the first four months of 2009 Boeing
net orders totalled a negative 1 shipment mainly due to the cancellation of 787s.
During the same period Airbus booked a total of 11 orders net of 19 cancellations.
Even on figures almost 100% down from the previous year, the press still made it
‘Airbus leads Boeing in slow race for orders’ 387).
More airlines are signalling that they may pull back on orders. April 2009
Boeing revealed 60 aircra deferrals from 2010 and 2011 and at least another 60
more in discussion - all aircra types are affected 388). e 787 might suffer most,
facing possibly 100 cancellations during 2009 391). In April 8 orders were received
for the 787, the first for 2009. With the A380 ‘ere are already rumours abound
that Airbus will suffer a dozen or more A380 cancellations in 2009’ 280) - other
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reports suggest that ‘of the 200 outstanding orders Airbus claims, at lest 20% (40
aircra) are likely to be deferred….while a further 40% (80 aircra) could be cancelled
outright’ 317).
Aiming for complete control of the market
Aiming for complete control of the market, Airbus and Boeing are now
fighting for survival. Confronted with the worst economic crises ever and
shaken confidence of both customers and investors due to continuous delays,
the companies have now to deal with the enormous - still mounting - cost
overruns with the A380, A400M, 787 and the switch of A350 to A350 XWB. A
conservative estimate - taking one US Dollar for one Euro - shows that with the
A380, where cost for development were originally set at 10 billion that increased
with an additional 5 billion due to the two year delay have been confirmed, present
delays and problems with ramping up are expected to add another 2.5 billion to
the losses. e 20 billion A400M needs at least an additional 6 billion to try to
solve problems - 10 billion is probably a more realistic figure - charges may total
as much as 4 billion euros in 2009 392). Development costs of the B787, originally
estimated at 10 billion, must already have consumed an additional 5 billion if not
closer to 10 billion - so far Boeing did not release exact figures – but compensation
payments for late delivery and underperformance as well as cancellations are
expected to add another 5 billion. Development of the 10 billion A350 XWB will
most probably need another 2.5 billion - that is to say at least. is means that the
development costs of these aircra, originally estimated at about 50 billion, will
be exceeded with more than half to surpass 75 billion and this might indeed turn
out be a conservative approach indeed - the total costs associated with Apollo project
amounted to about 135 billion in 2005 US dollars and included 15 launch vehicles.
e situation is even more dramatic with late and lost revenues due to delays
and cancellations. e assembly facility for the A380 was originally designed to
maintain a production rate of 4.4 planes per month by the end of 2008, to be able
to deliver 40 to 48 aircra per year from 2009 309). When the delays surfaced in
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2005, the company slashed the delivery schedule from one plane in 2006 to zero,
from nine planes in 2007 to one and from 25 planes in 2008 to 13 316). is revised
schedule has been met but only 14 deliveries are expected for 2009 instead of the
originally scheduled 30. Assuming also 15 deliveries for 2010 instead of 40 that
could have been produced means that production lags behind 54 planes by the
end of 2010. At a list price of 250 million this mounts to almost 14 billion in lost
revenues - with probably numerous cancellations in the pipeline as was indicated
before. With the A400M - listed at about 150 million - estimate of lost revenue is
difficult because partner governments have already contributed more than 5 billion
, that EADS might have to pay back as indicated before, and the company has

309)

already taken charges of 1.74 billion in 2009. Lost revenues are here set at 2 billion
by the end of 2010. Most dramatic is the situation with the 787. Total aircra to
roll out was set for 40 in 2008, that is, during testing for certification. Assembly
rate was to be steadily cut short to just three days to be able to roll out 112 aircra
by 2009 to increase to 168 by 2010. Boeing now expects to start deliveries in 2010
- but that might be delayed to 2011 as indicated before - which means that by the
end of 2010 production could be 328 behind the original schedule - at list price of
150 million almost 50 billion. is brings the total of late revenues at staggering 66
billion by the end of 2010 excluding numerous cancellations - about the size of the
jet market at its height in 2007.
Cancellations and deferred deliveries add further to the burden. A leading
analyst estimates that ‘between 30 and 70 percent of all orders for jets worldwide
will at least be deferred, if not cancelled. In his worst-case scenario, 630 orders would
be postponed or dropped, a potential loss of $126 billion in revenue’ 311) - may be not
so much in 2009 - ‘it’s 2010 when we’ll begin to see a shi’ 137). As indicated before,
the A380 might face large cancellations during 2009; the 787 up to 100 and the
A440M might be scrapped. e fate of the A350 has to be awaited.
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Joining forces
Self imposed - no question about that - all this puts Boeing and Airbus in a
very awkward if not impossible position. To a certain extend it is possible to reduce
production of long running models. But with the new models most of the know
how and expertise is in the minds of the people, including suppliers and partners,
and one has to be very careful to avoid a brain drain that makes it extremely
difficult if not impossible to continue with the project. It is however ‘virtually
impossible’ to slow development of new models - this would mean the end of the
787. Further reducing the production rate of the A380 would effectively also end
this project. Also the position of suppliers has to be considered - at Boeing and
Airbus up to 80% of the value of a plane comes from outside companies. With
the 787 the partners take a lot of the burden, but a failure of one of them could
bring the project to a long standstill - some partners are in need financial support.
Development of the A350 could still be halted but losses would amount some 5
billion and cause serious embarrassment. For the moment the project is proceeding
- may be some headaches and may be somewhat short by cash - January 14th
2009, Airbus launched the new A350 final assembly line, a €140 million facility
including a 74.000 m2 production hall in Toulouse and still predicts that 480
aircra will be delivered from 2013 294). Whether it is worthwhile to make a fresh
start with the A400M is for the politicians to decide - but one can wonder whether
EADS is capable to succeed a second time.
Somehow the companies have to deal with both the technical challenges and
the enormous losses, which couldn’t come at a worse moment. One can criticize
Boeing for outsourcing of some 70% of the 787 becoming fully dependent on
know how and expertise of partners 389). Airbus is spreading production facilities
globally and is reported to face serious espionage at its Tianjin plant in China
where the A320 is built 390) - which comes not exactly as a surprise. What exclusive
know-how and expertise will be le for Boeing and Airbus in a couple of years - on
both traditional and advanced aircra technology - not much probably.
For Boeing and Airbus to survive the present crisis there appears to be no
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other way out than to join forces, otherwise other countries - already waiting
in the sidelines - will soon take over initiative. Important to note in this respect
is that regarding the $35 billion US Air Force contract for new refuelling jets,
Airbus signalled - April 17th 2009 - that it is ‘willing to consider splitting US Air
force contract with Boeing’ 304) and Boeing signalled back - April 27th 2009 - that ‘it
will support splitting the contract when the pentagon chooses that approach’ 308). e
military transporter would be an obvious next choice for cooperation. But even
more important is to join forces on the development of composed aircra - instead
of all composite aircra.
Facing also an uncertain future
April 16th 2009 Boeing delivered its 6000th 737 - a milestone - unfilled orders
for the next generation 737 exceed 2200 planes valued at some $160 billion at list
prices. Not much ado when Airbus announced its 40th anniversary May 29th 2009
with the A320 nearing its 4000 mark. Can the same success be repeated with the 787
and the A350 - most probably not. Development of the technology to manufacture the
enormous composite section inoled extreme engineering - let there be no doubt about
the immense achievements. e engineers inoled with the 787 did a magnificent job
coming to terms with a new construction material - never tried at this scale before - not
even near. So many problems had to be soled - and have been soled - technology had
been stressed to its absolute limit, most probably beyond. When the 787 finally takes
of for its first test flight Boeing has written aviation history again. No doubt the plain
will fly all right, probably better than any plane before, but problems affecting safety
will surface, which means that also the 787 and the A350 face an uncertain future
- composites are just not good enough - but they could have known as will be discussed
in more detail at the following pages.
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About ignorance
Ignoring fatigue
Ignoring acture mechanics
Ignoring ageing
Ignoring record tire busting
Ignoring impact performance
In the blink of an eye
Ignoring no more
First warning signs with composites in aircra
American Airlines flight 587
Air Transat flight 961
Federal Express Memphis
Airbus rudder control rod

EASE mandatory directive

With aluminium aircra the present safety record has been gradually
accomplished through experience over a period of some seventy-five years, among
them many accidents - a number with fatal consequences. Accidents in aviation can
have different causes and include human error, terrorism, weather, structural failure,
maintenance and repair to name the most important. Exhaustive inestigations of
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such accidents have led to new discoeries and new insights and resulted in new design
approaches. Structural failure - the focus of this study - can occur for many reasons,
including uncertainties about loading and enironmental conditions, wrong choice of
materials, design faults, defects in materials, manufacturing flaws, impact damage,
lighting strike, fire, insufficient inspection, poor maintenance and inadequate repair.
Total ignorance of warning signs that clearly indicated that safety was at risk led to
accidents of the Comet, the Concorde and the Columbia. Learning om history, these
accidents will be discussed here in brief - for more in depth discussion reference is made
to the appendices.
With the Comet, Concorde and Columbia the aim was the desire to fly faster
but this can only be accomplished by flying also higher - in case of Space Shuttle this
was the principal objective. e aims were achieved - records were broken - but ended
all in catastrophe essentially caused by material failure. Indeed, lessons have been
learned. But it is too easy to front the issue with that it was the price that had to be
paid to make progress - for entering areas of the aviation that had not been explored
before. Passengers, in general, do not want to boldly go where nobody has gone before.
ey leave that to the crew of the Enterprise. Passengers must be sure that they can
trust the aircra, trust the airline, trust the crew and trust the mechanics involved with
maintenance and inspection - astronauts should be able to trust NASA. It is therefore
shocking to find out that with each of these accidents catastrophe could have been easily
avoided and happened because of grove neglect - warning signs that safety was at risk
were ignored - in case of the Comet for too long and with Concorde and the Columbia
for a very long time.
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Ignoring fatigue
With the Comet jet propulsion was introduced in civil aviation in 1952.
e aircra was an instant commercial success and deHavilland - the manufacturer
of the aircra - dreamed of selling a thousand aircra. For the first time civil
aircra were to fly at 490 mhp / ~800 kmh at 30,000  / 10,000 m. Necessary
pressurization of the fuselage at this altitude means that the structure had to
withstand much greater cyclic pressure differentials and much larger temperature
changes. But somehow the engineers underestimated the possible effects of fatigue
- known at that time 36) - and deemed the double margins put in place enough
to guarantee safety 27), based on no physical evidence whatsoever. Management
- sales driven - can be blamed for being too ambiguous pushing forward unrealistic
delivery times that put far too much pressure on the engineers during development
e construction of the square windows - bigger than at any airplane before -led
eventually to disaster; actually the construction was simplified because of tooling
problems. When a third plane crashed - January 1954 - the fleet was grounded.
Autopsy of the bodies that were recovered showed a distinct pattern of injuries
of fractured skulls and ruptured lungs - the latter a sure indicator of sudden cabin
depressurization. But this was ignored and service was resumed already in March.
Within two weeks the plane crashed again. Again the fleet was grounded – this
time indefinitely - and the Comet would not fly again until 1958, completely
redesigned. ree weeks later the 707 entered service - provided with much smaller
rounded windows - and this plane sold more than 1000 when production stopped
in 1991. e Comet became never the commercial success hoped for - only 79
entered service. Appendix Comet proides a more in depth discussion of the accident.
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Ignoring acture mechanics
With the F111 - developed in the 1960’s - every effort was made to avoid
what happened to the Comet and certification involved rigorous full-scale fatigue
testing. Again, it went wrong - again fatigue at the root of problems. Several
aircra were lost before the engineers discovered that relative small manufacturing
flaws had escaped detection with the inspection and testing methods that were
in place at that time 28). Involved were high strength steel alloys that were applied
for critical primary parts for the first time and behaved apparently different from
normal steel. Not known at that time is that with metals both the percentage level
at which cracks start to grow and the rate at which cracks grow increases with
the strength of the alloy. is significantly limits the window of opportunity for
inspection to discover such crack initiation and crack growth - actually in a way
similar to composites that behave in this respect likewise high strength steel 29). e
experience with the F111 led eventually to the application of fracture mechanics
and later to the adaptation of damage tolerance philosophy in aviation.

Ignoring ageing
at fatigue is still a serious problem with aircra showed the accident with
an ageing Boeing 737 of Aloha Airlines when flight 234 lost a large part of the
forward upper fuselage in 1988 but landed safely, with the unfortunate loss of one
life. e aircra was 19 years old and had sustained 89,090 takeoff-landing cycles,
far beyond the 75,000 trips it was designed to sustain. e structure, that had stress
corrosion damage, was deemed safe because crack stopper band (tear strips) had
been applied in squares at the frame section. ese were supposed to contain crack
propagation within safe limits - but apparently not safe enough. With this accident
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engineers discovered that fatigue cracking can develop simultaneously at multiple
locations - so-called ‘multi-site damage’ or ‘widespread fatigue damage’ - to link up
to form a large crack that could not be contained by the tear strips and led to the
accident, a phenomena not known at the time 30) but nowadays a basic design tool.

Ignoring record tire busting
e Concorde accident in 2000 was caused by something weird as a busted
tire that could not withstand the structural limit - probably not even half of it - and
this was ignored by Air France and British Airways - and the pilots - although the
plane experienced an unprecedented record of busted tires and impacts over a very
long period of time 31) - at one occasion in 1979 two tires busted simultaneously
which caused a large hole right through the wing. With the 2000 accident a rubber
tire part slammed the wing underneath the fuel tank and it is assumed that this
generated a hydrodynamic pressure surge - shock wave - in the fuel that blew up
the tank. Aer the accident stronger tires were developed by Dunlop and several
other weak structures were discovered during the investigation, amongst others,
the fuel tanks that were now provided with Kevlar lining. Whether these measures
were sufficient to avoid further catastrophe will never be known. Concorde
made its last emotional retirement flight in 2003, the same year the Space Shuttle
Columbia broke up during re-entry. Appendix Concorde proides a more in depth
discussion of the accident.

Ignoring impact performance
January 16th 2002, Columbia flight FT-107 took off for its 28th mission
- 81.9 seconds aer launch, a large piece of insulation foam broke away from the
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External Tank and struck the le wing. is damaged a Carbon-Carbon panel that
protects the wing edge. During re-entry on the 1st of February, superheated air
entered the wing, which led to total destruction of Columbia.
e investigation of the Columbia Accident Inestigation Board 32) revealed
that NASA - the by far biggest scientific organization in the world with a budget
beyond imagination at that time - had paid no attention whatsoever to the impact
behaviour of the heat shield materials, before the accident happened in 2003.
e ceramic tiles and carbon-carbon edges were not tested for impact response
- although the vulnerability of these materials was well known but somehow
ignored. Actually the engineers knew beforehand that such damage would occur
and could not be avoided. Damage to the heat shield materials occurred during
every flight, oen severe, but became soon a maintenance - ‘turnaround’ - issue.
Only in 1999, when the composition of the foam was changed for environmental
reasons and damage increased, NASA tested some tiles for foam impact in what
in hindsight appeared to have been ‘a rudimentary program’ 33) that was not even
finished. e reason was - bizarre at it may sound - that no proper test method
was available at the time to test impact performance at high velocity. Going back
to the original foam was not considered - did they really believe that the CFC’s
- chlorofluorocarbons - used in the foam posed an environmental issue.

In the blink of an eye
Aer the accident a block of foam was shot at a carbon carbon panel with a
pressure gun - for the first time, 22 years aer the first Space shuttle, ironically also
the Columbia, was launched and experienced first damage. To the total surprise of
many this test confirmed that such impact produces indeed enough impact power
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to break up the panel. ‘I don’t think anyone expected to see a 16-inch square hole’, one
of the engineers reported later, ‘In the blink of an eye, there it was, and hundreds of
people immediately came to terms with how much damage a piece of foam can do’ 34)
e pressure gun has severe limitations, but a universal method to study
impact performance is not available yet. is poses a serious safety concern to allcomposite aircra that are far more vulnerable to impact than aluminium aircra
- but this cannot be tested in proper way. A simple method for testing impact
performance at velocities ranging from 10 to 1000 m/s has been proposed 35).
Appendix Columbia proides a more in depth discussion of the accident.

Ignoring no more - please
e accidents of the Comet, the Concorde and the Columbia provide
important lessons for the development of future aircra - all composite aircra in
particular. For the engineers at that time flying faster and higher meant entering
new and at least partly unknown territory. New technology had to be developed
and to achieve these goals this technology had at once to be stretched to its
ultimate limits - but with each case engineers went beyond that limit in that
performance of certain materials failed beyond expectations. Material behaviour
was underestimated or not understood. is led engineers to design and operate
constructions that could not withstand the physical forces. A similar scenario
seems to unfold with all composite aircra. Engineers are well aware of composites’
poor damage tolerance but somehow that’s again largely ignored, as will be
discussed later.
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First warning signs with composites in aircra
e Comet accidents during the 1950’s learned, in dramatic way, how stress
concentrations and fatigue in metals can lead to failure and Aloha flight 234 proided
a valuable lesson about metal ageing in 1988 37). Engineers are now also gaining
experience with fatigue behaviour of composites applied for primary applications in
aircra - they soon found out that again technology had been stretched beyond its
ultimate limits.
American Airlines flight 587.
November 12th, 2001 an Airbus A300-600 of American Airlines - flight
587 - lost its composite vertical stabilizer, shortly aer take-off and crashed in
the New York borough of ueens, killing all 260 people on board and 5 on the
ground 38). In a most controversial ruling - rudder risk was cited by an American
Airlines manager years before the crash 39) - the accident was officially blamed ‘to
pilot’s excessive rudder pedal input that led to the crash’ or ‘aggressively swinging the
rudder by the pilot’. But that is still being questioned. It was, however, also ruled
that ‘Airbus rudder system design and elements of airlines pilot training program
contributed to the accident’. From the investigation it appears that the first pilot did
indeed apply maximum pressure, rapidly and repeatedly swinging the rudder to
the le and the right. It is assumed that it was unknown to the crew that the A300
has not been designed for this load case. e structure fulfilled its duty because the
vertical tail has been loaded above ultimate, i.e. outside the certified load envelope,
but it might be speculated how a structure out of aluminium reinforced composite
would have behaved.
Critics argue that even when the pilots had known that they were not to allow maximum
pressure for too long, the aircra was at the moment of the accident sufficiently below the speed at
which max deflection, intentional or otherwise, should not cause damage the structure.
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Composites fail in more brittle way, totally different from aluminium that
behaves ductile. e investigators had no previous knowledge or experience with
composite crash behaviour and were confronted with fibre failure, resin cracking,
debonding, delamination, fibre pull out and fibre kinking – failure modes all
new to them. It can therefore not be excluded that the rudders were somehow
damaged prior to the accident, or just not strong enough because of a design flaw
or a structural anomaly, which led to reduction of mechanical resistance - as the
following accidents illustrate.
Air Transat flight 961
March 6th, 2005 an Airbus A310-300 operated by Air Transat carrying 270
passengers and crew on flight 961, was cruising above the Florida Keys when at an
altitude of 35,000 feet a loud bang occurred followed by vibrations that lasted a
few seconds 40). e pilots decided to return to Cuba, where it landed uneventfully.
Upon landing, the pilots discovered that most of the aeroplane’s rudder had
separated in flight - only the bottom closing rib and the spar between the rib
and the hydraulic actuators were still there. Further examination of the vertical
stabilizer determined that its two rearmost attachment lugs were damaged due to
the high stresses associated with the rudder failure and separation.
Federal Express Memphis
November 27th 2005, in a hangar in Memphis, Tennessee, engineers were
carrying out routine maintenance on a Federal Express A300-600, and accidentally
bashed its sandwich composite rudder 41). To assess the extent of the damage, the
engineers removed the lower rudder rib to be able to examine the rudder. e
damage they found was far beyond what a bouncing hammer could have caused
- substantial debonding had developed between the inner skin of the composite
rudder surface and the honeycomb core. Tap test inspection determined the
size of the debonding area to be approximately 838 mm (33 inches) by 355 mm
(14 inches), or about 0.3 square meter (3 square feet). Further examination
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revealed traces of hydraulic fluid. It was concluded that leaked hydraulic fluid
had contaminated the rudder between the honeycomb core and the fibreglass
composite skin. is had led to progressive debonding that weakened the
strength of the rudder. Further tests on the damaged rudder revealed that a rapid
propagation of the debonding damage would have occurred during a next flight
- and could have led to disaster.
e National Transportation Safety Board was very concerned about this
accident and concluded amongst others that ‘e rate of growth of existing damage
in the presence of this hydraulic fluid contamination is uncertain and currently
unpredictable’, and ‘the resulting safety risks associated with the potential loss of the
rudder or vertical stabilizer are severe’ 41) and recommended much more strict
inspection procedures than Airbus had already imposed aer the accident.
Airbus rudder control rod
e 13th of September 2007 FAA - and several other agencies worldwide - published
an Airworthiness
Directive 406) that included the following statement
‘One A320 operator has reported a disbond on the composite rudder control rod.
Inestigations conducted by the supplier revealed that this disbond is due to an incorrect low olume of
resin in the fibre composite. e supplier and AIRBUS have confirmed that some rudder control rods
installed on A330 and A340-200/-300 aircra before delivery or delivered as spare are also affected
by this defect. Rudder control rod rupture can lead, in the worst case, in combination with a yaw
damper runaway to an unsafe condition.
In order to prevent such situation, this airworthiness Directive (AD) requires a one time
detailed visual inspection to identify the affected rods and to replace those affected by this issue.
e unsafe condition is reduced control of the airplane.’
is is probably more of a routine issue but illustrates that quality control can go
wrong with composites during manufacturing.
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EASE mandatory directive
Note that the rudders inoled with these accidents are composite sandwiched
panel constructions that consist out of two layers of fibre glass composite with a thick
foam material layer - honeycombed core - sandwiched in between. Analysis of the
failures did produce valuable information but all composite aircra are not out of
relative thick sandwiched glass fibre composites but out of thin laminated carbon fibre
composites that behave rather differently.

ese accidents were further investigated and December 2007 the European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) ordered extensive testing on a continuous base
of the rudders of Airbus A300/310 series due to safety concerns. A stepped
up inspection program was already recommend by Airbus, but this mandatory
directive went much further. It calls for ‘first enhanced rudder checks to be completed
within six months or 500 flights, some inspections on certain planes must be repeated
every 1,400 flights’ 42). is is a relatively short compliance schedule for checking
structural integrity of primary flight structures. e enhanced inspections include
ultrasound, X-rays and other no-destructive testing techniques, breaking radically
away from the visual inspection and manually tapping that were regarded adequate
until then. About 400 A300s and A310s aircra are covered by the added
inspections, along with 20 wide-body Airbus A330 and A340 jetliners.
As for the maintenance programme of the 787 - approved by FAA December
2008 - it will be interesting to see how this relates to the EASE mandatory directive - to
be found somewhere in ‘e 787 Maintenance Review Board Report [that] is a result
of the most comprehensive maintenance program development effort in the history of the
industry…..it is supported by more than 33,000 pages of supporting analysis, as well as the
participation of eight regulatory agencies, 25 airlines and 30 suppliers and partners’ 43).
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About 787 Dreamliner

Uncharted territory
Sudden switch to all-composite aircra
Decision making at Boeing
Avoiding micromanagement
Battle for the pounds
An analysis error
Travelled work
Problems no problems
‘neither pleasing or displeasing’
Trying to regain oversight
Closely inoled
Special conditions
When lightning strikes
§ 25.981
A multilayered approach
Catch 22
Quite embarrassing
Not an essential element
Practicality approach
One in a billion
Fierce opposition
Other special conditions
What’s le is improed flying experience
A monolithic approach
Large production units come with large capacity
Lay up rate
Exact curing regimes
Large scale joining
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Mechanical fastening
ose tiny fasteners
A striking discoery
High Blow
ree defects
About 8000
Root of problems
Trying to restore confidence - the Boeing way
Deep, Deep Trouble
Somehow it became a habit
Problem soled
Something changed
Blame
Towards first flight
Take care
Of course aircra can be build all-composite - why not - but one has to deem
whether it is worth the effort and to discard seventy-five years of experience with
aluminium aircra and to start again essentially om scratch - certainly so when
it is doubtful whether substantial savings can be made on weight and maintenance
and appropriate safety standards can most probably not be met, certainly not the
unprecedented standards achieved with aluminum aircra. As engineers at Airbus
and Boeing now know, demonstrating that composites are lighter and stronger is not
the same as demonstrating that lighter civil aircra can be build all-composite.
History learns that when a revolutionary designed aircra enters service,
engineers get confronted with problems that have not and could not have been
imagined, were ignored or overlooked due to what is known in aviation as unknown
unknown or ‘unk unk’. Dealing with unk-unk - that is solving the problems - oen
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requires a largely empirical approach, in some cases dominated by rules of the thumb
learned from oen painful if not tragic experiences. It is extremely difficult to translate
such empirical know-how and attitude, gained over very long periods, to new materials
and structural concepts - virtually impossible with composites.

Uncharted territory
With all-composite aircra civil aviation is entering uncharted territory
littered with unk unk - composites’ properties and behaviour are well known, but are
largely unk unk at the scale and extreme loading that apply to civil aircra. Long time
experience with aluminium offers little support because composites show completely
different physical behaviour - how different has yet to be found out - what is known
is that composites are famously low on damage tolerance. Service history with
aviation composites is limited and mainly restricted to small-scale sandwiched panel
constructions. Large-scale application of laminate composites with aircra is new - large
barrel sections and complete wing sections have never been tried with composites before
and have to meet the extreme criteria set for civil aircra. Scaling poses serious problems
- both with design and with manufacturing - and requires extreme engineering. e
enormous joint constructions that connect the barrel sections and the wings and other
parts of the structure pose huge problems with design and manufacturing. Completely
new design standards and construction methods had to be developed as well as
sophisticated tooling and processing techniques to meet the very strict specifications
and tolerances. Unk unk puts boundaries to reliable modelling that is so essential with
the development of new aircra but of limited value here since appropriate validation
is not possible yet. At the same time measures have to be devised that compensate for
composites’ poor damage tolerance but limit increase in weight, which has proven to be
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extremely difficult - if not impossible.
Sudden switch to all-composite aircra

Starting development in 2003, the first test flight with the 787 was set for
August 2007 and first delivery for May 2008 with peak production rate of 7 per
month by 2010. With the order book swelling Boeing shied to more aggressive ramp
up. Ambitious to the extreme and putting enormous pressure on engineering, 40
aircra were scheduled for assembly in 2008, with testing for certification to proceed
along the production line - based on large scale one-piece sections to be manufactured
at partners around the world and completely prefabricated flown into Everett for final
assembly - assembly rate was to be steadily cut short to just 3 days - 14 days with the
777 - to be able to roll out 112 aircra in 2009 with production rate to be increased to
14 to 16 a month by 2010/11. at was on paper and paper is patient.
e sudden switch to all-composite civil aircra as initiated by Boeing had immense
implications. In composite terms the 787 is an exceptional structure - nothing on this
scale had ever been attempted with composites before - not even near. Effectively the
engineers had to set overboard virtually all experience gained over some seventy-five
years with aluminium aircra and to start almost from scratch. Boeing nor Airbus
nor any other party or organization in this world had any experience or recollection
whatsoever with regard to all-composite civil aircra at this scale - that is size and
magnitude of physical loading - nor with comparable applications even near to this scale.
Experience at Boeing was limited to small scale applications with the 777 that entered
the market in 1996, just 12 years ago, with an airframe some 9% composite structure by
weight, including large parts of the tail section - and applications with military aircra,
in particular the B-2 stealth bomber and with the F22 fighter jet where application of
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composites had to be scaled back from initially 50% to some 25%.
Probably guided by the unknown, problems connected with the enormous
scaling were initially largely underestimated. In similar way the possible advantages
that can be obtained with composites were overestimated, if not exaggerated.
Indeed, before long, engineers learned that the design and the manufacturing
of all-composite aircra of this size proved to be immensely more difficult and
complicated than was initially anticipated and that there was no experience in this
field in this world. Outsourcing some 70% of the activities worldwide was thought
to bring expertise and experience but contributed to the problems up to level that
Boeing completely lost oversight by 2007.
Boeing is now facing ever longer delays, huge costs overruns, still enormous
difficulties with design and manufacturing, serious problems with inspection and
repair and large overweight as well as loss of credibility with customers and serious
friction with partners. A large number of 787’s has been sold at low prices but the
cost for R&D, quality assurance, manufacturing and materials have been rising
at alarming rate. e price of carbon fibre follows essentially that of oil and has
increased from $5 a pound in 2006 to well over $20 by 2008 44) - the present drop
in oil price won’t last. Manufacturing and assembly appears far more complicated
than originally anticipated and will take much more time as Boeing and its
partners are still struggling to meet extreme strict specifications. It will take quite
some time to reach an acceptable production rate - whatever that rate is going to
be - nobody can tell how the present economic crisis will affect the project, but this
will have severe consequences as has been discussed before.
e 787 will not deliver on the guaranteed low weight-low fuel performance
and will need much more inspection and repair as promised. Airlines have to be
compensated for late delivery and underperformance, eating away the margins and
long-term program profitability. e certification timeline is still uncertain, as the
first test aircra has yet to fly.
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E for 8
Over a period of more than fiy years - from 707 to triple 7 - seven’s have been a lucky
number for Boeing indeed and when Boeing announced the world’s first new all-composite
aircra it was originally dubbed 7E7 with ‘E’ for efficient – so we are told – other suggest E was for
excellent and employees at Boeing thought of E for Everett. A ‘name your plane’ contest organized
by Boeing attracted some 500.000 votes worldwide and decided for ‘Dreamliner’ past the initial
frontrunner ‘Global Cruiser’ by a margin of only 2.500 votes. en Boeing decided to change ‘E for
8’ to show how much it values China where the number ‘8’ is considered ‘good luck’ - in Manderin
and Cantonese ‘eight’ sounds as ‘to make money’ - and how much it values orders from China for
the 787 Dreamliner that would be ready in time to fly passengers to the 2008 Beijing Olympics.
Very much appreciated, no doubt, by President Hu Jintao, when he visited - guest of honour - the
assembly plant at Everett, May 2006, telling the cheering crowd that ‘Boeing is a household name
in China’. e 787 didn’t make it before the Olympic Games but by then six Chinese airlines had
already ordered 60 787s. Probably a bit frustrated by developments Chinese Airlines announced
- by March 2009 - that the Dreamliner doesn’t ‘fully meet the quality Boeing touted earlier’ and may
cancel or postpone delivery 291). Whatever the reason, the Chinese started development of their own
jetliner in 2009 - the C-919 - where 9 means ‘forever’ in Chinese culture 292).

Decision making at Boeing
e impression is that at Boeing the decision to go all-composite was regarded to
be the first key decision without realizing - at least insufficiently - that the first crucial
decision had by then already been taken by accepting composites for what they were
thought to be worth: taking light plastic for light aircra. Explaining to the press in 2005
what composites are all about ‘Making carbon-fibre parts might be described as a massive
wallpapering operation - with the paper really being wide tape, loosely woen om super
strong carbon fibres, then soaked in a honey-thick mixture of polymers. e gooey tapes
are plastered on the inside of moulds or wrapped around shells called mandrels, and then
baked. e heat triggers a chemical reaction that turns the polymers into a hard, incredibly
sturdy structure’ 45) explains a lot. It was, however, realized at the time that ‘even cracks
too small to seen could then spread under the stresses of high-speed flight and the dramatic
changes in outside air pressure and temperature as a jet climbs to around 30,000 feet’ - no
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problem - ‘the Japanese supplier of Boeing’s carbon-fibre tape, impregnates the fibbers with
a proprietary mixture: e epoxy that proides strength and hardness is surrounded by a
polymer with a different density. is combination makes the surface less prone to impact
damage - and if damage does occur, it prevents cracks om spreading’ 9). With a professor
on hand to reassure - ‘Because of this breakthrough, I will be sleeping soundly whenever I
take off on a composite airplane’ 9) - quite reassuring indeed.

Fully confident Boeing decided to go for all-composite, apparently not
questioning whether composites would deliver as promised - probably convinced that
know-how and expertise could be bought or developed in time given enough money.
at sets in motion the chain of decisions that have come in the open - amongst others
- to decide to global outsource more 70% of the workload to partners who would
provide the know-how and shoulder a substantial part of the costs, to decide for as
large as possible one-piece parts including a complete barrel approach without realizing
the complicated tooling and difficult manufacturing technology that had to be newly
developed, to decide for a target weight that was far below what could be attained, to
decide for a schedule that was far to tight, to decide to let extern inexperienced engineers
work out the details and at the same time to decide to set the marketing in full swung
and to decide to guarantee on fuel economy, performance, less maintenance and more
payload without physical evidence that supports such claims and to decide to go for an
‘unlimited or at least unprecedented’ number of orders and further ramp up production
once interest in the aircra catapulted - and to decide not to inform customers when
serious problems surfaced and apparently also not to inform the test pilots and the
regulator as will be discussed later. And it was apparently decided to ignore composites’
low damage tolerance.
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With all these airline executives apparently so interested in the 787, it is difficult to
understand why Boeing did take so many orders - or was it also here bonus driven. When the
aircra performs only near to what has been claimed, it would have become a runner anyway.
With proven performance the aircra could have sold at much better price and at much better
conditions and avoid the risks of claims because of late delivery and underperformance. Now,
facing long delays and underperformance, Boeing has to work itself out of this mess and brace
itself for the renegotiating of the contracts with the partners and some fiy airlines involving some
nine hundred aircra. Moreover, facing the economic downturn airlines will exploit late delivery
and possible underperformance as a good excuse to defer and cancel orders without penalty
payments.

At the time these decisions were made nobody realised that they were in for some
very unpleasant surprises that would gradually unfold over the years when composites
did not live up to expectations. Some will be highlighted here in brief.

Avoiding micromanagement
With hardly any experience on composites at this scale - either on behaviour,
manufacturing, inspection nor repair - Boeing had to rely almost completely on the
partners and other extern expertise for know-how. is was new to them. Used to the
traditional model to provide designs to suppliers to be followed-up - a system called
‘build-to-print’ - it must have been extremely difficult for Boeing engineers to find their
place in this new environment. It was no longer Boeing’s legendary ‘it is our way or no
way’. Instead management conceived a new philosophy. Engineers were told to take some
distance and not to ‘micromanage the partners’, but to give them more responsibility
and to encourage them ‘to show their expertise’ such that ‘innoation can flourish’ and to
make sure that ‘there is no duplication of work’ 46). Boeing would only provide the overall
design drawings and specifications and it was agreed that ‘these outside companies would
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coordinate with one another to produce whole sections of the plane, stuffed with assembled
components, systems, ducting, insulation, and wiring - Boeing workers in Everett would
merely have to connect the major parts of the aircra’. 311)
Before long it became clear, first to the partners and at a much later stage to
Boeing, that little fundamental knowledge was available in this world about applications
with composites at this scale - that is aviation composites - and this hindered the
development of proper models so important with design of aircra. Specialist in this
field did apparently not have all that anticipated unique expertise to perform such
complicated design aer all. Partners in the global network were soon fully occupied
with design and construction of the extreme tooling and kept asking for more detailed
drawings. It was rather late indeed, if not too late, when Boeing realized that the new
management philosophy did not work - but by then they had completely lost oversight.
Much more permanent physical presence at all sites and facilities is a must with a project
of such complexity and magnitude and should have been arranged from day one - or
from day two but not later. Boeing now admits that outsourcing appears to have been be
less successful than anticipated or was hoped for - ‘we may have gone a little too far, too
fast’ 311) - and has signalled that in hindsight the super-site concept is to be preferred 47).

Battle for the pounds
e weight of an aircra can be expressed in different ways. MTOW or Maximum Takeoff
Weight is the maximum weight at which the pilot of the aircra is allowed to attempt to
take off. MZFW or Maximum Zero Fuel Weight is the total weight of the aircra and all
its contents, minus the total weight of the fuel on board. MWE or Manufacturers Weight
Empty is the weight of an aircra, without taking into account any baggage, passenges,or
usable fuel - and is mostly used to compare the evolution of weight development during
design. With firm configuration of the design - September 2005 - the target weights of the
787-8 were set at MTOW of 216 tons, MZFW of 154 tons and a MWE of 95.5 tons.
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e weight of an aircra determines fuel economy, performance and the
payload that can be carried - performance is usually expressed as the range or the
maximum distance an aircra can fly 336) and can also be defined as the operation
costs per seat. An overweight of for example 2500 lbs means that an airline flying
the maximum range will have to take ten passengers of the plane - or can fly a
shorter range when the number of passengers is maintained.
Overweight is a familiar problem with new aircra and what is also
familiar is that it is extremely difficult to get the weight down once the design
has been worked out. What you save at great costs on one element you lose again
with another. It is already quite an achievement to avoid the weight from going
upwards. With more exact figures coming in when the design evaluated, managers
started to get worried about of the overall deadweight of the aircra by 2005 9)
when it became clear that overweight had increased to 5,800 lbs / 2630 kg over its
target weight 319) - which had to be brought down. However, with the composites
already counting for some 80 percent of the construction material’s volume, this
leaves little room for rather radical modifications that are here obviously needed.
Engineers, already stressed to the limit, were told to evaluate all parts of the
structure for extra pounds again and were instructed to ‘design to zero tolerance’
319)

- meaning that it was no longer allowed to build in extra margins for strength

or thickness - that is safety. Such is easier said than done because the engineers
did not have any reliable models to their disposal to meat such zero tolerance and
could only try to make calculated guesses. Another problem was to coordinate all
the changes and modifications, which can affect so many other parts of the overall
structure and the manufacturing process at different sites overseas. But somehow
the engineers managed to shed a dramatic 2,500 lbs - difficult to believe, but
according Boeing this was achieved within two weeks 319).
Engineers shaved off pounds and many parts were newly designed, among
them the window construction. A simple success was booked when it was decided
to abandon the wireless system, saving some 200 pounds, also because of concerns
about the amount of bandwidth available 146). But it soon became clear that shaving
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weight was a painstaking process with mostly 1- and 2- pound and sometimes 10pound savings. Engineers looked for ways to load the extremely strong titanium
fasteners more to their ultimate limit possible through strengthening of the
holes, using less overlap and optimization of the configuration of the fasteners.
ese unique fasteners are not only very expensive, but also not readily available
on the market. It takes not only much time to design such fasteners but also to
develop the necessary tools for mass production and this led to long production
lead times and consequent long delays. Supply became a real problem when other
engineers decided - had to decide - that the titanium fasteners had to be completely
redesigned to meet stringent specifications set for lighting strike protection. is
required modification of virtually all drawings and even worse, these new fasteners
had a production lead time of some 60 weeks. Before long, steady modification and
shortage of fasteners led to total disarray at the global work floor when partners
started to ship sections to Everett clipped with temporary fasteners. en the FAA
issued a number of ‘special conditions’, involving amongst others the fuel tank 50)
and the lighting protection system 51). ese conditions were still not met by 2009,
but added soon dramatically to the weight.
Some weight was saved but the overall pressure remained upward rather
than downward - rather steeply actually - and the ‘battle for the pounds’ started
to become an extremely costly exercise - next to long delays, cost overruns of
‘several hundreds of millions of dollars’ were already reported by the end of 2006
. As indicated, in 2005 the plane could still ‘be put on diet’ 319) shaving 2,500

52)

lbs but that le still 2,500 lbs overweight. By 2006 Boeing had to admit that the
787 was ‘a bit on the pouchy side …. or about 5,000 1bs overweight…but the baby
was healthy’ 54) - by 2007 overweight had again dramatically increased to some
14,000 lbs, according a key customer 55). Again, numerous parts were redesigned,
other exchanged for lighter ones. But by the end of 2008, Dreamliner One was
rumoured to ‘have gained 21,050 lbs since firm configuration in September 2005’ 7)
- this weight growth originated 4,300 lbs from the fuselage and 2,900 lbs from the
wing detail sizing and design. Wiring and installation contributed with 3,250 lbs.
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is involves the six test aircra, but exact figures have not been released.
is means the six test aircra will be have extremely large overweight and
Boeing has recognized that also the first planes that will be delivered will be significant
overweight. Again exact figures were not released - March 2009 Boeing declared that
‘e first airplane that will proide us with meaningful weight is airplane No.7 and we
won’t weigh that for some time’ 291) - but overweight on the first 19 planes is expected
to be well in excess of 4,500 lbs, far too much to meet its performance objectives in
terms of range, economy and payload 337) - ‘I pity the airlines that get the first ones’ 336).
is means that the 20% fuel efficiency won’t be met and to make things worse, the
engines aren’t meeting their projected fuel savings either. Reports suggest that the
General Electric GEnx missed specific fuel consumption targets by 2-3% and the
Rolls-Royce Trent by 3-4% 7) that effect range accordingly. 303). From ZA 120 the 787
will be modified to rectify for empty weight - that is from 2011 - amongst others
with completely revised wing design. On the other hand issues will surface during
certification that need modification and will add to the weight - and overweight of
5,000 lbs - may be up to 10,000 lbs - has to be accepted in the end, and this will limit the
range in significant way. But for the moment Boeing remains upbeat in that the 787 will
“meet mission payload commitments to all customers’ 337).
An analysis error
Among many other problems, Boeing engineers, discovered ‘an analysis error’
when the massive composite centre wing box (17.4/5.3m long - 19/5.8m wide - 4/
1.2m thick) buckled during testing56) performed during the first half of 2007 - that is
before roll out.
e wing box is a cantilevered beam that carries the wing to the fuselage and supports
leading-edge and trailing-edge devices, control surfaces, engines and landing gear. e upper and
lower faces and the wing spars are made from the same composite material as the fuselage while the
wing ribs are machined from single pieces of aluminium. e centre wing box is the foundation of
the aircra from where the design of the total structure is worked out. Engineers are very reluctant
to change the design of this most critical part at a later stage because it is extremely difficult to
see what implications this has to both the centre wing box and the structure as a whole - certainly
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so with a structure largely composed out of a material never tried before at this scale and with no
proper models at hand.

Working under enormous pressure - ‘Teams were previously trying to brute-force
through some of these problems’ 16) - engineers tried to save on weight on the wing box by
thinning out the density of the spars. Too much apparently and the spars had now to
be ‘beefed up’ 58). is means that at that time, the models that were in place to calculate
stress distribution didn’t work - are ‘not exactly perfect’ 58) as Boeing puts it - and this
poses a major safety issue.
Strengthening required ‘aluminium stiffeners’ to be affixed alongside the spars 59)
as well as ‘about 200 clips and brackets and about 500 fasteners’ 58) - this indicates that the
wingbox must have been really shaved off and makes one wonder whether or would it
have buckled also without shaving. It took until November 2008 when the strengthened
wing box was destructively tested again and withstood now the loads up to 1.5 times - or
150 percent for three seconds - of the highest aerodynamic load that the aircra could
ever be expected to see 60). e full-scale test involved a 50-foot part that represents only
a portion of the wing section, beginning at about the centre of the 787 and stopping at
about two-thirds of the span of the wing. Aer achieving the 150% threshold for three
seconds, the loading was further increased until the wing broke. According Boeing ‘with
sufficient margin’ 274) but declined to make public what load was achieved because ‘on its
own, the number is meaningless and people would try to make inferences that would not be
founded with the proper context’ 274) - why such cryptic statement. Probably because the
sufficient margin was wide above the limit, which indicates that the models are still far
from accurate.
Boeing must now decide to break the wing on one of the 787 test planes - a
most dramatic moment as the A380 demonstrated when the wing broke 3% short
of the intended 150% threshold. With the A380 the wing is out of aluminium and
the wingbox out of composite and for this configuration the models at Airbus were
apparently very accurate indeed. But does this mean that the construction is safe
when applied to all-composite. e 150% threshold is based on long experience with
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aluminium aircra and is now adapted for configurations partly (A380) or completely
(787) out of composites. Only time will tell whether such threshold is sufficient with
such designs – in particular out of all-composite.
Travelled work
Continuous redesigns, problems with extreme tolerances, special tooling
and specifications for drilling and placing and shortage of fasteners in particular
led to complete chaos - first at the partners and than at Everett were units arrived
provided with temporary fasteners, wrong fasteners, wrongly placed fasteners,
wrongly positioned fasteners, wrongly drilled fastener holes, fasteners installed
with stacks of washers as work around for improper length and fastening points
that were overlooked, not to mention the general quality of the fastening points
including possible strengthening - in what came to be known as travelled work. It
is not so difficult to imagine how this worked out on the global work floor:
An engineer at Boeing inspired by the whatever it cost’s policy to save on weight has set another
milestone, saving 1.05 pounds on an element near the wing box. Brilliant at first sight, it requires
revision of some fiy drawings inoling parts at three different overseas partners - some of these
drawings had already been revised more than fieen times. e partners have by now passed the stage
of ustration and just except what comes in om Boeing. One Japanese partner who could no longer
deal with the endless stream of redesigns had to call in an extern engineering office to supervise and
coordinate only the revisions inoling fourteen engineers. ey now receive revision number eighteen
om that particular 1.05 pound saving element and try to figure out what the consequences are. is
time the change is not so dramatic. Actually less holes have to be cut but with stricter tolerances. e
workshop had just set new standards in achieving 0.05 tolerance - now it must be 0.03. is can be
done but requires a new robotic laser guided tool costing 350K - not Yens but Dollars. e accountant
still gets upset and asks Boeing who is going to pay for this. Boeing agrees to take 50% but than it
appears that delivery time is 13 weeks. e workshop decides to go on with production and do the
corrections aerwards. Aer 16 weeks the new tool arrives and aer some mistakes that destroy two
elements they get control of the tool and finish the parts - a new tolerance record is set but now two parts
are missing. Production is asked to deliver two extra parts - takes ten weeks - such problems always
seem to take ten weeks. At the assembly they find out that new fasteners are required. ese have been
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ordered immediately but purchase forgot to inform that delivery time is again ten weeks. When Boeing
is informed they know already about the problem with the fasteners, ‘the Chief is personally dealing
with it and delivery will be advanced’. Aer three weeks still no fasteners and everything is ready for
shipment – the Dreamlier is to arrive within two weeks or so. Also the replaced elements are not yet
ready. A young Japanese assistant suggests that Boeing can send down a F22 to pick up the unfinished
parts later - he is fired. By now Boeing is receiving complaints about the fasteners om all partners.
Unknown to management, a Boeing engineer at the work floor works out a new strategy. ‘Send down
the parts but mark where fasteners are missing than we will fix it over here. Signed Fred’. What Fred
does not know is that the Japanese get paid the moment the parts are aboard the Dreamlier. ‘Dear Mr
Fred, Sent Dreamlier five times, kind regards, Signed Hiroshi’. In Japan a small army of engineers
begins marking. e Chief is just leaving for the 2007 Paris Air Show when he gets the good news.
‘e Japanese seem finally to have things under control - all of them’. e next day the first Dreamlier
rolls in at Everett. Everybody is exited. e Chief decides to make a stop in London and arranges an
informal gathering with his Japanese iends at a Park Lane roof bar. Later, back in his suite he tells
his secretary ‘perfect guys these Japanese but who the hell is Fred’. Five days later all production halls in
Japan are empty. e problem is now back where it started but it was getting a pretty mess at Everett
- with what is now called travelled work - most of the markings were in Japanese. Fred took the last
Dreamlier outbound and decided to stay in Japan.

It soon became a mess in Everett - indeed - as the Chief later reflected when he
was replaced -‘at whole production system is built for 1,200 pieces.....everything about it
was designed for 1,200 parts……we threw 30,000 at it’ 61).
Problems no problems
Instead of informing their customers and shareholders and the FAA - and put
things in order with the buckled wing box, the shortage of fasteners, problems with
overseas partners, problems to comply with special conditions for certification and the
alarming overweight, to mention a few - Boeing decided turning a blind eye and to
roll out the first Dreamliner before a jubilant crowd of 15,000 - backed up by another
25,000 in a nearby stadium - at 4:25 p.m. on the 8th of July 2007, blindly driven by
their successful marketing. To Tom Brokaw the honour to emcee the probably biggest
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marketing hoax ever - calling the 787 ‘a rock star of the future’ 275). e press loved it ‘the
backdrop parted and sunshine glinted off the blue and white aircra esh om the paint
shop as it was tugged closer to the building. As is Boeing’s tradition, everyone rushed the
plane for a closer look; Vivaldi’s Four Season’s played om the speakers’ 275) - undoubtedly
inspired by the roll out of the ‘Skyfleet airliner’ at Miami Airport featured in the latest
James Bond.
Indeed, there’s no business like show business - all that was presented was a
Hollywood version of what looked like a 787 - a patch up with temporary clipped outer
skin painted in Boeing’s signature. Difficult to believe, but this was really all that had
been achieved and nobody noticed. Everybody seemed too exited. Boeing - ‘history
making’ 315) - the launch customer ‘epoch making’ 320) - another customer ‘this is precisely
the kind of milestone in the industry we need’ 275) - the analyst ‘it will be revolutionary’
- the consultant ‘the 787 represents an entirely new way of producing planes’ 85). e
test pilot who was introduced to the press and was supposed to fly the first 787 by
September apparently did not have a clue -‘It’s just cool to see all hours of hard work and
ideas come together’ 63). One customers felt le in the dark - ‘You’d think that if you buy
74 airplanes, they’d let you take a peek’ 63). But nobody, absolute nobody, questioned the
status of the other five test aircra - there were none.
Boeing maintained that ‘this hollow thing’ would make its first test flight within
a couple of months - ‘the first test flights won’t happen until a month later than originally
scheduled - But Boeing executives insist that the first plane will be delivered to ANA on
time’ 320) – confirmed by e Chief ‘We have no intentions to be late into service’ 64). But
time goes by and one day in September Boeing had to admit production problems - that
first flight would be delayed three months until December - but this ‘would not affect first
delivery’ 276). When a reporter informed about the certification timeline - no problem
there either ‘doing around-the-clock flight-testing. We’re essentially going to be running an
airline, 24 hours a day, seven days a week’ 65). e market got a bit concerned but gave
Boeing still the benefit of the doubt - a senior strategist - ‘this is a large public company.
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ey can’t afford to be arrogant and mislead in any way’ 276). Already October 2007 first
official delays had to be announced concerning first delivery and e Chief was to be
replaced 66) - he had completely lost oversight, not to say touch with reality. How to call
it - mislead, deceive, betray, beguile, delude, dupe, hoodwink, bamboozle, double-cross
- difficult to say. Analysts were quick to point out that the delay - then six months only
- ‘could wind up costing Boeing $1 billion’ 67). Much longer delays were to follow.
‘Neither pleasing or displeasing’
Everybody saw it coming but the move comes apparently as a surprise for the
outgoing Chief. Somehow he lost control and in the end he was probably under too
enormous stress to perform and pressed this stress upon his organization to a level
apparently far beyond the human limit 343). at can work on an incidental base but
is bound to backfire when applied for too long. Here it apparently did, but who is to
blame. Probably all management involved.
ey should have send him right away, for a couple of months or so on leave to
Hawaii - pay and perks - to come to terms and to improve on his handicap with his
carbon fibre sha titanium headed golf clubs. ey didn’t and now it was not particular
helpful when the former Chief publicly blamed his former partners - it is understood a
bit out of frustration - and used rather blunt phrasing 68). A bit of an embarrassment for
the new Chief - ‘neither pleasing or displeasing’ 69) - who now had something to explain in
boardrooms in Japan:
e boardroom in Japan, tea just served, smiling as always ‘yes we understand now unks-unks’.
e Japanese do want to know what Boeing means with a ‘super-site concept’ - because that is what
they have in mind already for quite some time on a new island to be raised next to Osaka’s Kansai
Airport. Also ‘build-to-print’ appeals to them - ‘you Americans have so good ideas but always little
late’. But then things get serious in the Japanese boardroom when the CEO hands over a photocopy to
the trusted Boeing vice president, who already noted that there were quite some papers om Airbus
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floating around on the table. e copy heads ‘Boeing may junk worldwide assembly for next year 68)’
and the CEO asks in his best English ‘What does jonking means ?’ Another executive siing through
his Airbus letters hands over another photocopy that’s heading ‘Some of these guys we won’t use again
’ and asks ‘Hho is Gay?’ e Boeing’s vice president’s secretary – loely lady had already caught the

68)

eyes - starts now siing through her papers, some om the White House, and with an irresistible smile
hands over a personal letter om the new Chief that reads ‘We are going to do what we need to support
out partners at this crucial time…’ 70).

Trying to regain oversight
Confident to fix the problems - ‘the schedule is the schedule’ 16) - the new Chief
started of ‘stamping a oice of authority across the entire program’ 69) reorganizing the 787
division with ‘one of the first things to ‘retire’ the development teams because the 787-8
model is now 100-percent designed’ 71) - clearly not informed yet about all problems. At a
conference call December 11th 2008, the new Chief is still fully confident that ‘the plan
we announced in October for the 787 is unchanged: to fly the first aeroplane around the end
of the first quarter of 2008 and begin deliveries in late Noember or December time ame,
and to deliver 109 aeroplanes in 2009’ 277) and then detailed some fiy issues indicating
that was fully in control.
But soon enough the new Chief soon found out that trying to regain oversight
proved to be much more difficult than expected ‘Boeing has soled the big problems but
remains ustrated by small details in the process’ 72). He had to deal with the partners
who bear a substantial part of the $10 billion development costs and were now not only
facing logistical problems because of endless tweaks in the design and production, but
also problems with cash flow and more delays were to follow - but no more conference
calls.
Already April 10th 2008, the new Chief had to issue a third revision to the delivery
schedule and a fourth delay to the 787’s inaugural test flight, bringing the project some
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seventeen months behind the original schedule - or about 150 aircra representing
$ 22,5 billion in late revenues at 2007 list price. According to the revised schedule,
the first test flight wasn’t expected to take place until the fourth quarter of 2008, first
delivery was pushed back to the third quarter of 2009 and the production rate for the
aircra was expected to reach 10 a month not before 2012. And it would get worse,
much worse.
Closely inoled
Most worrisome is that the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA), who claims
to be closely involved with the project since 2002 73) did not notice developments
at that time and declared - September 2007, just days before the first delay was
announced - that they agreed with Boeing ‘to squeeze flight testing of an entirely
new breed of jetliner into just five months using six aircra, starting January 2008 ’ 73)
- also ambitious to the extreme. Certification of the 777 took 11 months of flighttesting and involved nine aircra, back in 1995. Again the FAA ‘e 777 program
was, however, inherently slowed by three engines needing approal compared with the
787’s two, and less computer modelling than is available today’ 73). But the 777 is a
rather conservative design when compared to the first time ever all-composite 787
with large section design never tried before. e fuselage is out of five large sections
and the wings each out of one part. Computer modelling may have advanced
during recent years but cannot be relied upon with the certification of complicate
composite structures because the programs haven’t been properly validated yet.
Moreover, the 787 is designed as a first ‘more electrical plane’ 73) that generates
1,450 MW of electrical power - five times that of the 767 and enough to supply
400 homes - to power ‘a host of new technologies’ 74), all of which requires careful
testing for certification 75). It is therefore realistic to assume that certification will
be far more complex than with any aircra before and will take much longer than
presently anticipated, that is, when not too big problems surface - which cannot
be ruled out given the troubled history of the project. Some eighteen months is
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probably a more realistic time frame. But at that time - 2007- the 787 could not
have been certified anyway, because Boeing was still working hard to meet some 16
special conditions issued by the FAA.
Special conditions
e FAA issues ‘special conditions’ when an airplane will have noel or unusual
design features when compared to state of the art technology that aren’t addressed by existing
regulations and standards. Special conditions contain normally additional safety standards
and it’s up to the manufacturer to demonstrate to the FAA that the airplane meets these
standards. With the 787 these inole, amongst others, crashworthiness and lighting strike
protection, the latter closely related with special conditions that deal with fuel tank safety.

Some special conditions were resolved by May 2009, with others progress is not
clear. Worse, it now appears that Boeing can’t meet the special conditions for lighting
strike protection but that does not pose a problem since FAA now agreed – officially it
is still a proposal - to relax fuel tank safety regulations 322). Furthermore, there is still an
important topic that is not covered by special conditions - yet.

When lightning strikes
Aluminum is one of the best conductors around and provides the aircra excellent
protection when lighting strikes. With composites the probability to trigger a lightning
bolt is about the same than with an aluminum structure, but composites behave more
as insulators and do not readily conduct lighting away as aluminium does. is means
that all-composite aircra are most vulnerable to the extreme electrical currents that are
generated when the aircra is hit by a lighting strike. Joints are susceptible, fasteners in
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particular. Fasteners that will be discussed in more detail later are used to secure the skin
of the aircra to an underlying support structure. For example the wing skin is secured
by fasteners to the framework of ribs, spars and cross members. When the aircra is
struck by lighting any fastener in the skin concentrate current and are sources of arcing
and sparking - that can cause the composite to heat up and might even catch fire. Any
gap between the fastener and the composite and in other parts of the structure that can
cause spark has to be avoided. e danger of sparking is particularly serious near fuel
tanks where even a tiny spark can be disastrous and has to be avoided at any cost.

§ 25.981
Ample reason for FAA to issued ‘special conditions’ - in addition to earlier
recommendations 330) - that demand Boeing to provide clarification of the lighting strike
requirements, in particular that the 787 complies with requirement § 25.981(a)(3) from
Amendment 25-102, that explicitly rules that any anticipated latent failure condition
does not leave the airplane one failure away from a catastrophic fuel tank ignition:
25.981(a): “ No ignition source may be present at each point in the fuel tank or fuel tank system
where catastrophic failure could occur due to ignition of fuel or vapors. is must be shown by:
“(3) Demonstrating that an ignition source could not result om each single failure, om each single
failure in combination with each latent failure condition not shown to be extremely remote, and
om all combinations of failures not shown to be extremely improbable. e effects of manufacturing
variability, aging, wear, corrosion, and likely damage must be considered.”

With lighting strike protection FAA pursues a dual approach that focuses on
the probability of ignition sources in and in the direct vicinity of the fuel tanks and
on reducing the flammability of the fuel tanks.
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A multilayered approach
Boeing recognized already at the early stages of the development that the
composite structure of the 787 is much more vulnerable to lighting strike than an
aluminium structure. Boeing has cooperated on this issue with FAA since 2004
with a team ‘to assist FAA in wording and interpretation’ 299). Boeing and FAA
decided for a multilayered approach to comply with rule § 25.981(a)(3) - that
was believed to guarantee the 787 a lightning strike protection similar to that
of aluminium aircra. Electrical continuity in the composite frame is obtained
through a wire mesh that is embedded in the composite skin. Extremities of the
aircra where lightning is expected to attach - wing tips, engine nacelles, horizontal
stabilizer and tail - are provided with copper foils that has an even lower electrical
resistivity than aluminium mesh that is used at the other faces. Possibly sparking at
the fastener points is avoided through close spark free fitting of the fasteners and as
an extra precautionary measure the heads of the fasteners are sealed on the inside
of the fuel tank. Also any gap inside the wings that could cause edge glow - that
is spraying of electrons in a lightning strike - is sealed. As a last line of defence it
was decided to install an inerting system that keeps the spaces in the tanks above
the fuel filled with inert nitrogen during the flight, a rule issued by FAA - July 22,
2008 - that applies since to civil aircra in general 321). ese all sounds reassuring
but at closer look these measures do not provide the safety that is achieved with
aluminium aircra where lighting strike protection comes with the material - that
is essentially for free. Certainly not in the way FAA is interpreting the rules.
Catch 22
By 2008 it became clear that the structural layers did not provide the
lightning strike protection that was hoped for. According a high level Boeing
lighting expert ‘Boeing spent years trying to develop triple layers of structural
lightning protection for every 787 fuel tank fastener and joint, but we were unable
to identify the technical means at many locations in the wings’ 299). It proved to be
extremely difficult - they could have known - to obtain the intended electrical
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continuity because of joints and other discontinuities. Also spark free and
arc free fitting of all fasteners and the application of cap sealing proved to be
more complicated than anticipated - the quality depends largely on skill of the
mechanics and adequate inspection procedures were not in place. But even
when the work could be correctly executed, it is virtually impossible to maintain
structural integrity during the long service of the composite structure, up to forty
years, because of damage, wear and repair - and again difficult for inspection. FAA
now admits that inspection of features inside fuel tanks involves a Catch 22 - ‘this
requires access to the fuel tanks, which is usually only scheduled a few times during the
life of the airplane. Increasing the equency of internal fuel tank inspections could
have the undesirable effect of increasing the possibility of damaging the lightning
protection features or other design features during the inspection process’ 322).
Quite embarrassing
Deemed necessary five years ago - Boeing now argue that the multilayer
approach is impractical and recognizes also that ‘reliable inspections and monitoring
for various structural design features may not be feasible’ 322). uite embarrassing
for Boeing and even more embarrassing for FAA who now accepts Boeing’s
‘impracticality’ argument and proposes an amendment that loosens fuel tank
safety rules in rather dramatic way. Difficult to understand that all of the sudden
- ‘instead of requiring three independent protection measures for any feature that could
cause sparking or arcing, the revised policy would allow to have just one safeguard’ 299)
- breaking radically away from the traditional concept of redundancy for safety.
Even worse, that one safeguard can’t be relied upon either.
Not an essential element
It appears that inerting is not the last line of defence but the only one le
that can be relied upon. Apparently not so according FAA. Although compulsory,
inerting is seen by FAA as an enhancement to safety and not as an essential element
of layered safety. is means that only one inerting system has to be installed
- no back up system is required. Moreover, FAA allows for that lone system to be
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inoperative in case of malfunction for 10 days awaiting repair, allows that only the
heated wing tanks have to be inerted and allows for maximum 12% oxygen in the
tank 247) instead of 9% that is generally deemed necessary to guarantee effective
inerting 342). It is also allows for internal ignition sources like fuel pumps, conduits,
wire and so on to be routed through fuel tanks. is means that the inerting system
will contribute in only limited way to lighting strike protection.
Practicality approach
e practicality approach now proposed by FAA is rather confusing. So is
the installation of arc/spark free fasteners provided with cap seals inside the tank
regarded as practical - but the installation of double cap seals to retain of a bolt that
fails under tension is considered unpractical. Labelled as unpractical to provide
fault tolerance - that is the property that enables a system to continue operating
properly in the event of the failure of some of its component - are fatigue cracks
within structural elements, failure that leads to separation from the hole including
complete fracture of the bolts and failure of sealants. e approach - however
vague but deemed practical by Boeing and FAA - appears to concentrate on more
structural design review that indicates critical areas, on engineering reviews that
identify failure modes of design, on manufacturing process and on service history
records and instructions to identify critical design configurations that might affect
airworthiness. Indeed, rather confusing and difficult to understand the underlying
reasoning.
One in a billion
FAA regulations demand a cold statistical outcome 322) in that the design
of the 787 has to insure that the chance of lighting sparking a fuel tank explosion
in flight is less than one in a billion - based on safety analyses that have to be
worked out and show that the risk of catastrophic vapour ignition in the fuel
tank system due to lighting is extremely improbable and is on the order of one in
a billion during operation at worst case scenario. e analysis has to demonstrate
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acceptable safety and not the equivalent - at least - that is obtained with aluminium
aircra that are apparently no longer benchmark. For such analyses one needs a
sophisticated computer program and a very large and powerful computer - ‘that is
the first to fail when lighting strikes’.
Safety assessment involves Monte Carlo analysis 326) that considers such
parameters as the probability of fuel tank vapour flammability, the probability
of lighting, the probability of lighting attachment including the location, a
distribution of lighting wave fronts and with it a distribution of lighting strike
energy. And many other data have to be included such as volatility of the fuel or
how the flammability envelope is effected by the so-called flammability drivers
- temperature and pressure - and the expected effectiveness of the structural
protection layers and the way the inerting system can be considered to contribute.
e tank is considered non-flammable if ‘either the tank is outside the flammability
enelope for the fuel on board, or the oxygen level is below 12%’. Analysis should
focus not on individual aircra but on the fleet - the estimate is to be ‘a new fleet
average flammability exposure limit of 3 percent of all fuel tanks’ 324). Based on the
results of such analysis FAA will consider granting exemptions from requirement
25.981(a)(3) - that apparently can’t be met by Boeing with the all-composite 787
- but the foregoing discussion illustrates that neither way reliable protection is
obtained, whatever the outcome of the analyses.
Fierce opposition
May be existing regulation is too strict and may have to be revised in some
way but it appears that to obtain reasonable lightning strike protection the thickness
of the composite skin has to be significantly increased and hence becomes a serious
weight issue. Standards issued recently by the UK Ministry of Defence dictate that
with skins enclosing fuel ‘many years practical aviation experience has shown that 2
mm thick aluminium alloy proides acceptable lightning strike protection’ but with
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composites the skin ‘should in any case be not less than 5 mm thick’ 323). FAA seems to
have a different view and argues that because ‘to this day…not one manufacturer has been
able to demonstrate compliance with that rule [§ 25.981(a)(3)]…. it’s time to re-evaluate
our approach’ 322) and now proposes to permit only one system for lighting protection
- leaving the airplane in a lighting storm ‘only one failure way om catastrophe’ as the
engineers involved put it 299).
No wonder that the proposal stirred fierce opposition, most noticeably
from inside the local FAA office where technical specialists responsible for
certifying new airplanes do not agree with their management - ‘the national union
representing about 190 Seattle-based FAA engineers submitted a formal critique to
the agency, calling the new policy “an unjustified step backward in safety”’ 299) - other
experts agree 324) 325).
As indicated before, the 787 is a first more electrical plane and it has yet
to be seen whether an all-composite structure can safely protect all this electric
circuits and electronics and so on from damage and be shielded form lightning
strike currents and electromagnetic fields - which might pose an even greater risk
than the fuel tanks.
Other special conditions
With regard to special conditions issued for crashworthiness 203) tests have been
performed 329) but the results are disputed 328). Boeing comments that ‘We have to
demonstrate [to the FAA] comparable crashworthiness to today’s airplanes….….we are doing
that’ 328). Further results have not been made public by June 2009. Special conditions
have also been issued with regard tire debris penetration of fuel tank structure 247)
- by June 2009 the status was still unknown. Also rotor fragment burst impact has
to be considered and the possibly necessity of fragment barrier systems when a rotor
disk of a main propulsion engine fails and broken engine fragments can damage the
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fuselage section of the aircra 396). Closely related with lightning strike protection are
special conditions that deal with composite fuselage in-flight fire/flammability 243) and
composite wing and fuel tank structure fire protection 244). Recent research by the FAA
shows that aluminium fuel tanks behave indeed very differently from aluminium fuel
tanks 245). According the researchers involved, much research has still to be performed in
this field to be able to properly evaluate all safety aspects - and certification might be a
bit premature 258). Flammability of composites appears to be much worse than Boeing’s
test results suggest, as will be discussed in more detail later. An important topic that is
not yet covered by special condition - but has been studied by FAA 248) - involves health
hazards related to contaminated respirable fibrils that are released in great quantity
when carbon fibre composites catch fire, and will also be dealt with later.
What’s le is improed flying experience
When substantial lower weight is not attained and when savings on fuel and
maintenance are not attained as promised, all what’s le is improved flying experience ‘the 787 might be the first plane that passengers actually choose to fly because of new interior
amenities, such as more pressurization, more humidity, bigger windows, more room as well
as a lower carbon footprint per seat’ 77).
e superior strength of the composite fuselage allows for higher pressurization
in the passenger cabin, which means that it is easier to control temperature, humidity
and ventilation. Cabin pressure will be set for a lower, more comfortable altitude - 6,000
 down from 8,000 . Cabin air is provided by electrically driven compressors using
no engine bleed air, reducing the smell of fuel. Ozone is removed from the outside
air and an advanced cabin air-conditioning system provides better air quality - air
purification filters will filter out microscopic particles - bacteria, viruses and fungi.
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Relative humidity will be up to about 15% from the industry average of about 5% and
the aircra’s insulation is designed to resist build up of moisture Not mentioned is that
composite’s lower mass provides less sound isolation - but Boeing is isolating certain
loud functions with the 787, such as pumps and motors, and using sound absorption
technology to further reduce the noise to the cabin. Boeing promises also a smoother
ride with less turbulence because new technology is applied - horizontal gust horizontal
gust suppression is already applied with the 777 and the 787 is also equipped with
vertical gust suppression. ese systems dampen the magnitude of horizontal and
vertical motion that passengers experience when the aircra is hit by turbulence, but one
has to await vibration. According Boeing, a composite fuselage allows for much larger
windows. As indicated before, larger windows were also promised with the Comet.
With the 787, windows will be 10.7 in by 18.4 in - 60% bigger than the 777 and 80%
bigger than the Airbus 330 and A340 - but then they found that some windows had to
be eliminated because they interfered with a joint…….7). e 787 has ditched window
covers for electronic dimming control - ‘A circular control button under each window
has five settings that allow passengers to change the amount of light that comes through
the window. e electrochromic window, om PPG, uses an electrical current to darken a
conductive medium between two layers of glass’ 78).
Aviation is one of the fastest growing contributors to CO2 emissions, producing about
3 per cent of all EU CO2 emissions - more than oil refineries or steel works. Experts forecast
that airlines will account for 5 per cent of global warming in 2050 394). As for the promised lower
carbon footprint with the 787, composites do only contribute when significant saving on weight is
attained and that has yet to seen. It appears that most reduction comes from the new powerhouses
- also because of large-scale application of composites - but these engines can also be fit with
aluminium aircra. With similar trust, these powerhouses are claimed to consume some 20% less
fuel, emit about 20% less CO2 and cut NOx emissions about by half and provide a noise footprint
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50% lower than the 767 79) - but rumour has it, as was indicated before, that with testing specific
fuel targets have been missed with some 2% to 4% 7). Another promising approach is biofuel
- where very good results have been obtained on a two hour test flight with a 747-400 - that
indicates that a 50/50 blend of jatropha based fuel and standard jet fuel could cut fuel burn by
1.2% and CO2 redution of 10-75% 395). Savings obtained with more efficient engines and bio fuel
apply of course also to aluminium aircra.

All this will undoubtedly please many - CO2 reduction in particular - but
with all-composite civil aircra public’s perspective will focus above all on the most
important of flying experiences - safety - which has not been properly addressed by either
Boeing nor Airbus nor FAA so far, as will be discussed in more detail later.
A monolithic approach
e 787 has a length of 182  (56m) with a cross section of 19  (5.8.m).
Wingspan is 197  (60m). e fuselage will be the largest composite pressure vessel
ever built - much larger than anything attempted before and has to hold at extreme
conditions. e same applies essentially for the wings. With the fuselage the engineers
opted for a barrel approach. A one-piece fuselage has been considered but now consists
out of five large monolithic sections - forward, a and three centre barrel sections up
to 42  (13m) long - supported by titanium and composite ames that are fastened to
the composite hull. e wings are each out of one piece and the tail section contains the
horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin section. Also the large wing box, the keel beam and
most of the ames and many other primary structures are out of composites - probably
more so than originally planned to try to save on weight.
At the early stages of the design the thinking was that such large one piece sections
are very strong - ‘the structure of the 787 is essentially one giant macromolecule - everything
is fastened through cross-linked chemical bonds reinforced with carbon fibre’ 80), that this
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enables maximum saving on weight - ‘we ended up saving out three times what we were on
the original design’, that the one piece barrels are not too difficult to manufacture with
state of the art technology - ‘the innoation is not just in the materials, but how they build
the tooling’ 80), need only a few major joints and require much less overlap - ‘we don’t have
lap joint because we wrap them up’ 80), limit the number of fastening points beyond belief
- ‘one metal barrel requires some 1,500 sheets of aluminum held together by nearly 50,000
rivets…with plastics, the number of fasteners drops by 80%’ 80), that with composites ‘the
advantages go beyond weight saving’ 80) in that they need much less inspection - ‘the
composite 787, in contrast, may remain in service for 12 years before its first structural
test. By staying out of the shed, the Dreamliner can make up to 113 additional flights’ 80),
provide suburb aerodynamics - ‘there is a giant coalescence of manufacturing technology,
materials technology and forming that might actually allow us to make another jump
in aerodynamic performance’ 80), allow for complete prefabrication for easy and quick
assembly at Everett - ‘the target for 787 final assembly in Everett is three days’, although
‘this time ame does not include wing and tail integration that will be done in parallel
feeder lines in Everett before final assembly. Nor does it include painting and testing that
follow rollout’ 81) - and more features were envisaged - ‘your structural system can also be a
part of your acoustic damping system. It can also be a part of your thermal transfer system
and your electrical system’ 80). Before long, design and production of these large one-piece
units proved to be far more difficult and complex than ever anticipated - a happy dream
turning nightmare - large overweight and long delays could not be avoided.
Large production units come with large capacity
e moulds, mandrels, automated tape layers and autoclaves for curing the
large barrel sections, enormous wing box, complete wings and so on, represent very
complicated oen unique specially developed manufacturing technology. So are
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the autoclaves really huge robust high-pressure ovens - presently the largest in the
world - with sizes up to 33  by 82  (10m by 25 m) and the design and construction
demands extreme engineering 82). Large production units come with large capacity,
which makes it very expensive to expand when only limited extra capacity is needed.
Moreover, malfunction can occur, not to mention when such huge autoclave blowsup, it happened before - ‘we had a little campfire last night’ 66) - when a piece of wood
was le accidentally in the autoclave at one of the partners, or when a production
unit breaks down otherwise beyond the possibility for repair. ese units cannot
be bought from shelve and the extreme engineering requires rather long delivery
times not to mention the costs involved. Boeing’s overambitious schedule does not
leave much buffer neither for expansion nor any breakdown, with production slots
already closed for years to come - but this might all change due to present economic
problems, as has been discussed before.
Lay up rate
e fuselage sections are manufactured with newly developed robotic single
head tape layers for computerized circumferential placement of composite tape on
the cylindrical shaped mandrel that is rotated as the tape is applied 83). Openings
for windows and doors and so on are cut out aer curing when also the holes have
to be drilled for mechanical fastening of the frames. It is not possible yet to include
composite frames in a way that they are co-cured with the hull - avoiding mechanical
fastening ‘altogether’ - but present mandrel technology allows for the thickness of the
laminate to be varied. On the other hand such co-curing might introduce electrical
discontinuities, as will be discussed later.
Automated lamination requires sophisticated soware to assure that material
lay-downs follow the desired path across the contour of the tool. Individual
courses of material are programmed to meet component design criteria including
gap and placement as well as ply orientation and thickness that are tailored to the
requirements of specific location. Input to the programming soware includes
tool surface definitions, ply boundaries, ply orientations and machine processing
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parameters. Regardless all automation, a lay-up rate is attained of only 19 lbs/hr only
, way down the intended rate of 80 lbs/hr. Even with two head machines, which are

7)

not available yet, lay up is expected to be limited to some 30 lbs/hr - a major set back
to attain the scheduled production rate. Aer wrapping the mandrel is cured in the
autoclave.
Exact curing regimes
With autoclaving many problems have still to be overcome. To meet the strict
tolerances and to limit residual stresses and possibly excessive microcracking, curing
temperatures have to remain constant during curing and cooling - that is within 1.0
to 1.5 0C - throughout the structure and this is a main challenge at this scale with
each curing cycle. Exact curing regimes have to be worked out to be able to cope with
the enormous differences in shape, size and thickness of the fuselage sections and the
wings, not to mention the enormous wing box.
e shell structures of the fuselage sections of the 787 are for example up to 42 
/ 13 m long with cross diameters up to 19  / 5.8 m but thickness is typically some 2 to
3 mm along the underbelly and the upper fuselage, some 5 to 7 mm on the wings and
between 6 to 8 mm in areas that surround doors and other cut outs that are prone to
impact damage. On the other hand the all-composite centre wing box is massive - 17.4
 /5.3 m long by 19  / 5.8 m wide and 4  / 1.2 m deep at its thickest point. en
there are the enormous wings and al kinds of frames and beams and so on. All of which
require a totally different approach - mould design, prepeg lay-down, curing procedures
and regimes, demoulding and preparation for assembly.
As indicated, the barrels are not yet tailored for final design and cut outs have
to be made for the doors and windows and hatches. Cut edges need processing,
stringers have to be placed and so on, which involves much extra work. Very precise
water jet cutters are applied to avoid overheating of the laminates when cut for correct
size. e fuselage frames - partly composite and partly titanium - are then attached
to the fuselage skin with shear ties that are mechanically fastened to the frames and
skins. is requires still a relative large amount - many thousands - of fastening holes
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to be precisely drilled. e cut outs and perforations weaken the structure of the hull
in significant way, also because damage to the composite - fibres are cut - can’t be
avoided. Also with cutting and drilling there looms always the danger of delamination
or other debonding and this has to be avoided - at any price - as will be discussed later
but this is very difficult to achieve. Loss of structural integrity has to be compensated
for by increasing the thickness of the laminate, at least in the direct vicinity of the
holes and cut outs. is requires very strict inspection - involving complicated nondestructive testing on continuous base - not particular easy at the scale here involved.
e sections are then prefabricated with all equipment and wiring to be transported
on a modified 747-400 cargo jet - Dreamlier - to Everett to be fixedly joined
together within some three days - that is at least the aim.
Large scale joining
Even more complicated is the joining of these very big sections 84). e
enormous joints that connect the barrel sections have never been tried at this scale
and extreme loading and had to be complete newly developed for which fastening
technology had to be stretched to its absolute limits. ese joint constructions
form potentially the weakest part within the airframe construction but experience
extreme loading. Each joint presents a structural discontinuity where loads have to be
transferred including vibrations. e joints should also provide electrical continuity
to deal with lighting strikes. Peak stresses must be avoided because lack of plasticity of
composites limits stress redistribution as will be discussed later - stress concentrations
at and around the joints can become so extreme that they decide the design
boundaries of the entire structure.
With aircra, joints must be light, must form a continuous part of the lightning
strike protection system and must allow for disassembly when a barrel section get
damaged beyond repair in service - but it will remain extremely difficult if not
impossible to replace a large barrel section at an airport, certainly so when also the
joint has been damaged and might require two barrel sections to be replaced - or
about half the aircra.
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Joining can be achieved through mechanical fastening, adhesive bonding and
welding. Combinations are possible and the construction can involve dissimilar
materials. Only mechanical fastening allows for disassembly. Where aluminum parts
come in contact with composites an insulating layer has to be used to avoid galvanic
corrosion and it has to be taken into account that metals and composites have very
different stress and thermal behaviour. Mechanical fastening involves numerous holes
and fasteners at which fasting points stresses concentrate that have to be redistributed.
Adhesive bonding provides a stiff connection, makes it possible to distribute the
stresses and hence limit peak stresses, is light and provides normally a more durable
construction. However, application requires very special adhesives and thermal curing
when such very strong aviation bonding is required. Note that these adhesives have
very poor conductivity and cannot safely transfer lighting current - as will be discussed
later - adhesive joints are therefore not used with primary structures. Welding is also
possible but this technology is still in development for application at this scale. at
leaves mechanical fastening as the only option for primary aircra structures.
Mechanical fastening
With aluminium a very large amount of fasteners has to be placed - and there
is much overlap - but fastening is essentially a simple task. Just drill a hole about
the correct size, make sure that it is perfectly smooth and screw and bolt the sections
together, if not punched. Repair is easy. Large composite sections require much less
fasting points and much less overlap, but drilling of the holes and placing of the
fasteners is far more complicated and critical than with aluminium. Repair is rather
complicated. One can question what weighs more - structures held together by a large
number of simple fasteners or a smaller number of extremely complicated ones. With
composite fastening clear instructions and appropriate quality assurance procedures
must be in place as well as qualified engineers. at’s where Boeing completely failed.
With composites, titanium fasteners are used to avoid galvanic corrosion.
Such fasteners are extremely strong and the configuration is tailored to provide
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optimum performance. is makes it possible to limit the number of fasteners but
peak stresses should not be exceeded - stress concentrations that occur at the holes
and cutouts in the composite put a boundary. Boeing has not released exact figures
but claims that the 787 has 80% less fasteners than a comparable aircra made out
of aluminium 9). A rough estimate for the 787 is 350 to 400.000 most titanium
fasteners - taken into account that the 767, slighter smaller than the 787, has about
1.8 million most aluminium fasteners and the 747 some 3 million.
It cannot be avoided that the composite gets damaged with drilling
and significant strength is lost, as will be discussed later. Any discontinuity in
the lightning protection system has to be restored. Certain holes have to be
strengthened to obtain the necessary bearing load. is can be achieved by
providing the overlap with an extra layer of laminate or otherwise adjustment of
the composite configuration. Another approach is bonding of doublers or inserts,
but these can cause great problems with replacement and repair.
e joints have to be very accurately aligned and the fasteners must be placed
with extreme accuracy including any sleeves, washers and sleeves - and might require
special encapsulation to avoid arcing and sparking when lighting strikes, as will be
discussed later. Any damage has to be repaired, but it is very, very difficult to repair
a damaged fastening point in a way that tolerances and structural integrity are met.
ese procedures require special tooling as well as very well trained and dedicated
engineers.
Most important is effective inspection of each hole, of each damaged hole,
of each repaired hole and of each placed fastener. is involves non-destructive
testing that is time consuming, and sufficient qualified inspectors and testing
equipment must be in place. Contrary to aluminium, with each fastening point
the installation mechanic and the inspector must sign off that the hole has been
correctly drilled and is not damaged, and that the right fastener is correctly placed
and coated when specified. e lightning protection systems have to be dealt with
in similar way.
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Some weight was saved - may be - much less than expected and came
at a huge price - far higher than ever anticipated. Holes must be straight and
concentric - many with countersinks and have to be drilled within extremely
tight tolerances. Each of the thousands of fasteners has to be placed with great
accuracy - as indicated before any gap must be avoided because of possible sparking
when lightning strikes. When the structure attaches a lightning bolt currents are
generated that can travel along the fibres. Any discontinuity in this path can cause
a spark, most noticeably where the current reaches the end of a fibre where a hole
has been drilled. When there is an even minuscule gap the current can jump to the
end of another fibre causing a spark that releases energy - possibly enough to heat
up the ends of the fibres that might even to catch fire. Near the fuel tanks an even
a tiny spark can be disastrous. is poses a real problem with composites where
each fastener is a potential source of sparking and arcing. Drilling of the holes and
spark fit placing of the fasteners proved to be far more complicated and costly
than was foreseen to a level that it would sink the project. At a rather late stage
Boeing decided for another type of fastener – and drilling was automated wherever
possible 238).
ose tiny fasteners
It appears that the problems with the fasteners were grossly underestimated for
too long if not totally ignored. Fasteners have caused serious problems from the early
start of the project when some pulled right through the composite. When first delays
were announced back in 2007, Boeing blamed shortage of fasteners on the world
market to be the cause of the problem 87) - not that late design change was at the root
of problems.
Initially Boeing used a press fit and a sealant to overcome any gaps between
the fastener and the hole, but engineers discovered that with this method ‘unexpected
amount of sparking inside the 787’s wing tank caused by gaps between fastener heads
and sleeves……..thousands of fasteners had to be turned around, putting the heads on the
outside instead of inside the fuel tank… for those fasteners that couldn’t be turned around,
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a brush coat of sealant was added as an extra precaution’ 299).
To solve the problem the fasteners were completely redesigned to tapered
sleeve bolt type - according Airbus 7) an infringement of one of their patents 331). e
sleeve expands to fill the hole but prevents damage to the hole and avoids sparking
and edge glow within the fuel tanks. Unfortunately, these fasteners had a production
lead time of some 60 weeks. To avoid further delays partners were instructed to install
temporary fasteners that would be replaced at Everett, which led to travelled work
discussed before. What Boeing didn’t mention - and probably did not realize until
recently - was that with composites removal and replacement of fasteners is a rather
complex issue and requires very strict instructions and even more strict quality control
procedures, much stricter than were in place.
So can with travelled work a hole be found to be damaged because of incorrect drilling or
because of temporary fastening. Damage can also occur during removal and during replacement
and when the hole has to be adapted for correct diameter, countersinking or for tolerance or has to
be strengthened otherwise. Wrongly positioned holes have to repaired and new holes to be drilled
and possibly re-strengthened. It can be necessary to take large sections apart to provide sufficient
access and room for removal of wrongly placed fasteners to be followed by inspection, possibly
repair of the hole, replacement and final inspection. During these procedures other parts of the
structure can get damaged as has been indicated before. Most important, electrical continuity and
galvanic protection have to be maintained. Contrary to aluminium, composites can already be
seriously damaged when a tool is dropped on the skin by accident and such damage is oen not or
hardly visible to the eye, hence difficult to discover and requires meticulous inspection for which
reliable practical methods are not in place yet - as will be discussed in more detail later.

A striking discoery
September 6th 2008, Boeing machinists began a strike that would last for 58 days.
Boeing was confident that the strike wouldn’t affect delivery of the first 787, then still
scheduled for August 2009 88). Actually, the strike was regarded a good opportunity
for Boeing to put things in order on the work floor - ‘When the mechanics come back I
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think they will find that is a fairly significant set of improements that will make their jobs
easier and allow them to spend more time doing what they do best, which is building high
quality airplanes.’ 89). What the machinists found when they came back to work were not
sets of improvements but lots of ‘uality-control inspectors crawling through the first two
airplanes in the assembly bay “ripping all the systems out” everything that’s in the way’ 90).

High Blow
During the strike Boeing performed the high blow - pressurization - test to ensure the
integrity of the aircra. During the test, that lasts about two hours, the internal pressure
is gradually increased to 150 percent of the maximum levels expected ever to be seen in
service. Whether such two-hour test is meaningful has to be awaited – here it led to a most
unpleasant discoery.
e fuselage stood the test and with no end in sight for the strike Boeing took the
opportunity to issue a positive press release ‘e Boeing Co. (Everett, Wash.) successfully
completed a high-pressure test - known as high blow - on the 787 Dreamliner static test
airame at its Everett factory on Sept. 27, but further work was postponed in the wake of
a machinists strike’ 91). e Chief was very pleased with the results ‘I am so proud of the
team that has worked on this program and the progress we are making’ 332) - but soon it
appeared that there really was not much to be so proud about.

ree defects
Inspectors had apparently some backlog and the long strike offered them plenty
of opportunity to have closer look at the static airframe. To their surprise they found
that ‘some [of the fasteners] were le sticking up slightly om the titanium surface’ 92) and
now they had had to inform the Chief that the ‘pressurization test on one of the completed
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Dreamliners revealed a small gap under the heads of thousands of fasteners inside the
fuselage….the bolts in question were used inside the fuselage to fasten titanium structure to
carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic composite, and the problem emerged aer a pressurization
test in October’ 90).
More specific analysis revealed three defects ‘in some cases, drilling burs keep
fastener heads om lying flush against the aircra skin. In other cases, fastener pins are
either too long or too short’…..’all three defects could impact the structural integrity of
the joint. Long pins may not clamp parts with sufficient force. Short pins could proide
insufficient shear or pullout strength. And proud fastener heads, those that stick out aboe
the aircra skin, concentrate loads in the burr area instead of spreading them over the skin’
.

93)

About 8000
What started with ‘a regular inspection of the static airame’ set in motion further
checks of the units in production, in particular a check of the tens of thousands of
temporary fasteners that had been replaced in Everett due to travelled work. is
revealed that ‘about 3 percent of the fasteners installed on the five test airplanes under
construction in Everett were installed incorrectly and must be remoed and reinstalled to
protect the airplane’s structural integrity 90)’ - that ‘the number of non-conformances vary
in number by airplane but each of the airplanes is inoled’ - and that ‘that the location
of these non-conforming fasteners is not isolated to any particular area of the airplanes’
. at’s most worrisome because this means that the problems vary randomly in

90)

various areas of the airplanes on sections made by various suppliers - nothing less than
a total mess. Further reports indicate that ‘the total number of fasteners to be replaced
per airplane is about 8,000’ 90) - with no clear pattern this can’t be more than a rough
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estimate at such short notice. Replacement is a time consuming job - referring to early
2008 when fasteners were placed wrongly in the fuselage of a 787-test plane at one of
Boeing’s overseas production lines – involving only 11 fasteners stretching together just
11.8 inch (300 mm) repair caused ‘a few days delay’ 94).

Root of problems

December 2008 an internal forty seven page Airbus document surfaced in the
press - ‘Boeing 787 Lessons Learned’ 7) - that reveals in quite ank detail a number of
problems to which equent reference has been made at these pages. Most valuable to Airbus
undoubtedly, the contents are rather embarrassing to Boeing. Most was already known, but
it was interesting to obtain some specifics about overweight, low production rates and so
on. e report could backfire in that the market looses interest in all-composite aircra, as
first signs appear to indicate. Moreoer, before long a similar report could surface about the
A350 XWB.

Again Boeing had to publicly concede that they are still not in control of things,
but reassured that they had made progress - this time ‘the issue was not with the fasteners
but how they were installed’ 95). More in detail, a large number of holes were drilled at
improper curved countersink depth to accommodate a bevel 96) - machine countersink
depth was apparently set wrongly because of confusing specifications. e wrong
countersink depth leaves a thin but important gap that limits load transfer and might
play fatal havoc when lighting strikes.
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Trying to restore confidence - the Boeing way
Aer the discovery of the inspectors ‘Boeing couldn’t not ignore the problem’ 95) and
they could not blame the strike for another delay as they had probably in mind when
they let the strike start and continue. First Boeing tried to play down the seriousness
of the problem - arguing that during the high blow test ‘the internal pressure is raised
to 1.5 times the maximum the jet might see in service’ however ‘the fasteners did not fail
during this test, proing the strength of the structure is beyond what it needs to be’ 95). With
criticism swelling into roar Boeing tried desperately to restore confidence arguing that
the fasteners were definitely ‘not in areas vulnerable to lightning strikes and not inside the
fuel-filled wing, where a spark would be catastrophic’ 95) - difficult to understand since the
particular 8000 or so non-conforming fasteners were not isolated to any particular area
of the airplanes – and Boeing claimed that this was confirmed by lightning experts who
‘are coninced the gaps inoled in this case do not create any likelihood of a spark’ 95) - quite
reassuring indeed and puts the previous discussion on lighting strike protection in quite
different perspective.
Boeing had to admit that the specifications on how the fasteners are supposed to
be installed were ‘not as clear as they probably should have been’ 97). Other reports suggest
- probably more to the point - ‘limited engineering resources’ 24) and ‘lack of oversight’ and
‘low-wage, trained-on-the-job workers that had no precious aerospace engineering’ and ‘lack
of qualified non-destructive inspection/quality assurance personnel and equipment’ 7) to be
at the root of problems.
Facing another delay, Boeing promised ‘We’re going to strengthen our qualitymanagement system’ 95) but could not resist to insist that in the end essentially the
only worry is that ‘It’s a matter of whether the structure will hold together properly’ 95).
According Boeing ‘rework would not inole redrilling fasteners holes. But, depending on
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where fasteners are located, workers may need to moe aside already-installed insulation or
wiring to complete repairs’ 93). But recountersinking is a meticulous job with composites
that cannot be performed with the automated machines that are normally in place for
drilling, but has to be performed by hand and requires great skill and very accurate
inspection - to put it bluntly - this can’t be repaired in proper way because of the vast
numbers involved and insurmountable problems with accessibility - the plane should be
dumped.

Deep, Deep Trouble
Inspection apparently completely failed - both at the partners and at Everett
- and in all probability it has to be accepted that problems are much more widespread.
Essentially all planes that are in various stages of production have to be re-inspected
- confirmed by analysts who agreed that ‘Boeing must inspect about 350,000 fasteners on
each of the 20-plus 787s under production’ 98) - better to check each and every detail from
nose to tail with non-destructive testing. With oen limited or no access to most of the
fasteners this essentially means that large sections of the planes have to be completely
taken apart and this means that Boeing is in Deep, Deep Trouble - as the Simpsons would
put it - but at Boeing there is a solution for every problem.

Somehow it became a habit
With the 787 somehow it became a habit to blame the fasteners - whenever
something got wrong - and indeed a lot went wrong with the fasteners and will continue
to do so. But next to the fasteners there are many other issues that have been adding
to the troubles - and to the delays. So have the problems with the wing box, discussed
before, taken about a year and a half to solve and the test aircra have still temporary
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fixed wing boxes. Also production facilities did pose huge problems. May 5th 2008 it
surfaced that at one of the partners involved with manufacture and integrate of the
fuselage barrels ‘e skills that staff brought to the 787 were not applicable to building
aircra’ 99) resulting in ‘time-consuming fixes that had to be completed …… delaying delivery
or slowing final assembly’ 99) - FAA, found ‘observations of foreign object debris and nonconformance with procedures’ 99) - loose objects le in the fuselage sections can knock out
important systems, like hydraulics - and decided to shut down production for 24 hours
for cleaning up 100). e partner soon pulled out of the project 101). A major setback
was the much lower than expected lay up rates that requires significant expansion of
these production facilities, as was indicated before. ere are continuous rumours
about delamination, so difficult to avoid with composites certainly at this scaling and
complexity - fortunately these have not been confirmed so far 102) - but at Boeing this
is no guarantee knowing now how oen inspection failed already. July 15th 2008 it
was reported that ‘Test Flights for the Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner are being delayed again
due to problems with the verifying soware in the brake control system’ 103). Another chief
concern involved ‘ongoing difficulty in working out bugs in the millions of lines of computer
code that run the airplane’s various systems, running form electric brakes to instruments
in the cockpit’ 76). Some of these problems are ‘normal’ with development but remember
that these problems surfaced long time aer first delays were announced. Eventually
problems with design, production and quality assurance will be solved - may be - given
enough money and time, but the certification timeline remains uncertain and Boeing
keeps shaken confidence beyond belief.
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Problem soled
January 26th 2009 Boeing ‘simply announced’ that test flights will go ahead with
part of the temporary or improperly held fasteners to be replaced aer flight testing
- problem solved - but the official statement is far short from setting the mind at rest.
With no reliable simulation models in place and hardly any time for proper evaluation
of the problems, Boeing apparently expects the world to believe that ‘the small number
of fasteners that won’t be replaced are 1: not easy to reach and 2 don’t represent a safety
of flight issue. ey have the ability to withstand the loads and number of cycles expected
during the flight test program. ey must be repaired before long-term operations begin so
they will be replaced during the refurbishment program aer flight test’ 229). Wonder who
- apart from FAA - agrees with this policy. In a first reaction Boeing’s engineer unions
‘thinks all the fasteners should be replaced before test flight begins’ 229) - apparently not
reason enough for FAA to put a question mark - indeed the role of FAA becomes ever
more questionable indeed.

Something changed
It appears that not much changed at Boeing, regardless all problems and valuable
lessons that could have been learned - Boeing still lacks oversight and it seems to be very
difficult for them to realize the mess they keep creating - although something changed
Another Sunday
Boeing officially debuted the 787 Dreamliner on a Sunday - July 8th 2007 - when
the aircra rolled out forward out of the factory into blazing daylight. Attended by some
15,000 people, the premiere was broadcast live in nine different languages via satellite to
more than 45 countries and to a nearby stadium where some 25,000 Boeing employees
had gathered to follow the ceremony. Following the premiere, the aircra was rolled in
again to be prepared for first flight - according the Boeing press release 334) to be take place
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within months - late August or September 2007. e aircra would stay more than 777
days on the production line before Dreamliner One - now dubbed ZA001 - would see the
daylight again. Another Sunday - May 3rd 2009 - this time the plane rolled out backwards
surrounded only by a handful of engineers and some dedicated spotters who had gathered
at Everett’s grassy knoll to watch the event form a distance - although a completely
different plane one can only have one premiere. According the Boeing press release 335) first
flight is now expected - or hoped for - to take place later this quarter. For the moment the
aircra is parked on the flight line beside the runway at Everett’s Paine Field enjoying the
sunshine - ‘Out and closing in on wild bleu yonder’ 333).

Blame
May be some lessons have been learned - Boeing now seriously considers to do
more work in-house ‘We will probably do more of the design and even some of the major
production for the next new airplanes ourseles as opposed to having it all out with the
partners’ 150). is may be the right approach but blaming the partners again for the
troubles - ‘Our engineers and production workers are basically correcting the problems
that should have never come to us in the first place - problems that are the result of the
partners really not being done’ 138) – is far from the truth and will certainly backfire. For
the moment Boeing is completely dependent on their partners - and will remain so for
considerable time - and such remarks will not be appreciated. Again, only Boeing is to
blame.

Towards first flight
When Dreamliner One finally lis off the runway at PAE Paine Field in Everett
this summer one can only wonder what is the purpose of testing an aircra that is heavily
overweight, has still serious flaws and of which the design has to be significantly modified to
make it suitable for service.
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e press has lost interest - except for Seattle newspapers - Boeing’s public confidence has
reached an all time low. But there are still some enthusiast 787 watchers around who report daily
- sometimes twice daily including exclusive photographs and video clips - on developments surrounding
ZA001 to ZA006 and beyond XXX). Apparently very much appreciated by many reading the many
contributions that are received and published – and also appreciated for sure by many stockholders and
analysts and this author who are offered an unique opportunity to follow things closely.

As indicated before Boeing chooses to turn a blind eye whenever problems
surface, as is also the case with the decision to start test flights with planes that still
have serious flaws - something they may soon regret. e Dreamliner One rolled out
July 8 2007 was a hollow shell held together by temporary clamps, clips and fasteners
- the Dreamliner One rolled out May 3 2009 is still held together by numerous wrongly
placed temporary fasteners and a provisionally strengthened wing box. Whatever the
outcome, this is questionable behaviour and one can only hope for the best. Ignoring the
problem - the fasteners will be dealt with aer the test flights have been finished. But for
sure, replacement during refurbishment is going to take a very long time - the structure
might hold but wrongly placed fasteners will cause serious damage to the fastener holes
when exposed to the severe and extreme loading conditions applied during flight testing
- possibly beyond repair.
Exact overweight of the test aircra is not known, but the aircra empty dead
weight is probably more than 20,000 lbs above its target of 191,000 lbs. Airbus claims
that the first 787s that will be delivered will be some 4000 lbs overweight 7) - probably
more. Further redesign is supposed to bring the weight down to its original weight
specification 338) - most important through incorporation of a revised wing design yet, as one analyst correctly noticed ‘the contribution of technologies such as trailer edge
variable chamber, raked blended winglets, drooping ailerons and spoilers, laminar flow
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optimized engine nacelles and additional engine performance improements all leave open
questions until real-world data can deliver a conclusive verdict on aircra performance’ 337).
Other parts that have been suggested for possible redesign include ‘a revised a-body
join, new floor beams, seat tracks, composite wing ribs and structural fuel vent stringers, as
well as “revised structural architecture” for the horizontal stabilizer’ 7).
No doubt, other necessary modifications will add to the weight - probably much
more than presently anticipated. Given the history of the aircra there is undoubtedly
more unfinished business - there appear still to be problems with the soware for the
brake control system 339) and the landing gear is to modified again aer the test flights to
speed turnaround times following high-energy landings by improving the thermal part
of the braking system 300).
Take Care
And for the test pilots - Take Care. No doubt the plain will fly all right, probably better
than any plane before, but be careful. e aircra is low on impact performance - as stated before
with all-composite aircra the windows provide better impact performance then the composite
skin. Make sure tires don’t burst and when they stick ice shapes on the plane 340) make certain that
they don’t break away during the flight. Crashworthiness is far from clear and be careful with
the brakes. When you notice bad weather, move away at least 50 miles, don’t rely on the lighting
protection system. Watch these damned fasteners - they have already caused so many problems
- you need them all. And for everybody on the ground, you are better not in the neighbourhood
when an all-composite plane crashes and catches fire because the burning composites might release
large amounts of hazardous smoke and contaminated respirable fibrils - stay inside if you can and
keep doors and windows shut - note that ‘Boeing will not fly over downtown Seattle for the first flight
of the 787’ 340).

Difficult to say when the Dreamliner will enter service. Remind that with the A380
problems surfaced aer the maiden flight and had nothing to do with the structure of the
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aircra - contrary to the 787 that faced continuous problems with the structure during
development, which caused the delays. Moreoer, the 787 is a fist ‘more electrical plane’
and that might play havoc - fortunately engineers had two years of extra time available for
development. With regard to the certification timeline, Boeing’s estimate of 8 to 9 months is
probably too optimistic 342). Testing is around the clock ‘Boeing has set up a 24h seven-dayweek flight-test op operation’ 344) - ‘mission controlled 345).
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4. IN COMFORTABLE SECOND POSITION
About A350
Volta-face
A balanced approach
More composite please
All-composite please
A bit early
Tell us the truth
A hybrid approach
Panel versus Barrel
e fuselage
Manufacturing
Assembly
Cockpit fuselage

Inspection and repair
All-composite wings
On safety
Lighting strike protection system
Design eeze

Likewise deHavilland in the early 1950’s, Boeing is now ontrunner with the
development of a new generation of aircra. Again material behaviour and not
aircra performance will be decisive. Likewise Boeing in the late 1950’s, Airbus is
now in comfortable second position with its A350 and watches developments with
the 787 at Boeing closely 7) and this will surely pay off - as it did for Boeing with
the 707 some half a century ago - ample time for Airbus to rethink composites and
focus on aluminium reinforced composites in particular - Airbus has Glare in its
portfolio a non-beatable advantage over Boeing.
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e market can be unpredictable and somehow airlines expressed their belief in
the light and the strong of composite - the 787 gained orders in a way never seen before
in aviation history. When the problems with the A380 surfaced Airbus found itself
suddenly in exact desperate position they manoeuvred Boeing into only a couple of years
ago. Taken by surprise - ‘It will take us about 10 years to catch up with Boeing in terms of
development and efficiency’ 17) - and with limited recourses available, Airbus managed to
scratch together 3.5 billion Euro and October 6th 2005, Airbus launched the program
for the development of the A350 - to enter service 2010 114). But it would never come
that far, radical changes were already in the pipeline.
Volta-face
When Boeing announced the all-composite 7E7, Airbus regarded the project
initially just ‘a PR marketing threat’ 109) back in 2003, then a ’hype’ 110) in 2004 and by
2005 Airbus and Boeing engineers clashed about composite fuselage safety 14). But it
worked out differently and now it was to Airbus to ponder about a response to keep at
pace with Boeing. at became the A350 115 - not all but half composite - that is, with
composite wings but aluminium fuselage ‘of course we don’t say that there is no advantage
for the performance of composites, but we maintain that when all real-world constraints are
considered, you’ll certainly decrease the performance of composites [ for fuselages] to a level
which is just marginal’ 111). Not well received by the market Airbus turned volta-face also
for all-composite fuselage and introduced the A350 XWB in 2006, with X ‘for Extra
Wide Body, Extra Comfort, Extra Efficiency and going the Extra mile for customers’ 112) - to
be precise, 31 cm (12 inch) extra wide body to end up 5 in (13 cm) wider than the 787
- or as a Boeing adept puts it ‘each passenger gets an extra 0.72 cm space, about the width
of a pencil’ 113). at may be so, but A350 XWB presents now the widest fuselage in its
category.
A balanced approach
e design of the A350 was based on the A330 115) - a balanced approach 134)
conservative on composites, typically for Airbus at that time. e wings were newly
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designed, largely out of composites carrying also the landing gear, while sharing the
same fuselage cross-section as its predecessor but now out of ‘aluminium lithium rather
than Glare’ 116) - remarkably and probably not so clever. Airbus rejected a composite
fuselage because their analyses showed that most incidents of ground impacts on the
structure occur on the lower fuselage 139). In total the structure was about 60% out of
advanced materials - that is, 39% composites, 21% aluminum-lithium, 11% aluminum,
9% titanium, 14% steel, and 6% others - that were to provide the equivalent of almost 8
tons weight reduction. According Airbus - ‘the A350’s fuel costs would be 4% to 7% less
per passenger than on the competing 787 models’ 117) - but that counts only when the plane
is full. Airbus expected the A350 to turn out to be one of their next innovative hits - not
so this time. As explained before, the A350 was not well received - but would probably
have been very well received when introduced in 2009.
More composite please
Airbus kept firm at first, but was clearly taken by surprise when the design drew
fierce public criticism and managers had apparently difficulties to make up their minds.
An executive went public ‘I would expect to see that as the final design’ X 108) and the very
same day, another place, another executive went public too - ‘I want to note that Airbus
listens to its customers ….We are ready to make extra effort to respond to their expectations’
. Understandably a bit A380 trauma, 787 fever, a little pressure form key customers,

109)

some week knees and soon the problem was no longer about technical issues but how
to get together the €10 billion to please their customers with an all-composite design.
At the Farnborough Air show, July 17th 2006, Airbus announced that aer ample
consideration they had decided for a redesign of the A350, now with the fuselage also
out of composites 119).
at became the A350 XWB, more than half - 52% - out of composites with
aluminium for the fuselage frames, floor beams and gear bays and titanium for the nose
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section, landing gear, engine pylons and attachments. Typical for Airbus, the engineers
did not adapt the barrel concept applied for the 787 nor Glare that was already
successfully used for the A380, but decided for a more conservative panel design out
of plain composite 3). e reason for this might be that ‘a method of manufacturing a
unitary seamless section of an aircra fuselage’ has been patented by Boeing 346), the reason
might also be that engineers deemed a panel structure just more efficient - and there
might also be another strategy behind this decision as will be discussed later.

All-composite please
Already more than half out of composites, airline executives still complained
- ‘it has to do better’ 120) - all-composite please - meaning that a barrel design was to be
preferred. Again, ample discussion and Airbus decided to give in a little bit and to
construct the fuselage frames also out of composite - a decision ‘officially’ taken for
‘simplification of maintenance’ 121). But those composite frames are to be provided with
aluminum strips to maintain electrical continuity in the fuselage 122) - it appears that
at Airbus lightning strike protection is high on the agenda - however, crashworthiness
might be negatively affected. e fuselage crossbeams remained metallic - with an
Airbus spokeswoman quick to add that ‘ese could also be switched to composite,
we’re still running trade-off studies’ 123). Composite crossbeams would eliminate the
need for corrosion inspection but do not contribute to significant weight saving - but
would cause serious interference with the electrical continuity 122) and further affect
crashworthiness. e nose was adapted more like the A380. Although customers kept
pressing hard for the barrel approach 125), Airbus remained stubborn on this issue - the
plan to use large composite fuselage panels for the main fuselage skin was not changed
‘we are definitely sticking to that’ 124) - a solid fuselage had been considered but rejected
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. e customers were now a bit more satisfied - ‘ey listened and, om what we can

130)

see of the A350 now, it is a potentially good aircra and it matches the 787 offering om
Boeing’ 126) - Airbus could proceed with the design.

A bit early
Airbus claims that ‘e A350 XWB offers 2% lower Empty Weight (MWE) per
Seat, 6% lower Block Fuel per seat, 8% lower Cash Operating Cost (COC) over the B787
Dreamliner’ 3) bases on 30% fuel efficiency. A bit ambiguous - may be - but certainly
confusing since both planes have yet to fly and are alleged to be significant overweight.
Airbus is confident that the first A350 will be delivered in the summer of 2013 - ‘the
A350 is on track….we have sold 478 so far and it is out of the question that we can be
late’ 144). ‘I think we will be right on time. I’m hoping even a bit early’ 128). Design freeze
milestone due for late 2008 was reached early 2009 129).

Tell us the truth
Airbus admits that ‘Previous programs and the A380 in particular taught us some
tough lessons’ 145) - add to that the problems with the A400M. Sure valuable lessons
have been learned 148) and Airbus learns also from partners that are involved in the 787
program and are also were signed up to work on the A350. When such ‘double partner’
is quoted in the press ‘the company said firewalls will be in place that the A350 and the
787 work is kept separate and that there in no transfer of technology to manufacturing the
composite fuselage of their respective jets’ 152) will never hold in practice. Lessons learned
from the A400M are most important but also worrisome since engineers haven’t been
able yet to resolve the problems. A most encouraging development at Airbus is that
engineers are again encouraged to speak out ‘we’ve changed the mindset of our people.
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ey tell us the truth. ey warn of us problems. We know what’s going on because people
know we expect the truth.’ 145) - which means a return to engineering driven management
and this might have far reaching consequences for the A350 as will be discussed later.

A hybrid approach

Working out the configuration of the A350 engineers at Airbus had the advantage
that they had far more experience with composites in service than their colleagues at Boeing.
ey had encountered serious problems with composites in the past and were way ahead
with the composed design of the A380 - including large scale application of both plain
composites and aluminium reinforced composites - and worked already for years on the
composite wings of the A400M. e design of the A350 evoled over a longer period of time
when composites were gradually increased – definitely better thought through then when
Boeing decided for all-composite.
Most important, being in second position Airbus has Boeing at their inquisitive
service being able to watch developments closely - which they did 7).

Airbus rejected the solid barrel approach - snubbed ‘old fashioned’ 127) - and indeed
the proposed panel design looks well thought through 122). But likewise happened with
the 787 also here problems will surface once the design becomes more detailed – but it
is clear that panels provide the engineers far more flexibility. e weight issue is however
essential. e target weight, set for 113,5 tonnes, has already been increased with 3
tonnes 390) which means a more than 1% fuel penalty 398) but much larger overweight of
8000 kg / (17,600 lbs) has been reported 8). Likewise the 787, the all-composite A350
is similar low on damage tolerance - the change from composite barrels to composite
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panels contributes here in marginal way only but the design allows for better lightning
strike protection.

Panel versus Barrel
Contrary to claims from Boeing, a barrel construction is not necessary stronger
than one with panels - but panels do provide much more freedom with design.
Manufacturing of panels is far less complicated than with solid barrels where the
design is confined because of limitations with available manufacturing technology.
e disadvantage is that a panel structure requires more joints and jointing that can
add to the weight in significant way. With the design of the A350 only general details
have been disclosed so far and it is understood that engineers are still working hard to
come to terms with the target weight. Reason that only a general comparison of both
structures can be discussed.

Fuselage of the A350 is in three sections - forward (13m / 42.6 ) centre (18m
/ 19.7 ) and a (16m / 52.5 ) - with the cross section constant over a rather long
distance. Engineers decided for a circular cross section because this enables to construct
each section out of four long composite skin panels only - top, bottom and two side
panels - with the long panels reducing the number of circumferential joints while
the longitudinal joints contribute to the fuselage bending strength. Type and level
of loading show strong and changing fluctuations throughout the fuselage and the
panel design allows for relative easy local optimization through thickness and fibre
architecture - combining optimum local performance with the lowest overall weight for
structural performance. With barrels thickness can also be varied but to limited extend
only since this leads to an uneven inner surface, which means that it becomes much
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more difficult to remove the mandrel aer curing - moreover, available circumferential
fibre placement technology allows for only limited degree of optimisation through fibre
architecture.

Manufacturing - mould, lay up, curing, autoclaving and demoulding - of panels is
far less complicated than with mandrel wound structures and allows for more extensive
automation. More strict tolerances can be met, residual stresses can be better contained,
panels are less susceptible to damage during manufacturing and inspection for quality
control is far easier than with barrels. Panels are also better suited for placing of inserts
for doors, windows and other parts, limiting cutting work aerwards - also fuselage
frames can be integrated and edges can be designed for less complicated joining along
the longitudinal and circumferential joints and in ways that the panels can be fastened
to the frames with much less fastening points - which makes it possible to save on weight
in significant way. It will be very interesting to see how Airbus engineers exploit these
features.

Assembly is different in that with barrels the frames are placed and fixedly attached
aerwards and with panels it is the other way around in that these have to be ‘banged’ to
the superstructure that has to be put in place first - in a way similar to aluminium panels.
Comparison comes essentially to the time needed for these procedures and this depends
largely on the number of fasteners that have to be placed, to what extend fastening
can be automated and the weight saving that is achieved. Drilling of the fastener holes
is definitely much easier with panels and can be fully automated. Handling is also
much easier with less chance for damage. Complete prefabrication of sections for easy
assembly is of course possible with both systems.
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Cockpit fuselage section is understood still to be constructed from aluminium
lithium - despite its limited impact behaviour - certainly a challenge to resist bird strikes
and hail impact. A one-piece fibre construction is still being considered but not favoured
by the engineers - ‘If we went for a composite structure we’d have to reinforce the area
aboe the cockpit with titanium which is expensive’ 123). e rear fuselage section will be
composite in a way similar to the A380.

Inspection and repair of panels is definitely much easier with production but
remains a problem in service, certainly so since damage can involve also the longitudinal
joints. Only when damage is beyond repair it is easier to replace panels than barrels, but
is still quite an undertaking.

All-composite wings have advanced design that - according Airbus – will make
the A350 faster, more efficient and quieter. e wing area of 442 sq m (4,740 sq ) is
the largest ever applied for a single-deck wide body aircra - 20% larger than the A330
with a wing span of 64.7 m (213 ), about 4.5 m (15 ) larger 3). e 777 has about
the same wing area and wing span than the A350. e 787-8 has much smaller wings
- wing area is 3501 cq  (225,6 sq m) and wing span 192.5  (58,6 m) - but these wings
are presently redesigned that is expected to increase the wing size. With the A350 the
wings have been aerodynamic optimized to reduce drag and increase the load through
the application of high li devices - the necessary strengthening counts for part of the
increase in weight mentioned before. ese wings enable the aircra to match the Mach
0.85 cruise speed of the A380.
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On safety the A350 appears to score better than the 787 - but that is still on paper.
Real world results have to be awaited. As pointed out before, with both 787 and A350
the fuselage and the wings are equally vulnerable to delamination and deterioration but
the A350 might provide better crashworthiness - likewise the 787 toxic flammability
remains a serious problem.

Lighting strike protection system
Much attention has been paid to lighting strike protection. Next to the fuel tanks
also the electrical and electronic systems have to be protected and shielded - as was
indicated before modern electronics applied in aircra – in huge quantity - might prove
to be more vulnerable than the fuel tanks. It can be questioned whether an all-composite
structure leaves enough metal for proper grounding. is is apparently realized by
Airbus. e panels are fastened to the composite frames which are provided with
aluminium strips, that together with the metallic crossbeams create a metal network that
provides the structure electrical continuity, important for lightning strike protection
and grounding. Also the metallic ribs in the wings to which the composite wing panels
are riveted are a continuous part of the electrical structural network. To provide a return
electrical path, the metal network will incorporate all existing metal parts in the fuselage
- seat rails, aluminum nose structure, lower frames and so on. Whether this is enough
has to be awaited - effective physical testing is here virtually impossible - which adds
another safety risk.
Whether the electrical structural network that is created this way provides a
level of lighting strike protection equal to an aluminum fuselage has to be awaited
- but most probably not. is is essentially a theoretical approach never tried before
and cannot be verified by physical testing in reliable way. e system has to be able to
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channel and disperse electrical and electromagnetic fields uninterrupted - that is in
perfect continuous way - from any point where lighting attaches throughout the aircra
structure towards specific points from where the lighting continues to the ground. With
the A350, the electrical structural network seems much better thought through than
with the 787 - but also here fasteners must be spark free fitted and encapsulated and
grounded when deemed necessary, the composite skin must incorporate a conducting
foil or mesh and the fuel tanks are to be provided with an inerting system.

Design eeze
It is reported that the A350 reached Milestone 5 - M5 or Maturity Gate (MG)
5 - early January 2009 23), about according schedule. In Airbus jargon M5 refers to the
‘major’ review for detailed design freeze - it is assumed that overweight is what M5 is all
about for the moment. Officially ‘the review confirmed that the program can now go ahead
with further specific design work’ 23) - but Airbus isn’t discussing what adjustments it may
have to make to the original plans to meet the specified target weight, saying ‘it must
brief airline customers first’ 23). is indicates that the design is far from fully frozen.

It will be interesting to await design details. For the moment engineers are still facing
the haunting task to bring down the weight - as indicated before overweight of 8000 kg
has been reported 8) that has not been contradicted by Airbus ‘since the design is not ozen
we can’t really comment’ 140). Some would say, an impossible task - but one may wonder
whether Airbus is not pursuing a completely different approach with the panels - more on
that later.
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5. PRO AND CON AND SO ON
About composites
Heterogeneous structure
Amorphous state
Glass transition temperature
Operating temperatures
Anisotropic behaviour
Residual stress
Manufacturing defects
Deformation behaviour
Brittleness
Water absorption
Failure
Compressive strength
Stress redistribution
Vibration and damping
Noise control
Impact performance
Hidden damage
Fatigue
Ageing
ermal fatigue
Sonic fatigue
ermal conductivity

Electrical resistance
Lightning strike performance
Interaction with dissimilar materials
Crashworthiness
Fire behaviour
Carbon oxidation
Inspection
Repair
Experience

Composites are well researched and basic properties and behaviour are fairly well
known. However, less is known on how all composite aircra will behave in the long run
when applied at the scale here inoled, with exposure of very large and very thin composite
skin to the extremely harsh conditions that apply to aircra. How will structural integrity
be affected by the combined influence of extreme mechanical and enironmental cyclic
loading when the composites degrade because of ageing and fatigue as well as possible
damage and repair. Mechanical loading is probably nowhere so severe as with aircra that
experience continuous pressurization and depressurization, extreme vibrations and impact
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sequences. Enironmental conditions inole hey temperature gradients combined with
large variations in humidity, exposure to ice and snow as well as intense UV radiation and
possible attack by solutes - an ideal enironment for degradation of polymers. With physical
testing, conditions can only be simulated to limited extend and only certain combinations
can be studied in some detail only. Reliable modelling will only be possible when practical
experience is gained with aircra in service over longer period of time.
Composites differ from metal alloys in that they contain two distinct phases fibres in a polymer matrix - hence have a heterogeneous laminated structure that behaves
highly anisotropic. e typical structure does, however, provide the composite with
some unique features, the pros. e cons are not always recognized and are frequently
ignored or underestimated or whatever, labelled as ‘red herrings’ during a recent Aviation
Today webinar 153).
With composites the pros are well known by now and include lightweight,
stiffness, high fatigue strength, non corrosiveness, easy mouldable in slim complex
perfectly smooth aerodynamically shapes and reduced part count because composites
allow for manufacturing of large size one piece sections. ese properties make
composites eminently suitable for civil aircra - although composite structures tend to
have higher manufacturing costs than metallic structures, but assembly was thought to
be much cheaper. e pros were expected to enable lighter and stronger aircra that are
lower on fuel and need far less maintenance – and allow improving on flying experience.
Typically, the cons are not so well highlighted and shed a different light on
composites. Not all cons listed below are necessarily disadvantages and include
differences that require a new if not distinct approach when compared to aluminum.
Several cons pose safety risks - some unknown with aluminium aircra - and this puts
limits on damage tolerance. e most important ‘cons’ will here be discussed in brief
and refer in particular to thermoset carbon fibre reinforced epoxy resin composites that are
predominantly used in all-composite aircra.
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Heterogeneous structure
Aluminium is a straightforward homogeneous alloy, contrary to composites
that have extremely complex heterogeneous composition and structure at both nano,
micro and macro level. Composites comprise a resin matrix that surrounds and supports
the carbon fibres. e mechanical properties of resin systems are not very high. ey
are there to transfer the forces and to protect the fibres from environmental damage.
e fibres deliver the composite its strength and the interaction between the fibres
and the matrix delivers the composite its unique properties, in particular high specific
strength and modulus - that is relative to density - and fatigue resistance. Control of
the fibre matrix interface makes it possible to adjust certain properties. More specific,
composite properties are determined by the fibre (type, quality, diameter, length) and
the fibre volume fraction, the matrix (type, quality) and the fibre-matrix bond strength
as well as the fibre arrangement (fibre orientation and weave of the fibre, number and
thickness of the individual layers, their stacking sequence, stitching), manufacturing
and moulding (lay up, prepeg) and the curing conditions. e huge range of fibres,
resins, manufacturing processes and possible manipulation of the interfacial bond
strength give composites their real advantage over other materials; in that it is possible
to tailor the composite optimally for particular load bearing constructions and even
to vary properties (thickness and fibre architecture) along its surface. However, the
heterogeneous structure, specific interfacial bond strength and complex architecture
pose also serious problems with design, manufacturing, inspection, testing and repair.
Amorphous state
ermoset composites differ also from metal in that the resin polymer matrix
has an amorphous structure, hence is in glassy (non-equilibrium) state. More precise,
polymers describe extremely long chains of molecules - epoxy resins that are used in
aviation composites have a three-dimensional network structure were the polymers are
highly crosslinked through chemical bonding. at composites have an amorphous
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structure means that they are brittle and creep and that small foreign molecules can
diffuse into the polymer network, which can affect the molecular structure - this means
that composites can absorb moisture. e network is also vulnerable to radiation. Over
time this can lead to ageing that describes degradation of the composite. Ageing has a
strong effect on physical properties, as will be discussed later. Amorphous also means
that properties of composites can change over time due to possible rearrangement of the
structure of the polymer.

Glass transition temperature
Amorphous and glassy materials differ from crystalline materials in that they don’t
transfer from solid phase into fluid or melted phase with abrupt change of structure and
density at a certain temperature. When the temperature of amorphous material increases
there is a gradual transformation from ordered to disordered molecular state. is means
that amorphous materials - like polymers - don’t have a sharp melting temperature but
that melting takes place over certain temperature range.
Upon heating the polymer goes first through the glass transition temperature
- also a range - when the amorphous solid transforms from a rigid to a rubbery state to
transform into the fluid state when the melting temperature is reached. Temperatures
vary with the type of polymer and are with aviation composites in the 1000C to 1500C
range - far below the temperatures that affect aluminum. e melting temperature
decides the curing temperature but the glass transition temperature is decisive for the
physical properties of the polymer. e physical properties show profound change in the
range of the glass transition temperature and pose a boundary to composite applications.
Elastic modules may for example decrease by a factor 1000 when the temperature is
raised through the glass transition range. Other properties that change rapidly include
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next to elastic properties, strength, stress redistribution, vibration and damping
behaviour, coefficient of thermal expansion, heat capacity and electrical properties actually every property is affected in dramatic way and in turn affect fracture behaviour,
failure modes, stress redistribution, vibration and damping properties, impact
performance, lightning strike resistance, crashworthiness, flammability and so on. Note
that the glass transition temperature is reduced significantly when water absorption
takes place - and can also be affected by fatigue and ageing and repair.

Operating temperatures
Civil aircra can experience rather high - and very low - temperatures in service.
is poses no problem with aluminium, contrary to composites where maximum
operating temperatures have to be set - well below the glass transition temperature
to leave a safety margin that has to include the effects of possible water absorption.
Aviation composites that are typically cured at 180 C show a glass transition
temperature of 150 C that can drop 25 C when it absorbs some 1% water. Aircra
are exposed to heat sources that include the power plants, de-icing equipment and
air conditioning units that can heat up nearby parts and panels. is has to be taken
into account when composites are present in these areas. Aerodynamic heating that
is produced through contact with airflow at very high velocity is a serious concern
with supersonic aircra, not at subsonic velocities. e skin of civil aircra cruising at
typically 850 km/h cools down to the surrounding environment - that can reach minus
70 0C at 35.000  (to plus 70 0C at airports).
Aerodynamic heating is most intense on re-entry of the space shuttle when the heat
shield is exposed to temperatures of 2300 F/1260 C. e famous SR-71 would expand several
inches flying at Mach 3 when the leading edge reached some 600 0C. With the Concorde skin
temperatures were reached up to150 C when flying at its cruise Mach 2.4 speed 362).
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Operating temperature range that has been set for all composite aircra should
be set between about minus - 70 C and + 70 C. Little is known how composites are
affected by such large cyclic temperatures differentials taken other conditions into
account that apply and were listed before.
Anisotropic behaviour
Aluminium behaves isotropic, but composites show strong anisotropic behaviour
due to its heterogeneous structure and possible insidious damage. is makes it
extremely difficult to model physical behaviour. Composites have excellent properties
in the plane of the shell, with strength in the fibre direction significant higher than
metal - that is in tension and to a lesser extend in compression. Strength in the plane
transversally to the fibre orientation is about equal to metal. However, performance out
of the plane is poor - through the thickness strength of composites is about an order
of magnitude lower than that of metals and translates in poor performance in shear,
impact and stress redistribution. is limits the application of composites essentially
to two-dimensional loading conditions and it has to be taken into account that twodimensional loading can result in through the thickness stresses - mind that large areas
of the fuselage have thickness of just 2 mm. Different fibre orientations may increase
impact resistance and transversal properties but this goes at the expense of longitudinal
performance. ree dimensional fibre architecture through stitching may increase
transversal strength to certain extend.
Also other physical properties are affected - so are electrical and thermal
conductivity and coefficient of expansion also influenced by the fibre architecture and
are different in the plane and normal to the plane.
Residual stress
e thermal coefficient of expansion of the matrix is much higher than that of the
fibres. It can therefore not be avoided that tension is introduced in the matrix when the
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composite is cooled aer curing at 150 to 200 0C. ermally induced residual stresses in
the matrix can partly translate into flaws and structural irregularities at nano level that
develop into interfacial micro cracks along the interfaces, which are inherent part of the
composite structure. Such insidious damage can lead to poor fibre matrix bond strength
and influences fatigue, ageing and damage performance of all-composite aircra,
which are loaded to extreme. To limit residual stress, temperature gradients have to be
kept within 1 to 2 degrees Celsius at every point of the structure during curing in the
autoclave and in particular during subsequent cooling, which is very difficult to achieve
with the large one-piece sections here involved. More serious flaws can be expected when
the gradients are even slightly exceeded.
Manufacturing defects
Other typical insidious defects and irregularities can occur during manufacturing,
assembly, maintenance and repair. ese include, amongst others, resin rich and resin
dry areas, fibre misalignment, porosity, delaminations, inclusions of foreign materials,
damaged cut outs and misdrilled holes, all of which seriously affect composite behaviour.
‘…the lack of experience, or even the possibility of manufacturing composite structures with
imperfections, makes the forecast of future failures and strength very difficult’ 4). Most
important is that impact is avoided. Intensive non-destructive testing during the various
stages of production is therefore critical. Attaining the very strict dimensional tolerances
poses another problem with the very large one-piece sections, as has been discussed
before.
Deformation behaviour
Contrary to metals, composites behave rather brittle than ductile and are
therefore low on toughness. Stress-strain behaviour develops between of that of the
brittle fibre and the elastic polymer matrix, depending strongly on the fibre volume
fraction. Deformation behaviour of composites is very sensitive to strain rate (rate of
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deformation), environmental conditions, in particular sudden temperature change and
the presence of moisture, and to what extend the composite contains flaws and defects
- and is damaged or affected by degradation. Creep that is time dependent deformation
also influences deformation. Moreover, deformation behaviour differs greatly depending
on direction, and composites perform different under tension and compression.
Deformation behaviour has to be studied for static loading, cyclic loading and dynamic
loading, taking into account the effects of possible damage and degradation due to cyclic
environmental loading – and is far more complicated than with homogenous isotropic
aluminium.
Brittleness
Metals are ductile and elastic deformation warns that fracture is about to happen
and this leaves normally sufficient time for measures to prevent sudden failure. is is
applied in aviation, where design of aluminium civil aircra is largely based on damage
tolerance. is means that damage is allowed for, but inspection procedures have to
be in place that guarantee that the maximum level of damage at which the material or
structure is still suitable and safe for the intended application is not exceeded. However,
composites are brittle and this means that fracture occurs more suddenly, if not sudden,
leaving a limited window of opportunity for timely warning before catastrophic failure
- in a way essentially similar to behaviour of high strength steel. Damage tolerance
is therefore more difficult to apply with composites than with aluminium, as will be
discussed later. e capability of metal structures to re-distribute load between its
members is one reason which provides additional margin of safety to the metallic
analysis methods, which is not the case for composite structures as discussed above.
Water absorption
Contrary to metals, composites do not corrode but can absorb water, through
diffusion - polymer resins up to more than 1%, depending on atmospheric humidity.
Moisture plasticizes the matrix resin reducing those properties that depend on the resin,
such as shear, compression stiffness and strength, the more so with (sudden) change in
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temperature. is can lead to increased residual stress, formation of new micro cracks
as well as extension of existing ones and in turn initiate or extend delamination and
debonding sites that allow for further absorption. Moisture absorption or desorption
can even trigger passage from stable crack growth to very rapid crack growth 23). Water
can carry other strange substances and of course also other fluids and gasses can be
absorbed.
Failure
Unlike metals where failure occurs essentially by single crack propagation, failure
of composites occurs through damage accumulation involving different damage modes
that include fibre breakage and matrix cracking, debonding, transverse ply cracking
and delamination - sometimes independently, sometimes interactively - depending on
the stress that is applied, leading to a variety of failure modes completely different from
aluminium and completely different for the fibres and the matrix, and involve such
behaviour as fibre failure, fibre pull out, fibre bridging, resin cracking and hackles 154). A
fundamental feature of composite structures is that, in most cases, failure is not a unique
event, but a gradual sequence of micro cracking and delamination, leading eventually
to structural collapse. is means that prediction of failure is extremely complex.
Engineers have proposed a great number of failure theories, nineteen of which have
been critically reviewed recently 155). Results are encouraging, but there is still a long way
to go and a universal approach seems not achievable. So far it is not possible to include
all relevant parameters, most noticeably the effects of thermally induced residual stress,
moisture absorption and temperature - that play such important role with aviation
composites. Failure theories are based on either stress distribution or fracture mechanics.
In particular the prediction of through the thickness failure, that requires a fracture
mechanics approach, has proved to be extremely difficult - impact behaviour merges
into the general area of damage mechanics 156). Tension fibre failures are generally well
predicted but compression matrix failures are oen more important with composite
aircra structures and more difficult to predict.
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Compressive strength
Compression loading can lead to micro buckling of the fibres, which is a
predominant failure mode with composites. Compressive strengths are oen quoted
at just 50 to 60% of the corresponding tensile value. But it is very difficult to measure
uniaxial compressive strength, with different methods producing differing values.
ere is still intense debate whether true axial compression strength of composites can
be measured with available methods. Moreover, compressive strength in the plane is
strongly affected when even minor delamination has occurred, in particular through
low velocity impact. e Compression aer Impact Test has been developed to measure
residual compressive strength of damaged composite panels and has become an
industrial standard 157). Compressive strength aer impact is regarded a critical design
measure in the aerospace industry 158). e measured value has, however, no discrete
structural meaning but provides a measure to determine sensitivity to impact and other
damage which is useful for qualitative comparison 401). Note that the way a composite
part is damaged before testing for residual strength is not standardized, but strongly
affects the measured value.
Stress redistribution
Manufacturing of large composite parts is complicated hence costly, but assembly
requires much less fasteners and other joint constructions, which are oen the weakest
part of the structure. According Boeing ’10,000 holes have to be drilled to assemble
the 787 fuselage, compared with a million holes on the 747 jumbo jet’ 159). However, ten
thousand holes that have to be drilled in the composite barrel to attach the frames
means still a substantial weakening of the hull and all these holes complicate modelling
and calculation of stress distribution throughout the fuselage which is also affected by
differing thicknesses of the hull and cut outs for the window, doors, landing gear and so
on.
To avoid problems with galvanic corrosion, high tech titanium fasteners
have to be used with composites. ese are very strong and allow for extreme stress
concentration, but composites have very limited ability to redistribute loads at structural
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features such as fasteners. e lack of plasticity of composites limits stress re-distribution
160)

and sets boundaries with design. is phenomenon is not well understood but the

result is that fastener holes are quite notch and brass sensitive. Moreover, when drilling
holes it cannot be avoided that fibres are cut, destroying part of the load path. is
causes considerable loss in strength, locally typical half of the original strength 401) and
can make it necessary to increase the thickness of the laminate in the vicinity of stress
raisers or strengthen the fastening point otherwise.
When the fastener hole is slightly damaged or incorrect drilled and when
fasteners not precisely fit stresses can locally concentrate in the hole, which can lead
to development of complicated failure modes, typically through transverse micro
cracking, delamination and finally fibre pull out - and even breakage of the fastener.
Any interference with the fit affects also lighting strike resistance, as will be discussed
later. Tolerances have therefore to be very strict; sometimes a few thousandths of an inch
and hole strengthening procedures have possibly to be applied to obtain good fastener
support. e holes must be straight, concentric and have the exact diameter; any burr
to the fastener holes has to be avoided. is can pose a serious problem with assembly
and an even greater problem with repair. It is very difficult to avoid damage to the hole
when fasteners are frequently removed and replaced, which has to be taken into account
with maintenance. Most important is that fieldable methods become available for nondestructive testing of these fastening points and other joint constructions.
Vibration and damping
Composites have very different vibration and damping properties, which are
strongly affected when the composite is damaged and by changes in temperature,
moisture and numerous other parameters – much more so than with metals. But this is
still poorly understood. Modelling is not possible yet and engineers oen have to adapt
trial and error, trying to get vibration and damping under control. With the A400M
military airlier it has already proven to be very difficult to control vibration with
the large all-composite wings during the development phase. September 2008 it was
reported that delivery of the plane ‘has been delayed indefinitely’ 21) officially ‘due to the
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“unavailability of the propulsion system’ 197), as has been discussed before. Uncontrolled
vibration is here at the root of the problems and the composite wings are most probably
involved. For the moment engineers don’t know how to solve the problems 6).
Noise control
Composites have lower mass that limits noise insulation. Also composites’ specific
damping characteristics require adaptation of sophisticated noise control technology
to cope with turbulent boundary layer and engine shock cell. With aircra the aim is
to limit the noise control weight – that is the weight of the materials applied for noise
insulation - to 1% of the maximum takeoff load, which is substantial. With aluminium
aircra noise control is largely obtained through insulation blankets that provide also
thermal insulation, as well as fuselage and payload damping. With all composite aircra
attention focuses on integrally damped composites, for example sandwich with adon and co-cured damping layers out of visco-elastic materials and epoxy materials 199).
How this affects the weight issue is not known yet. Also much attention is paid to nano
technology to improve on acoustic properties of composites.
Impact performance
Contrary to aluminium, composites are famously low on impact strength and
get (too) easily damaged, which means that composites ‘are oen not the best choice
of material for structures that are suspect to repeated impact 161). e FAA has therefore
issued special conditions with regard to tire debris penetration of the fuel tank of the
787 247) - with aluminium fuel tank as benchmark. But the whole plane is vulnerable to
impact, which poses a serious safety issue.
As was pointed out before, composites are very strong in the plane, but far less
so normal to the plane, with very low impact performance through the thickness. High
strength carbon epoxy composites that are used in aircra have actually the lowest
energy absorbing capability of all composites and it appears that this behaviour can
be improved to limited extend only 156) as will be discussed in more detail later. Even
single low velocity impact can cause extensive sub-surface damage that strongly affects
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the structural integrity of the composite, in particular delamination that is not or
barely visible for the eye. Such so-called hidden damage poses a serious safety risk with
aviation composites since aircra are prone to impact through accidental collision
with ground handling equipment, tool damage, de-icer impact, moisture and rain,
sand storm, runway debris, engine thrown debris, blade loss and rotor burst, hail stone,
lightning strike shock wave, bird strike, meteorites, hard landing, busted tire debris and
wheel threats – and even when walked on by mechanics and inspectors. Remind that
the accidents with the Concorde and the Space Shuttle Columbia were both caused by
impact. As indicated before, with civil aircra, the fuselage belt is prone to damage by
impact - more than the wings - through luggage loaders, catering trucks and passenger
jetways. Testing and simulation of impact response of composites is a complex problem
402)

and it will still take quite some time to design reliable models. Development is

hindered in that no suitable test method is available to test composites - or construction
materials in general - for impact response 35).
Hidden damage
A typical difference with metals is that composites can hide damage that
spreads under the surface. e structure may appear sound until the moment
that it shatters. is so-called hidden or insidious damage can involve debonding
between the fibre and the matrix and delamination. Unknown with aluminum,
insidious damage is a failure mode typical with composites. Composites have a
laminated structure and relative light impact, cyclic stress and ingress of fluid can
cause separation or delamination along the interfaces between the matrix and
the fibres. It is oen very difficult to detect early development. Even widespread
delamination can remain invisible or hardly visible to the eye and can be very
difficult to detect with available test methods. It develops normally gradually over
time out of flaws and other structural anomalies and local delaminations that
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always exist between composite layers and are caused by build up of stresses during
curing, cutting openings, drilling of fastener holes, handling of the parts, relative
light impact and repair as has been indicated before. As indicated before, with
aircra it is impossible to avoid impact in service. One has to be constantly aware
of accidental impact - according Airbus ‘You get a surprising amount of times when
people dent or tear the fuselage skin by driving vehicles into it……it’s more difficult
to detect the extent of the damage with carbon fibre. You don’t know whether it has
spread six, twele or even twenty inches to the le or right’ 14). ickness of vulnerable
parts has to be increased to more than 5 to 10 mm or otherwise strengthened,
for example around doors and hatches and special measures have to be taken to
protect the cargo space and the fuel tanks in particular. Although applied on
limited scale, serious problems have already occurred with composite rudders - that
involve sandwiched composites - as has been discussed before. e ‘Delaminated
Aircra Problem Report at Listing Problem reports.Aircradata.Net’ lists already
many hundreds composite parts of aircra that have been delaminated in service.
Hidden damage can strongly affect the structural integrity of the composite
- ‘at the point were damage is non-visible, the structural composite no longer meets its
original design objectives’ 158) - in particular when insidious damage occurs in the vicinity
of fasteners and joints and allows for ingress of moisture and gasses that can lead to
further degradation. With delamination caused by impact, reduction in strength has
been reported of 50% at the point were damage is not or barely visible up to 75% at the
point were visible damage is observed 162). is means that hidden damage is a serious
problem with aviation composites - it poses a major safety concern 401) 402) - because it is
so difficult to avoid and so difficult to detect.
Fatigue
Composite aircra are significantly less susceptible to fatigue failure then
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aluminium aircra but fatigue can still occur and affect structural integrity in time 170)
. e fibres provide composites with high fatigue strength, but only when supported

381)

by a strong brittle matrix. e fibre matrix interface plays here a very important role.
Composites with well-bonded tough matrices oen exhibit inferior fatigue properties
to those with brittle matrices. is means that lower fatigue strength can be obtained
when impact strength is increased. Fatigue life is controlled, at the microscopic level, by
the progressive accumulation of broken fibres on the tensile side of the specimens. is
process is affected by temperature and strongly affected by possible ingress of moisture.
Inherent residual stress and micro cracks may not cause immediate degradation but
makes the composite vulnerable for prolonged cyclic loading, certainly so when
the composite becomes damaged, and when delamination proceeds progressively
undetected for longer period and starts interacting with other insidious damage - a
process that is further accelerated when the composite is hit by impact at that location.
Delaminated sites can grow and do so, and it is therefore difficult to understand when
both Boeing and Airbus declare that with composites in aircra ‘No Fatigue Damage
inspection is required’ 176) 177).
Ageing
Boeing and Airbus also declare that with all composite aircra ‘No specific
inspection for Enironmental Deterioration is required’ 176) 177). Indeed, composites do not
corrode like metals due to electrochemical reactions but severe degradation can occur
due to ageing - with ageing affecting fatigue and visa versa. Knowledge about long term
performance of composites is limited 171) and there are still many uncertainties, certainly
so with environmental degradation of composites at the extreme conditions that apply
to aircra and no lifetime prediction recipe is available for composites yet 172).
Ageing results from damage caused by physical and chemical attack due to
environmental loading. As pointed out before, with aircra environmental loading of
externally exposed composites is much more extreme than any other known application
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and this loading is continuous, repetitive and cyclic - and it is the combination with
intense cyclic mechanical loading that has to be considered. Know how is largely
based on testing in rather sterile environment that differs totally from the operating
environment that includes very large temperature gradients, intense UV radiation
and exposure to moisture, ice and possibly aggressive fluids and gasses. Surrounding
temperatures vary with each flight from over +60 0C at the ground to below -60 0C
at 35,000  (10.670 m) when even adsorbed monolayers of water molecules freeze.
At the same time the polymers are heavily stressed due to the cyclic loading and
continuous vibrations that are known to simulate the deterioration processes - in time,
the composite becomes increasingly vulnerable to both environmental and mechanical
loading. Likewise fatigue, insidious damage increases sensitivity to ageing in significant
way.
Composites can absorb gasses, vapours and water and other fluids through
diffusion and capillary action - possible through degradation of protective coatings
and impact or other kind of surface damage. With aircra surfaces can become
contaminated with water, salt spray, de-icing solutions, cleaning substances, oil, grease
and hydraulic fluid. Ingress of strange substances can cause swelling and possible
dissolution when solute molecules are able to fit between the macromolecular chains
of the polymers and push these apart. Such polymeric degradation causes the polymer
to plasticize - which affects modulus, strength and brittleness, induce creep, glass
transition temperature and thermal expansion coefficients and electric properties.
Moreover, swelling can cause stresses in the fibres. Serious debounding caused by
ingress of hydraulic fluid 48) has already occurred with composite rudders in service, as
been discussed before. A list of materials that can cause damage to composites is being
developed for the 787 and includes for example insecticide spray commonly used to
disinfect aircra.
Degradation can also be caused by so-called scission when molecular chain bonds
are broken because of radiation, chemical reaction and heat. is actually means that
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the molecular chains become shorter and this affects mechanical properties, resistance
to chemical attack and can cause shis in the glass transition temperature. Chemical
reaction involves typically oxygen and ozone that can cause or accelerate chain scission.
Radiation involves, among others, UV (ultraviolet) rays. ese have short wavelength
and possess sufficient energy to penetrate the polymer. UV radiation and ozone can
cause degradation of the polymer that can cause surface embrittlement and hence less
impact resistance. Carbon fibres are not affected by UV but have of course to be fully
protected form oxygen - but oxidation cannot be avoided when delamination spreads
unnoticed for longer period of time.
Several test programs are under way with composite parts of aircra that have
been in service for longer period of time. First results that have been reported are
encouraging. e initial teardown of a 737 horizontal stabilizer has shown little effects
of long time service experience. Mechanical and physical property tests have shown little
difference in values aer 18 years and 52,000 flight hours 173). At the same time very
serious problems have occurred in recent years with composite rudders involving Airbus
aircra that were not so long in service, as has been discussed before.
ermal fatigue
Contrary to aluminium that has a homogenous composition, composites contain
two distinct phases - the carbon fibres and the matrix resin – with show rather large
differences in thermal expansion, as cited before. is means that significant tensile
stresses can develop in the matrix when the composite is cooled far below its curing
temperature, which add to possible residual stresses that have already build up. is can
lead to interfacial debonding and microcracking of the matrix, even when no external
load is applied. As has been indicated before, aircra experience cyclic temperature
drops far below the curing temperature - in concert with the heavy mechanical cyclic
loading and are as such susceptible to thermal fatigue.
Sonic fatigue
Fighter jets experience extreme acoustic loading during manoeuvres that cause
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frequent damage due to sonic fatigue, in particular when flying fast and low 360). Such
damage - mainly cracks in thin panels - requires specific repair to maintain sufficient
damping. With civil aircra acoustic loading is not so extreme and do not cause problem
with aluminium aircra but can cause problems with composites - delamination in
particular 361) - due its specific damping behaviour. Aerodynamic noise level near engines
can be sufficient to cause sonic fatigue with nearby composite parts when no special
measures are taken. Composites are in particular susceptible to high frequent noise that
can be produced by propulsion systems. More so, it is the contribution of sonic fatigue
to other dynamic loading that may cause damage to composite parts in aircra.

ermal conductivity
Aluminium is highly thermally conductive, this contrary to composites that
behave more as thermal insulators. ermal conductivity determines heat transfer
characteristics - heat absorbing capacity, heat rejection capacity and cooling capacity
- and is of major importance to fire safety, together with toxic flammability. Composites
heat at much lower rate, absorbs significant more heat and cool at much slower rate than
aluminium that rejects heat readily when placed in a cooling environment - the same
applies for lateral heat transfer. is means that composite fuel tanks behave completely
different form aluminium tanks. Of particular concern is how aluminum and composite
tanks affect flammability of the ullage - that is the empty space in the fuel tank above the
fuel - at ground conditions and at higher altitude, as will be discussed later. e specific
thermal conductivity of composites affects also behaviour during lightning strike.

Electrical resistance
Electrical resistance is expressed as resistivity or by its reverse that is called
conductivity. Depending on their electrical resistance materials behave as conductors or
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insulators. With composites the carbon fibre is conductive but conductivity is limited to
the direction of the fibres. e adhesive polymer matrix - a dielectric - insulates the fibres
and greatly inhibits current flow in directions nonparallel to the fibres, even when the
fibres are provided with a conductive - metal - coating. Composites have therefore very
high resistivity, more than thousand times greater than that aluminium that is one of the
best conductors around - copper has an even higher conductivity. e poor electrical
conductivity limits the application as electromagnetic shielding, circuits, antennas, and
affects lighting strike performance.

Lightning strike performance
Aluminium is a conductor, which means that with aluminium aircra lightning
strike protection ‘comes for free’ with the construction material. A lightning strike to an
aircra causes a high electric current, which may typically be of the order of a hundred
thousand amps. e aluminium structure acts as a Faraday cage and carries the lightning
current from the attachment point to the point of exit.
e lightning current pulse generates heat that concentrates at the attachment
point - or arc root. is heat cannot escape to the surroundings during the short
duration of the pulse and causes a high temperature at a relative small area that can
produce a transient hot spot at the underside of the skin. With aluminium there will
normally be a melting at the arc root - damage is normally limited to a pitted surface but
the skin can melt through depending on the magnitude and the duration of the current
and the thickness of the aluminium.
With composites - that behave as insulators - there are important differences in
lighting strike performance. A composite aircra structure is not able to readily conduct
away the extreme electrical currents and electromagnetic fields that are generated when
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lighting attaches to the composite skin. Carbon fibre may be conductive but carbon
fibre plies perform as very high resistance conductors, because the resin presents a highly
capacitive dielectric - the large differences in resistivity of the carbon fibre and the
resin matrix results in an increasing potential difference through the ply structure that
provides no readily available electrically conductive path for discharge of the current.
Duration of lightning attachment can with composites be significant longer
than with aluminium because of this high resistivity. is means that with composites
much higher voltage gradients are generated at the arc root and consequently higher
temperatures - and hotter transient hotspots are likely to develop. It has also to be taken
into account that the resin has a relative low soening point. Although the arc root
does normally not penetrate more than five plies, the temperatures caused by lighting
strike may cause damage to the resin - such as charring, bond-breaking and loss of
distortional capability and of course delamination. Differing coefficients of expansion
in the plane and through the thickness cause differential expansion when lighting strikes
that provides another cause of possible delamination. When the carbon fibres heat
up above the pyrolization temperature of the surrounding matrix, resin can vaporize
in the immediate strike area producing pockets with pressurized gas that may lead to
delamination. When lighting strikes, the current pulse and the consequent increase in
magnetic field generates an acoustic shock of a magnitude that can be sufficient to cause
fracture of the composite skin and possibly delamination. All this can lead to significant
loss of residual strength that makes the composite more vulnerable to subsequent
mechanical and environmental loading. To avoid such consequences - or to limit the
effect - the thickness of the composite layer may have to be increased in significant way,
but that has a weight penalty.
e greatest danger with lighting strike is that it can cause sparking that can lead
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to explosion of the fuel tank and that it can cause disturbance of on board electronics
and avionics soware, as will be discussed in more detail later. Special measures have
to be taken to protect the composite structure against ignition sources, shockwaves,
electrical shorts and electrostatic discharge. Again at the expense of much weight - but
with available technology it cannot be avoided that all composite aircra will remain
significant more vulnerable to lighting strike than aluminium aircra. In this respect it
is important to note that composites have the same probability of an attachment as an
aluminium structure - in spite of its very high resistivity 323).

Interaction with dissimilar materials
e global structure can be affected when adjacent parts are out of dissimilar
materials that have different physical properties or interact otherwise and this has
to be taken into account with the design - such variables make modelling extremely
complicated in particular when composites are involved that are very difficult to model
because of heterogenic and amorphous structure.
As indicated before, composites and metals show very different deformation
behaviour under stress, which in turn can cause stresses and stress concentrations
where composites are connected to aluminium and titanium parts. is affects joint
constructions in particular that must be able to redistribute and spread these stresses to
the surrounding materials.
Stresses are also generated due to the rather large differences in coefficients of
thermal expansion of composite parts and adjacent aluminium and titanium parts.
is also affects metal foil and mesh that are integrated between plies to provide the
composite with electric continuity 350). Moreover, it has to be taken into account that
operation temperatures in these parts can develop in different way because of differing
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specific thermal conductivity - which means that certain parts warm and cool at
different rates. at affects for example the temperature of the fuel in the tanks and
explains that flammability is different in composite and aluminium fuel tanks 353).
Contact with other materials can also excite chemical reaction - composites are
cathodic with respect to aluminum, which means that galvanic corrosion can occur
where composites are in contact with aluminum. Aluminum fasteners can therefore not
be applied with composites and isolation layers have to be applied where aluminium and
composite parts join, connect or attach.
Crashworthiness
Composites behave brittle and cannot absorb energy like aluminum that behaves
ductile and crumbles during a crash, but tend to delaminate very easily upon impact
reducing mechanical performance 154). e FAA has therefore issued special conditions
for crashworthiness of the 787 203) with aluminium fuselage as benchmark. Boeing
maintains that drop tests performed with a 787 fuselage section demonstrate that
‘energy is effectively absorbed’ 165) - but no specifics have been made public so far. e
aim is to develop reliable models that make it possible to simulate crash behaviour of
the fuselage sections and make it possible to study the effectiveness of shock absorbing
materials and structures, but that is extremely complicated with all composite aircra
200)

- and has to be considered in connection with flammability. Results obtained with

these models are suited for qualitative comparison only and cannot be applied for
certification.
Composites break more like glass and show scattered crash behaviour - and this
behaviour is influenced by temperature. Fragments are sharp, fibre dust even needle
sharp and can cause skin and eye irritation and pose an inhalation risk in a way similar to
asbestos 166) - certainly so when fire is involved as will be explained later. Fragmentation
of composites is expected to accelerate flammability in significant way due to increased
exposed specific surface. Also here special measures have to be taken to guarantee safety
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of both passengers and crew and first responders and this applies also for engineers who
have to be protected when working with composites during production, maintenance
and repair 403).

Fire behaviour
Aluminium has very low flammability - but does burn when exposed to very high
temperature - contrary to composites that burn form the vaporization of the resin when
exposed to fire. Fire is a major safety concern because it contributes to aircra accidents
and has causes many fatalities in the past - cabin interior materials and fuel tanks are of
particular concern as will be discussed in more detail later. e FAA has therefore issued
special conditions for the composite fuel tank of the 787, with aluminium fuel tank as
benchmark. e special conditions focus in particular on keeping flammability in the
ullage above the fuel as low as possible 243) and that the fuel tank does not burn through
when exposed to fire 244) within the time frame necessary for safe evacuation - normally
minimal five minutes.
Fire behaviour of composites involves thermal degradation, thermal soening,
fire damage mechanics that includes deterioration of mechanical properties and health
hazards due to toxic matter that is released 249). How a composite behaves with fire
depends largely on the matrix material 168). e epoxy matrix ignites readily when
exposed to higher temperatures (>350 0C) at rather low oxygen content - the more so
when the composite is delaminated - and epoxy has, among resins, one of the highest
heat release rate values, which means that these materials contribute strongly to the
growth and spread of fire. ermal soening of the polymer matrix causes delamination
cracking and hence a sharp drop in compressive strength. Carbon fibres are heat resistant
but soen already at 150 0C and this reduces the tensile strength. Distortion, buckling
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and failure can occur at higher temperature - which reduces the load bearing capacity
- but the fibres hinder rapid burn through.
Epoxies are among the worst materials for the production of smoke and soot and
produce rather high amounts of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. Also the fibres
can release hazardous substances - large amounts of highly contaminated respirable
fibres - as will be discussed later. Epoxy resins are therefore not allowed within the cabin
where phenolic resins are applied that have excellent resistance to high temperature - but
mechanical properties of phenolics are significantly lower due to high voids content.
Special measures have to be taken to guarantee safety of both passengers and crew and
first responders who are oen not aware of the dangers - being used to aluminium
aircra.
Carbon dust
Aluminium does not release harmful material when a plane crashes and catches
fire. Epoxy produces toxic smoke as has been indicated before. Carbon fibres don’t burn
but do also pose a serious health hazard when the epoxy catches fire 249). When the epoxy
burns away, carbon fibres become exposed and subsequent oxidation leads to break up
of the fibre and the release of hazardous fibrils. Glass fibre composites do not have this
problem and are therefore applied within the cabin.
As indicated before, composites involved in crash without fire can cause a
problem with escape from the wreckage, because of possibly sharp edges from broken
parts and shattered fuselage parts. However, airborne dust particles can pose a far
bigger problem with escape and hinder first responders - in particular fibrous dust
that is liberated through oxidation of exposed carbon fibres. ese fibrils are sharp and
can penetrate the skin and eyes and can be inhaled. Health hazards depend on their
diameter and length and to what extend the fibres are contaminated with matter that is
released from burning and smouldering matrix material 264), as will be discussed later.
Another aspect of potential risk with carbon dust is short-circuiting of electrical
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and electronic systems because carbon fibres are electrically conductive, affecting nearby
power distribution lines, transformers, radar and electronic equipment 262).
Inspection
As indicated before, insidious damage is with composites normally much
more widespread than anticipated from visual inspection, if visible at all. With allcomposite aircra inspection for hidden damage has therefore to be performed on a
continuous base - but this is easier said than done. Inspection for insidious damage
is a very complex issue because of the very large surfaces that have to be examined.
Neither visual inspection nor tap testing - that will be explained later - is reliable for
this purpose. Next to the skin, also the joint constructions have to be checked including
numerous fastening points. Also the light protection systems have to be monitored. A
wide variety of non-destructive test methods are available and emerging 174), but suitable
field methods and procedures to deal with all anomalies are not in place yet - it is still
a big question mark how to inspect the joints, fastener points and lighting protection
system. Continuous problems with composite rudders involving Airbus have already
forced regulators to step in, as has been discussed before. e best solution is to provide
the aircra with a health monitoring system. Boeing and Airbus are working on such
systems, but this is a very complex issue and development is still at its infancy, as will be
discussed later.
Repair
Because of limited damage tolerance all composite aircra get more easily - and
much more frequently - damaged than aluminium aircra. What is damaged has to
be repaired but cannot made new again, except through complete replacement of the
damaged part. Such direct part substitution is, however, not feasible with very large
one-piece sections. It is extremely difficult - if not impossible - to exchange a complete
barrel section at an airport, not to mention at a remote airport. Also with large panels,
replacement is not exactly going to be an easy job. is will surely reflect in insurance
costs.
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Methods that enable perfect repair - and inspection - are therefore essential for
economical and safe long-term management of all-composite aircra 4) - and are decisive
for the future of all composite aircra. But even with best repair, it cannot be avoided
that the structural integrity of the composite structure is affected - the more so when the
number of repairs increases over time as is to be expected because of composites’ limited
damage tolerance and when damage occurs repeatedly at sites near to each other - which
cannot be avoided because certain parts of the aircra are more vulnerable.
Repair of all composite aircra is far more complicated than with aluminium
aircra - but composites are successfully applied for repair of aluminium aircra where
adhesively bonded composites patches offer many advantages over bolded repairs where
oen new rivet holes are required that weaken the structure through additional stress
concentrations 364). Moreover, composite patches offer good mechanical properties with
very good fatigue and corrosion resistance, can be easily formed in complex shapes and
might save time with repair - patch repair is normally simple and fast with aluminium,
contrary to composite structures where bonded repair is much more complicated
because of necessary cleaning, drying and thermal curing as will be discussed later.
Much attention has been paid to repair of aviation composites lately 358) 139) 175)
, but technology is still far from mature. Repair is different for sandwiched structures

347)

panels 408) and composite laminates 366). It has taken Boeing and its partners a very long
time and enormous resources to try get acquainted with composite manufacturing,
inspection and repair technologies - and they are still struggling in the production halls
where all kind of facilities and expert advice is readily available. Inspection and repair in
service is oen much more complicated - even at specialized base stations - and it will
take considerable time for engineers to get familiar with repair of all composite aircra
structures. Inspection and repair of all composite aircra will become a time consuming
and very costly affair, regardless great technological advances and expertise that will
emerge and develop.
With composites different types of damage can occur during manufacturing,
assembly, operation and maintenance - and during inspection and repair of the aircra.
Damage can be visible but will in most cases involve insidious flaws and defects that
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are non or hardly visible and accurate description of the damaged site can be rather
complicated, as has been indicated before. Next to the composite laminate, damage can
involve complicated joint construction and fasteners, openings for doors windows and
hatches, substructure and contact with the dissimilar materials, lightning protection
system, electromagnetic shielding, aerodynamics and possibly protective coatings for
flammability and UV radiation - that can involve very differing types of damage which
restoration require specific methods of repair. It is therefore very important to know the
exact cause of the damage.
e manufacturer’s inspection and maintenance manual must precisely specify
the repair and inspection techniques and repair materials that have to be applied for the
different types of damage and various parts of the structure including when to decide
that a section is beyond repair – the Structural Repair Manual is going to be quite a
book that will be frequently updated. Structural repair will undoubtedly cause rather
long downtime and be very costly in most of the cases.
Experience
Last but not least - lack of experience - with aviation composites. As indicated
before no doubt the biggest problem with all composite aircra is that Boeing nor
Airbus nor any other party or organization in this world - including the regulators - have
any experience or recollection whatsoever with regard to all-composite civil aircra at
this scale - that is size and magnitude - nor with comparable applications even near to
this scale other than blades for wind turbines 223), and it cannot be denied that in civil
aviation safety is largely based upon long time experience.
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Flying repair stations
Automation
Self-healing additives

When Boeing decided for the all-composite 787, engineers om Airbus - who
had far more experience with composites including the warning signs discussed before
- were quickly to announce publicly that Boeing was pushing the enelope too far 282).
e ‘cons’ listed before, illustrate that Airbus had a point when they argued, back in
2004, that ’Unless they (Boeing) have discoered some new law of physics or some
new manufacturing process that nobody in the world has ever heard of - and we know
they have not - then they either will be sub-optimal, in which case they will make an
airplane and it will cost them a fortune to do it, or they will come back toward the
best engineering and manufacturing standards and build a plane with less than 30
percent composites’ 110). ey couldn’t be more right, but somehow Airbus made an Uturn - as was explained before - although no breakthrough technologies have emerged
with composites since Boeing and before that Airbus decided for all-composite aircra
- except for the introductions of aluminum reinforced composites that are successfully
applied with the A380. Before long Airbus’ contention will proe to be correct indeed - ‘composites are just not good enough’ or at least not suitable to be exposed to
the extremely harsh conditions that apply to civil aircra.
Several of the cons listed before pose a safety issue, which is usually solved
by adding weight - when the materials don’t provide the required safety is has
to be built into the structure. Composites appear to be much more sensitive to
damage than aluminum, certainly so when externally exposed. is starts already
with the manufacturing, when residual stresses and micro cracks cannot be
avoided and more serious flaws and defects can occur that might pass inspection
unnoticed. It is from these insidious anomalies that damage develops when
stresses exceed certain threshold and lead to debonding and delamination and
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ultimately to crack development. Moreover, composites are in amorphous state,
which means that they creep and can absorb moisture that strongly affects
physical behaviour, crack initiation and crack growth and accelerate degradation.
Also temperature has a strong effect on physical behaviour of composites. As has
been indicated, even minor insidious damage can have significant influence on
the structural integrity of the composite. But such damage is oen very difficult
to detect, proper mapping requires non-destructive testing, repair is complicated
and the original structural integrity cannot be retained - what is achieved with
repair depends largely on the skill of the repairperson. Little is known on how
all this affects performance during impact, lightning strike, crash and fire - not to
mention combined actions. is poses a real problem with damage tolerance that
has also been adapted for all-composite aircra.
Damage tolerance philosophy
Damage tolerance philosophy has been developed in aviation to try to define the
maximum level of damage at which the material or structure is still suitable and safe
for the intended application 207) - where different levels can be set for the various parts
of the structure. is requires that development of damage is carefully monitored at
numerous sites, through inspection or malfunction, such that appropriate measures
can be taken before the critical damage level is exceeded 178).
In aviation, over a long period of time involving many tragic accidents 222),
damage tolerance philosophy has gradually transformed into damage tolerance
methodology 179) and this has led to the present unprecedented safety record that
has been achieved with aluminum aircra. Ranked at the top of damage tolerance
capability is the aluminum reinforced composite structure applied for the upper
fuselage of the A380, which offers damage tolerance features on both materialand structural level 180) 181), as will be discussed later.
Unfortunately, the ‘old’ design methodology is of limited relevance for
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composites because they damage and fail in ways very different from aluminium,
how different has yet to be learned and the safety record has to be awaited
for. What is known, is that damage tolerance is far more complicated with allcomposite aircra than with traditional aluminium aircra, not only because
composites get damaged so easily but can damage and fail in many other and
different ways than aluminium and these failure modes can possibly interact - that
is affect each other. is means that with all-composite aircra a new or at least
strongly revised damage tolerance philosophy has to be worked out and developed
into a new damage tolerance methodology over time 176) 177) 139) - largely based on
practical experience that has to be gained over rather long period of time to come.
For the moment the approach has to be based on results of physical testing
that enable only a partial picture because it is impossible to include the many
parameters that influence composite behaviour – not to mention ‘unk-unk’. Lack
of experience and incomplete physical test results also hinder development and
verification of models, so important with the development of new aircra. Most
worrisome is that composites pose certain thresholds that may not be recognized
yet, are trivialized or just ignored.

Emerging ways out
Many laboratories around the world are working on projects to improe on
composite properties - driven by the vulnerability of composites because of possible
ingress of water and other liquids, breakdown by UV radiation, poor impact resistance,
hard to detect hidden damage, problems with inspection and repair as well as poor
impact performance, limited lightning strike protection, low crashworthiness and toxic
flammability - and to ease on inspection and repair Some will be highlighted in brief
later.

As explained in some detail before, properties of composites are determined by the
type of fibre and the kind of polymer, their volume distribution, configuration, architecture
and the curing cycle. rough careful selection, adjustment, additives and other inclusions is it
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possible to further modify these properties and even to provide composites with improved and
new properties. A most interesting development in this respect, where the advantages add up
for all properties, is reinforcement of composites by inserting thin layers of aluminium between
the layers of the composite - such structural sandwich composites are officially called fibre
metal laminates (FML) and are here treated as aluminium reinforced composites that will be
discussed in brief later.
e problem researchers are facing is that most of time the improvement of
one property goes at the expense of another and it has to be checked to what extend the
improvement that is achieved in one field affects other fields - and whether application is
worthwhile the effort, that is, not counterproductive. is makes research so expensive and
time consuming. At a more advanced level nanotechnology, natural fibres and biomaterials are
researched - amongst others. With nano composites, one of the biggest problem researchers are
facing is to get the extremely fine additives properly divided throughout the composite - that is
the resin - and there are serious health concerns, so have certain nanoparticles been observed to
penetrate through healthy human skin. Natural fibres and fibre reinforced bio-materials are
another important source of inspiration - trying to imitate nature - the paradox is here that
plastics - the prime material researched to copy bio-materials - is not a natural material but
a synthetic material. Some of these developments will be discussed in some detail later.

Impact performance with all-composite aircra
Impact performance of composites has drawn much attention in recent years
but only limited progress has been made. Composites’ susceptibility to impact damage
is still a mayor concern with applications in aviation 182) 183) 184). As one recent review
puts it, ‘Scanning three decades of information on the impact performance of polymer
matrix fibre composites is a sobering experience.’ 156). But some progress has been made
– composites are now used very successfully in crash surviving cells in Formula 1 doing
a job that metals could not. Also composite helmets have contributed in dramatic
way to safety, for example with helmets, but again be careful. ‘If the helmet is visibly
damaged (cracked outer shell, crushed or cracked foam liner or any other damage)
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or inoled in a serious crash, don’t use it. Damage to a helmet is not always visible!
Some or all of the helmet’s protective capacity is used up when impacted’ 352).
Impact performance is a major problem with composites in that these
materials show poor impact response, the more so at higher temperatures
and when the impact face is stressed or in vibration. Impact can cause serious
delamination, even at low impact velocity. e reason for the low impact
performance is that composites lack plastic deformation that characterizes metals.
Composites behave more brittle and this means that permanent damage occurs
above a certain stress level. e low transverse and interlaminar shear strength
and the typical laminar structure adds to this behaviour. Impact response can be
strongly affected when the composite is already damaged.

Present state of the art
Impact performance is an extremely complex material property
that is not well understood. Impact strength is arguably one of the most
important but less comprehended material properties is is an important
area of research - certainly so when plastic composites are involved - that
is hindered because impact strength can’t be properly measured and
researched since a proper test method is not available. Being not familiar
with a problem oen leads to taking refugee in modeling. So far it has
proved to be extremely difficult - if not impossible - to simulate and
predict impact response. In recent years engineers have gained much
better knowledge about damage mechanics - numerical stress analyses are
now routine and allows for more detailed study of impact performance
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- but the many parameters that affect impact performance pose still an
insurmountable problem with both physical testing and mathematical
modelling. e number of variables that have to be taken into account
to simulate possible impact conditions are far too great to include in any
physical test program or mathematical simulation model - these models
serve only for qualitative estimation.

Improement - with composites, impact performance can be improved
through newly developed toughened polymers, longer fibres, high strain
fibres, controlled fibre matrix interface, addition of short fibres (whiskers),
impact absorbing fillers and three-dimensional fibre architecture (stitching).
e problem is that such measures normally go at the expense of other
physical properties and can therefore be applied to limited extend only 184).
So is impact performance improved by strong bonding and tough matrices
but such composites exhibit in general inferior fatigue properties to those with
brittle matrices. High strain fibres are known to lower the modules. Too strong
bonds can increase brittleness - hence decrease impact performance. uantities
of energy absorbing fillers that can be added to the composite are limited because
they negatively affect other physical properties. Liquid rubber toughening is
successfully applied with epoxy resins, but the amount of elastomers that can be
added is limited because it affects glass transition temperature. Conflicting results
have been reported regarding the improvement that can be obtained through
stitching. Moreover, for a given impact, both toughened and brittle composites
suffer about the same degradation in residual strength. icker laminate is in
aviation only option with special parts of the structure - because of the weight
penalty – but most oen the only way out. With critical parts thermoplastic
composites can be used as well as glass and aramid composites. Such materials
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provide much better impact resistance that thermoset composites, but also here
at the expense of other physical properties. For example, aramid composites
have a much higher impact absorbing capacity than aluminium but are low
on compressive strength and absorb much water. Glass fibre epoxy composites
provide good impact performance but have poor fatigue strength.
e present state of the art is that - when special measures are taken - with
advanced theromoset epoxy fibre composites an impact absorbing capacity can be
attained about equal to thermoplastic glass fibre composites, still far under that of
aluminium, and this puts - should put - a limit to applications in aviation.
Impact improing additives
ermoplastic composites are less strong but show significant better impact
performance than thermoset composites and it is possible to improve impact
performance of thermosets through thermoplastic toughening. It has been reported
that blending of some 5% thermoplast with the thermoset increases fracture
energy more then tenfold. Plasticizers are added to improve on brittleness with
thermoplastics, but these cannot be used with thermosets because the modifier
would exude out of the matrix during curing and accumulate at the surface. It is,
however, possible to add a modifier to the epoxy that forms a separate toughening
phase such that the intrinsic properties of the resin are retained. Liquid rubber
toughening is achieved through chemistry in that extremely fine rubber particles
form during mixing that disperse and are bonded to the epoxy matrix and hinder
crack propagation - at micro level - at the crack tip. Optimum concentration of
rubber is 10% to 15% when the impact strength is about doubled. To be effective
the particles should not be too big, that is <5 micron and many other parameters
have to be considered including formulation, processing and curing. But also here
increase of toughness is accompanied by decrease of the modulus and thermal
stability and increases the tendency for water absorption. Research is focussing
in particular on improving the particle to matrix adhesion. Another approach is
to add preformed rubber particles to the resin. is way particle size distribution
is controlled but the composition of the rubber has to be modified to enhance
chemical bonding with the matrix.
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Fillers that are considered to improve on impact performance like alumina,
silica and glass are extremely difficult to disperse in the polymer matrices and
it has been found that these particles become easily debonded from the matrix
during service - leading to failure of the composite - achieving the opposite of what
is aimed for. Another most promising approach is nano reinforcement or nano
modification of epoxies with nanoclay and carbon nanotubes.
Smectic clays - also called swelling clays - have a specific three-layered
structure of extremely thin (~100 nm) sheets that are composed of aluminium
and magnesium hydroxides. e problem again is the dispersal of these tiny clay
nanoparticles. is is difficult because the inorganic particles are oen hydrophilic
(water absorbing) and the polymer matrices hydrophobic (water repellent). Special
solvents are being developed to eliminate this thermodynamic barrier. Smectic clays
exhibit extremely strong ion exchange and this makes it possible to modify the clay
through simple ion exchange that enables the penetration of polymer molecules
between the layers. Such modified clay can be easily dispersed in thermoset resins
like epoxy that are than cured to become epoxy-clay nano composites. Research
in this field has already shown that stiffness can be improved without affecting
toughness. Furthermore, nanocomposites do reduce water and solvent permeability
- hence the absorption of water and other liquids.
Nanofillers are also expected to improve on impact performance, but
this is still emerging technology. Nano particles like silicon whiskers, nanoclay
particles, silicon tubes and carbon nanotubes can be dispersed in the polymer
matrix. Research focuses in particular on carbon nanotubes. ese are light, exhibit
extraordinary high tensile strength and elastic modules that make ultra-strong
composites possible. Although dispersible, uniform distribution is also here still
a critical issue and as always, problems will emerge that have to be solved when
research becomes more real world. It can for example be imagined that the some
tenfold difference in strength between these nano tubes and the fibre makes it very
difficult to strengthen the polymers effectively.
To try to compensate for or to eliminate side effects altogether, research
is also performed with hybrid blends of rubber, nanoparticles and nanoclay
reinforced resin where first tests show encouraging results. But also this research
is at its infancy and will take many years before such materials can be applied for
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practical purposes, if ever.

Lightning strike performance with all-composite aircra

When an aircra is struck by lighting, the aluminium airame acts as
a Faraday’s Cage that shields the passengers and the crew om the large electric
field outside the cabin and the electronic equipment om magnetic radiation - the
aluminium structure proides a continuous conducting shell. Still, special measures
have to be taken to ensure that the lighting current remains on the aircra’s external
surface by proiding effective conductive paths and shielding of the cables and other
sensitive equipment and soware through grounding. Any discontinuities in the
conductive shell that hinder the ee passage of the lightning current compromises the
efficiency and can lead to fatal accidents - lighting that stops in an aircra is deadly
Incidents inoling aircra struck by lightning happen equently 363) but only some
led to fatal accidents. Pan Am 707 crashed in the US when a fuel tank exploded aer being
struck by lightning in 1963 with 81 people dead 187). In a similar way an Iranian air force 747
crashed in Spain in 1976 when 17 died 188). Not lighting but a wiring short cut near the fuel
tank is the probable cause of the explosion on a TWA 747 over New York in 1996 with 230
victims 189).

With all composite aircra the composite shell is neither conductive nor
continuous and proides no protection against strike and there is only limited olume
of metal le in the aircra for grounding and shielding of the electronic equipment.
Special measures have to be taken to make the structure behave as a Faraday cage.
Again, these measures add to the weight in significant way but it cannot be avoided
that all composite aircra remain vulnerable to lighting strike - whatever measures
are taken, all-composite aircra will never proide the lighting strike protection
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obtained with aluminium aircra, not even near. Regulations had already to be
compromised to be able to certify composite aircra - traditional aluminum aircra
are longer regarded bench mark.

Lightning
At any given moment there can be as many as 2,000 thunderstorms active
across the globe, which means more than 14,500,000 storms a year - or on average
some 40 lightings strikes per second worldwide 185). Pilots always try to keep away
from thunderstorms but an aircra has not to fly in an electrically charged cloud
to be struck by lighting. An aircra can trigger lightning strikes - so-called ‘bolts
from the bleu’ - up fiy miles from where the radar indicates precipitation 185). e
U.S. Department of transportation has published extensive analyses of some 95
lighting strike reports 186) which indicates that on average a civil aircra triggers
a lighting bolt one to two times a year or about once very 1,500 hours in the air.
Susceptibility to lightning strike varies with different aircra depending on size,
shape and speed and the airframe design and it appears that some pilots are better
in avoiding lightning strikes than others.
Most dangerous is positive lightning that forms at the top of the clouds and
make up 5% of all strikes - flash duration is longer and peak charge and potential
can reach as much as 300.000 amperes and 1 million volts, ten times stronger
than negative strikes that are charged from the ground. Most frequent struck are
extremities such as the nose radome, wing tips and empennage.
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When lightning strikes
When lighting strikes the composite structure is hit with great force
when the lighting bolt attaches at the arc point - followed by the discharge of
the lightning current that has normally a peak amplitude of 100 to 200 kA.
e structure has to be able to carry this current unhindered from the initial
attachment point to another extremity where it exits the aircra, normally the
tail. Not only extremities are subject to attachment. When the aircra is struck
by lighting in flight, it moves through the flash that has a dwell time that lasts
typically for some 25 to 50 ms. During this time lapse the aircra can move some
10 to 20 meters through the flash when the arc point can be swept back up to 15
m and reattach to the aircra. is means that the flash then spreads over more
arc roots that now describes an arc channel and no single point receives the full
energy - and explains why not only extremities are struck by lighting – other parts
are also vulnerable but normally at lower current. With aircra a distinction can
be made between zone 1- that has a high probability of a initial attachment, zone 2
- that has a high probability of reattachment and a zone 3 - that does normally not
experience attachment but must be able to carry substantial lighting current.
Another phenomenon involves static charge that may develop during flight
- again more so at composite faces because it does not conduct electricity. Static
charge may result in electrical noise that can interfere with the aircras’ electronic
systems - and even hurt people when they make contact with the aircra aer
landing before the aircra is electrically grounded.
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Measures to protect the fuel tanks from lighting strike
Most important is that electrical continuity is obtained and maintained
throughout the structure of the aircra - that is assurance of uninterrupted electrical
connection between separate parts in a way that ee passage of the lightning current
is not hindered. is is extremely difficult to achieve, since each fastener, joint,
fiber interface, panel edge and numerous other locations present potential electrical
discontinuities that can create hot spots, edge-glow and sparks that can ignite the
fuel and interfere with the electronic systems. Proiding electrical continuity is
undoubtedly a main drive for Airbus to choose for panel design with the A350 - that
might give some if not total advantage in this respect over the 787 barrel concept, as
will be discussed later.

To protect an all-composite aircra from lighting strike requires a multilayered approach as has been discussed before. Measures to protect the fuel tanks
include sufficient thick skin to avoid hot spots, current return networks that
enable the lighting strike to disperse immediately along the skin of the aircra
and special fasteners that transmit the current safely to the substructure without
sparking and - most important - an electrical structural framework that involves as
many metal parts as possible that are connected in continuous way to provide the
for ground network. As a last line of defence the fuel tanks are provided with an
inerting system.

ickness of composite skin
Experience has learned that aluminium skin with a thickness of 2 mm
provides acceptable protection for arc roots. is contrary to composites that can
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become heavily damaged at and in the direct vicinity of the attachment point,
involving delamination and even breakage as has been discussed before. Also
hotter hot spots can develop at the inside of the skin. Significant thicker skin
might therefore be required at suspected zones with composites – at least 5 mm
has been suggested 323) and it is also required that damaged arc points are repaired
immediately.

Jointing
Next potential hazard area’s are the joints and its interfaces that have
to carry the current on its passage through the composite structure. Joints
involve both composite interfaces and composite metal interfaces and can be
mechanically fastened and adhesively bonded.
With adhesively bonded joints the glue line is usually dielectric. at
hinders the transfer of the lightning current and causes voltage stresses across these
joints. When the stresses exceed the joint’s dielectric strength, the insulation will
break down and arcing and sparking are then difficult to avoid. ese adhesives
can contain voids where the current tends to concentrate and this can lead to
localized heating and even explosive expansion - and there is the possibility that
magnetically generated high parting forces develop in the adhesive. Adhesively
bonded joints can therefore not be used with primary structures - and this can
pose also a problem with patched repair of composites as will be discussed later.
at leaves only mechanical joints for primary structures and these do
also pose problems with lightning. e surface layers have usually a surplus of
resin that does not provide good electrical contact that can hinder also here
quick dissipation of the lightening strike current. High local current densities
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can develop at the joints between the skin panels and the aircra substructure
that tend to concentrate at the fastener points. With metallic fasteners highly
conductive arcing is likely to occur when the current is unable to dissipate
sufficiently quickly and when there is any gap between the hole and the fastener
where currents can jump and trigger a spark.

Sparking
With sparking a distinction can be made between voltage sparking that is
the result of dielectric breakdown and thermal sparking that consists of burning
fragments or melted material thrown out of hot spots. e temperatures of both
types of sparks are high and are potential sources of fire or explosion when near
to a fuel tank. is means that any gap that can cause sparking in the vicinity of
the tanks must be avoided, in particular gaps between skin fasteners and its hole.
Special fasteners have been designed that are supposed to transmit lightning
current safely to the substructure. Only real world experience will learn whether
such claims hold. To be effective, these fasteners have to be spark-free fitted in
the composite - and remain spark free fitted during the lifetime of the aircra
- in particular fasteners that penetrate the composite tank. Any gap between the
fastener - head, sha and bolt - and the fastener hole has to be avoided. at is not
an easy – if not impossible - task, as is now also admitted by Boeing, as has been
discussed before.
Any electrical component of the fuel system has to be insulated from the
structure - in particular those present in composite fuel tanks. Inside the fuel
tank, the fasteners have to be encapsulated with electrically insulating layers. Also
any gap inside the fuel tanks that can possibly cause edge glow through spraying of
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electrons has to be sealed with a non-conducting material. Sealing is a meticulous
job and the quality depends largely on the skill of the sealer - reliable inspection
of all seals inside the fuel tank is virtually impossible - also discussed before. It is
therefore preferred to protect the fasteners also along the skin, preferably with
a conductive layer that is isolated from the fastener heads such that the current
is dispensed over the surface of the aircra. e conductive layer can also be
connected with the fasteners in a way that a conductive path is provided that
diverts much of the current away from the fasteners and that the current is shared
between more than one fastener. Effectiveness is questionable. It is also possible
to install the fasteners in a way that they transmit current safely to the inner
grounding of the aircra - but difficult to achieve with so many fasteners involved.

Conductive surface layer
With aluminium aircra the metal skin provides normally sufficient
means to safely disperse and divert the currents. With all-composite aircra this
is much more difficult to achieve. e composite skin can be provided with a
conductive surface layer that extends about the entire outer surface of the aircra.
e conductive layer can be buried inside the structure as an internally bonded
layer, or applied to the outside of the composite as an externally bonded layer on
top of the composite skin - both layers can be connected to the ground plane that
includes essentially all metal components in the aircra. Ideally such layers should
be attached with the composite in a way that they contribute to the strength of
the structure – probably only possible through aluminium reinforcement.
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Internally bonded conductive layers - are incorporated between outside plies
of the composite prior to curing and involve expanded metal foil, metal grid or an
interwoven wire fabric - electrically conductive stitching has been proposed 351).
With such layers high electrical currents are driven into the skin when lighting
strikes and these currents must be diverted. is requires a connected electrical
path that transfers the current, but each joint and fastener presents a discontinuity
as has been discussed before. Actually, several interconnected conductive paths
can be created throughout the structure, which give currents way to leave
the aircra. e conductive layer can be isolated from the fasteners but also
connected with selected fasteners - either to divert electrical current away form
the fasteners or to permit current distribution between fasteners. However, such
return network may not always dissipate sufficient energy away quickly enough
- with the danger of arcing and sparking, in particular at the fastener points.
Another concern is that with these networks it cannot be reliable predicted
where current will go once the aircra is struck by lighting. Dealing with such
uncertainties, engineers tend to over design many areas of the structure and
duplicate protections to try to provide acceptable lighting strike safety such at the
expanse of much weight - but the net effect remains unclear, in particular to what
extend the sparking threshold is or can be improved.
Interwoven wire fabric, copper grid and aluminium foil are widely applied
with all-composite aircra. Copper has an even greater resistivity than aluminum
and is preferred with extremities and other critical areas. Specific parts or zones
of the aircra can be provided with either single or double layers of grid or foil
integrated on the upper sides - possibly also on the lower sides - depending on the
probability of lightning attachment. Application of such layers in the composite
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is complicated and time consuming, yet rather expensive. Efficiency has yet to be
experienced but serious problems are already expected with these structures in
service - as Boeing admits 357) 359).
So are the coefficients of thermal expansion of these materials incompatible
with the resin and the fibres and yet sources of composite cracking due to
differential expansion. e foil or grid has to be very accurately positioned on
the outside of the composite lay-up prior to curing. Wrinkling can pose a serious
problem with both lay-up and curing. Drilling of fastener holes may contaminate
the fuel tank with copper - the drill can easily grad the wire and cause serious
damage to the composite. Composites have low impact tolerance and the interior
structure of the composite can get easily damaged in service including the foil,
grid and interwoven fabric. It is very difficult to detect such damage - difficult
to assess and even more difficult to repair - and may present a long-term ageing
issue. Last but not least, these integrated layers add significantly to the weight
but do not add to the strength - to the contrary they may weaken the structure to
considerable degree due to the effects listed before.

Externally bonded conductive overlay - research is also ongoing on the
development of composites with low - at least substantial lower resistivity that
provide more conductive behaviour, shielding against magnetic induction
and better electroctrostatic discharge. Overlays involve self-adhesive appliqué,
films and strips that are applied to the composites’ surface aer curing and aer
jointing. e technology of externally applied bonded overlays was originally
developed to replace painting with fighter aircra. Paintless aircra coatings can
withstand forces up to 5g’s and speeds up to at least Mach 1.8 and last up to 5
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years compared to 3 years with painted coatings. Paintless technology applies
self-adhesive films - essentially quite similar to Teflon. Appliqué shapes can be cut
to follow complex curved contours. ey are applied under pressure and can be
peeled of just using hot high-pressure water. Joints and fasteners are covered and a
surface is produced without wrinkles, tears, tenting and creases.
is technology has been proposed to provide composite surfaces of aircra
with an overlay of conductive material aer curing - but is still in development
and involves partly emerging technology. A first proposal involved a metal
layer that is disposed directly on the composite surface and is then covered by a
polymeric sheet such that layers are adhesively bonded to the composite substrate
- providing a structure essentially similar to the composite with internally bonded
conductive layer that is now produced in two steps 356). Not well thought through
- may be - because the metal layer may place the composite substrate still in direct
contact with large amounts of energy from lightning strike. is can however be
simply avoided when the metal is spaced apart from the underlying composite
substrate by a dielectric interlayer - that is with an appliqué where the metal foil
is sandwiched between two polymeric layers and than attached to the aircra
surface 359).
Other possible improvements of appliqué that have been proposed include fibres
that are dispersed in the top polymeric coating and provides the appliqué with anti static
properties to avoid the problems with static charge 355). e appliqué can also be provided
with extra dielectric strips along the substrate that allow for better insulation of the
composite structure at critical locations - that is above fasteners fuel tanks and extremities
where direct lighting strike is to be expected. A patterned metal foil has been suggested
that supports the development of localized coronas during lightning strike - by providing
a two dimensional lighting converter that transports the energy of a lightning strike above
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the substrates surface over a wide area, the current is this way supposed to be diverted
along the surface via specific pathways such that critical areas are avoided 355). Also the
application of two appliqués has been proposed to be positioned on top of each other on
the composite substrate 357). e conductive layers of each appliqué can then be connected
with the aid of surface conductors and it is claimed that this allows for deterministic
control of both the current and the current path.

It is claimed that such externally bonded conductive appliqués provides
much better lightning strike safety than internally bonded conductive layers
- but that has to be awaited if ever applied. Serious question marks can however
be raised with regard to claims that suggest strongly reduced manufacturing
costs, reduced overall weight of the lightning protection scheme, weight savings
obtained when the appliqué is also used as paint and improved repairability
and ‘supportability’. For the moment it appears that adaptation of appliqué
technology to improve on fire strike performance of all-composite aircra is a
desperate attempt to solve a problem that can’t be solved – that is for the moment.

‘Conducting the composite’
e ultimate goal is the development of conductive matrix material that
provides more conductive behaviour, shielding against magnetic induction and
better electroctrostatic discharge. An obvious choice are fillers of conducting
material. e problem is that these fillers have to provide continuity within the
matrix . As indicated before, lightning produces an extremely strong charge that
concentrates initially at one spot. Conductive particles that are insulated might
get very hot and even explode - essentially in a way similar to voids. Continuity
requires close packing with contact points between the particles and this can only
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be achieved when the packing contains sufficient particles that are uniformly
dispersed throughout the matrix - particle size distribution is important. is
requires relative high volumes that will affect other properties - this effect might
be beneficial but can also cause problems.
Various fillers are researched. e problem is to obtain electrical continuity
throughout the matrix. at might need rather high quantities. Fine metal powders would
do - silver, copper, nickel, iron and carbon, or fibres made of or coated with such metals
- but most probably at the expense of too much weight to be considered for aviation
composites. Carbon nanotubes poses extremely high conductivity and have in theory
the potential to provide the composite with electrical conductivity - and many other
interesting features are claimed with carbon nanotubes as will be discussed later. Also
metallic nanostrands have been proposed 412). ese are out of nickel or iron and have an
average diameter under about four microns. e nanostrands cross each other to provide
many current pathways in random orientation with electrical conductivity in all directions.
It is claimed that such nanostrands may also provide additional mechanical strength
and/or thermal conductivity. With nanomaterials it is however not yet clear what the
implications are for production, manufacturing, weight and other physical properties - and
of course costs. But it will be very difficult to beat monolithic aluminium and aluminium
reinforced composites t where low resistivity comes for free along with other superior
aviation properties - and have to be regarded benchmark in this field of development.

Inerting of fuel tanks.
As a last line of defence - and probably the only reliable one - an inerting
system can be installed that keeps the spaces in the tanks above the fuel, the
ullage, filled with inert nitrogen during the flight 195). For that, fuel tanks can be
provided with on board inert gas generation systems - OBIGGS - a measure that
has recently been ruled compulsory for the heated centre wing fuel tanks of all
civil aircra 194) as has been discussed before. Bleed air from the engines is filtered
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for nitrogen and pumped into the centre wing tank as the fuel tank empties,
rendering any vapour fuels inert because the level of oxygen is too low to support
a fire or explosion. FAA specifies that oxygen content in the ullage must be kept
below 12% 248) - 9% is to be preferred 324) and systems are already available that
attain lower values, for example GOBIGGS that do not use bleed air and allows
for the system to run without engines operating 269). With the 787 the engines
do not bleed air - and air for the inerting system is now drawn from inside the
aircra. Inerting is undoubtedly a major step forwards but ruling is not strict
and this leaves possibility for problems - if not catastrophic failure. As has been
explained before, FAA rules that inerting is limited to the heated tanks, no back
up system is required and in case of malfunction the plane is allowed to fly for up
to ten days with their lone inerting system inoperative, awaiting repair 272). Note
that the metal wire mesh and foil are essentially also without back-up system and
can get easily - hidden - damaged.

Electromagnetic shielding.
With all-composite aircra lightning strike protection focus strongly on
fuel tank protection. However, modern aircra are stuffed with electronics and
so on and one can wonder whether an aircra - even aluminium aircra - can still
provide sufficient shielding to avoid short circuits or other malfunction when hit
by lighting. Every lightning bolt generates a very strong electromagnetic pulse.
Cables and wiring receive these disturbances like an antenna and conduct them
directly to the equipment - it only requires a few volts higher than the regulator
voltage to put the highly sensitive aircra electronics out of action. In the worst
case, this could cause flight control to fail. Aircra need over voltage protection
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to prevent that the avionics’ soware can be affected. e paths of least resistance
should therefore not include any vulnerable systems and control cables - and
electronic flight instruments must be properly shielded from disruption by the
intense electromagnetic field generated by lighting strike 363).
Even with the best Faraday Case certain boundaries should not be exceeded
- some kind of ‘Faraday threshold’ that defines the maximal ‘amount’ of electrical
and electronic circuits that is allowed for within a particular shielding structure.
is is certainly an issue with all composite aircra, but should also be considered
with aluminium aircra that are becoming ever more ‘electrical and electronic
dependent‘. Composites offer no electromagnetic shielding, which means that
with all-composite aircra potential shielding capacity is reduced with at least
70% when compared with aluminum aircra - at the same time is the more
electric 787 stuffed with electrical and electronic equipment, probably twice as
much than conventional less electrical aircra. Problem is that it is not possible to
quantify the amount of shielding material that is required to provide the necessary
shielding capacity - this can’t be tested nor modelled in any reliable way.

Physical testing
e discussion illustrates that providing all-composite aircra with a
reliable lightning strike protection system is a very complicated issue - as is
realized by Airbus ‘we have to develop new test procedures for lightning protection
through which we can verify the suitability of both the hardware and soware. is
calls for using simulation at all levels of development - at the component supplier,
at the system supplier and at the aircra manufacturer responsible for specifying the
avionic systems’ 191) However, with lighting strike physical testing is very difficult
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and it is even more difficult to model such events even with aluminium aircra
- and can’t be relied upon yet with all-composite aircra other than for qualitative
orientation.

A complicated issue
On the one hand there isn’t enough metal to divert lighting current away
- on the other hand there is only limited metal available to shield the aircra from
magnetic induction and electrostatic discharge. e measures that can be taken
to provide all-composite aircra certain lighting strike tolerance are numerous,
complex, extremely expensive, add significant mass without contributing to the
strength, are most vulnerable to both mechanical and environmental loading,
inspection is very complicated and the systems are difficult to maintain and to
repair and when all applied do not provide the level of lightning strike safety set
with aluminium aircra - not even near.
With all-composite aircra both the fuel tanks and the aircra electronics
remain vulnerable when lighting strikes whatever measures are taken and it seems
that not much can be done to further improve on lighting strike performance
- except adapting much more strict rules with inerting and even that will leave the
aircra still vulnerable.
With traditional aircra lighting protection of is obtained through a
continuous structure constructed out of some 50 tons or more of aluminium and
other metals that provide a perfect Faraday cage. With all-composite aircra a
couple of hundred pounds of copper and aluminium that are inserted between the
outer plies of the composite as mesh or foil are supposed to provide the aircra
with a Faraday cage structure – moreover the conductive network is typical highly
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discontinuous. It is not possible to test to test the continuity of the network, that
can have been easily damaged during manufacturing, is damaged during drilling
of the fasteners holes and with cut-outs and can’t be properly restored when the
composite structure has to be repaired.
It is therefore difficult to understand that regulators are now prepared to
ease specifications for lighting strike protection - as has been discussed before traditional aluminum aircra are longer regarded benchmark. is is questionable
behaviour as the above discussion illustrates - and now read this
Suck
Airbus draws attention that scientists ‘are now working on ways to prevent lightning
strikes om even occurring. eir intention is to actually “suck” an approaching storm out of
the sky. Using a three billion watt laser beam, they are changing the air’s properties so that
it becomes as conductive as a wire. At the approach of a storm, the scientists intend to use the
laser beam to establish a link to the cloud through which the lightning is to be discharged’ but
Airbus admits that ‘as yet - this procedure appears to be both complicated and impractical. But,
given time and further technology development, this may change’ 192) - that is, may be by 2050.

Crash performance with all-composite aircra

Crash behaviour of all-composite aircra is very different om aluminium aircra.
In a crash, composites have a strong tendency to agment, to defibrillate and to scatter producing sharp edged cracks and agments. With a crash om great height the structure
- or what’s le of it - will probably not be recognizable as an aircra. Tests have to show
whether the composite fuselage poses a safety-issue in case of a crash landing. But om the
material perspective it appears that with identical crash, survivability rate will be significant
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lower than with traditional aluminium aircra when no special measures are taken
- energy absorbing systems are being studied that can be integrated in the structure, for
example the keel beam 202) - but again, this will add to the weight.
Miraculously, three planes crashed recently without fatalities - only minor injuries
- a fourth crash caused unfortunately nine fatalities.
January 17th 2008 a Boeing 777 crashed-landed at Heathrow when the engine failed
seconds before landing. e pilots managed to make a ‘controlled’ crash-landing, unfortunately
just meters short of the runway. Although heavily damaged all 152 passengers and crew survived
the crash with only minor injuries. December 23rd 2008 a Boeing 737 carrying 122 passengers and
crew veered off the runway at Denver during take off and hit a small building next to the runway
to catch fire. Very heavily damaged 38 passengers were injured. January 16th 2009 an Airbus 320
crash landed in the Hudson short aer take off - the airplane remained intact and afloat long
enough for all 155 passengers and crew to leave the floating aircra in orderly way. February 25th
2009, a Boeing 737 carrying 134 passengers and crew stalled just before landing at Schiphol at
a height of about 150 m (1950 ) to drop nearly vertically to crash 1 km short of the runway at
so ground, causing nine fatal casualties. e fuselage remained largely intact but movement of
the interior in front of the cabin aer impact caused 9 fatalities, among them the three pilots.
Crashworthiness was astounding - the plane did not catch fire - with most people walking form
the plane before first responders arrived at the scene.

anks to the very good crashworthiness of these aircra - involving two 737s,
a 777 and an A320 - 554 passengers and crew survived these crashes. It has yet to be
awaited how all-composite aircra are going to perform in such situations.
As indicated before, Boeing is rather confident that crashworthiness will
not pose a problem with all-composite aircra 165). ree fuselage drop test onto
a test platform have been performed by Boeing in 2007 involving composite
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cut away sections of the fuselage, without its top ‘to account for the missing top
structure (called the crown), additional braces, supports and ballast were added to
simulate the mass of the airplane and match internal loads,’ and ‘the half barrel
and the platform were instrumented so we could measure the results’ 348). No details
have been made public by either Boeing or FAA - except that ‘Boeing was not
able to comment on how the composites held up compared to aluminum, nor…..to
comment on the results of the test or how they tested ……we’re still analyzing our
results, but initial indications show the test was successful and achieved many of the
goals intended’ 348). Later, somewhat more specific, the test ‘was a success matching
computer predictions’ 228). Indeed it takes Boeing quite some time to perform the
analyses - these test were performed two years ago, August 2007 404).
It appears that with the certification of the crashworthiness of the 787,
Boeing and FAA almost fully rely on computer modelling ‘to coer every possible
crash scenario’ 328). May be that this scenario also covers that whistleblower who
went public in 2007 and claimed, among others, that the all-composite structure
of the 787 is not near as crashworthy as that of a comparable aluminium structure
328)

- vigorously denied by Boeing ‘we wouldn’t create a product that isn’t safe for the

flying public.......we fly on those airplanes. Our children fly on those airplanes’ 328).
en why the secrecy - and think of all those proud Boeing employees who took
their children to the roll out ceremony back in 2007 were they were told by their
fathers that ‘this baby is going to fly in two months’.
Airbus expressed a more cautious view in 2006 ‘to date, all the development
work undertaken on either side of the Atlantic up to now has been on metallic
structures. With aluminium, engineers know exactly how it behaves in a crash
scenario, and we certify the fuselages in similar way om the outset. However, om
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testing performed with all-composite aircra so far, it appears that engineers do know
that it does not react in the same way. In fact, we do know that due to the lack of
absorption of energy it will introduce into the passenger much more Gs and loads,
compared with when a metal cabin structure deforms on impact. I am not saying we
cannot sole the problem, but presently it is uncharted territory’ 111).

With crash behaviour of all-composite aircra also toxic flammability and
heat transfer characteristics have to be taken into account. As was pointed out
before, composite scatter in a crash landing and when the scattered composites
catch fire significant quantities of dense toxic smoke and respirable carbon fibres
may be released, which pose a safety issue not only to passengers and crew who
are severely hindered when they try to escape, but also to first responders and can
even affect the airport and surroundings - not to mention when a crash happens
in a densely populated area - as will be discussed later.

Fire performance with all-composite aircra
FAA safety regulations that apply to aluminium aircra dictate ‘that
passengers must be able to escape a large, wide-body aircra within five minutes of a
crash landing without being incapacitated, injured or hindered by heat, toxic fumes
or smoke released om combustion of the cabin materials’ 168). e intention is that
these regulations should also apply to all-composite aircra, but this will be very
difficult to achieve.
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e FAA recognizes that composites behave different with fire than
aluminium -‘Conentional aluminum fuselage material does not contribute to
in flight fire propagation’ 243) contrary to composites where ‘the fuselage cannot
be assumed to have the fire resistance previously afforded by aluminum during
the in flight fire’ 243). e FAA also draws attention that with in flight fires with
aluminium aircra, the thermal-acoustic insulation provides a path for flame
propagation and fire growth - ‘incidents revealed unexpected flame spread along the
insulation film coering material of the thermal/acoustic insulation. In all cases, the
ignition source was relatively modest and, in most cases, was electrical in origin’ 243).
Ample reason for the FAA to impose special conditions that require that -‘the 787
proides the same level of in flight survivability as with a conentional aluminium
fuselage aircra’ 243) - with the remark that ‘Factors in fuel tank survivability are the
structural integrity of the wing and tank, flammability of the tank, burn-through
resistance of the wing skin and the presence of auto-ignition threats during exposure
to a fire’ 244). To gain better insight FAA has asked the International Aircra
Systems Fire Protection Working Group to compare flammability of aluminium and
composite fuel tanks. First results that will be discussed in some detail later, show
that behaviour is very different indeed, as was to be expected. Although research
is still ongoing and much is still far from clear, it appears that the ‘ FAA has just
begun studying the effects of composite materials on fuselage and fuel tank safety, but
the airplane was certified by the FAA months ago’ 258).
e FAA recognizes also that composites burn and that burning composites
can emit dangerous matter 248) and specifies that - ‘resistance to flame propagation
must be shown, and all products of combustion that may result must be evaluated for
toxicity and found acceptable’ 243) - it has to be awaited how acceptability will be
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interpreted.
Fuel tank
Civil aircra have normally several fuel tanks. e main fuel tanks are in the
wings. Additional fuel tanks can be placed in the centre wing box and in the tail part.
e fuel in the wing tanks and in the tail is in direct contact with the outside skin and
is more affected by the surrounding temperature. In flight temperature in the wing
tanks can drop to -50 C. Fuel in the inboard tanks has a much higher temperature
due to heat transfer by the enironmental condition system. e fuel-air ratio in the
ullage increases with temperature - is actually 20 times greater then when the fuel is
allowed to cool naturally to ambient temperatures at 30,000 . is means that the
heated tanks are at greater risk to contain a flammable mixture 353).
Special conditions target the safety of the fuel tanks in particular and take
into account flammability of fuel vapour in the ullage 243), burn through of the
composite tank 244) and possible damage of the tank by tire burst debris 247). ese
special conditions cover also lightning strike protection. In addition all heated
tanks have now to be provided with a fuel inerting system 255), as was discussed
before.
Several accidents happened in the past involving explosion of the fuel tank 254).
A 727 of Avianca departed from Bogotá in 1989, while climbing a bomb detonated on
board, igniting fuel vapours in an empty fuel tank causing 107 fatalities 256). e centre
wing tank of a 737, operated by Philippine Air Lines, exploded while taxiing on the
ground in Manila in 1990, with 8 fatalities 250). e explosion mid air of the centre wing
tank of a 747 operated by TWA, 12 minutes aer take off from JFK in 1996, with 230
fatalities, was referred to before 252). e centre wing tank of a Boeing 737 of ai Airways
exploded in Bangkok, 2001, half an hour before scheduled take off, with one fatality
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. In 2006 the le wing fuel tank of a Boeing 727 of Transmile Air Service exploded in

251)

Bangalore while being towed on ground, with no casualties 253).

ese accidents all involve Boeing aircra, Airbus has so far not suffered
a fuel tank explosion, but the FAA ‘concluded that Airbus jets remain [also]
vulnerable’ 257), a view supported by research of Sandia 254).

Also fuel leaks following penetration or rupture of the lower wing by fragments
of tires have caused accidents in the past 372). In one incident, in Honolulu, Hawaii, a tire
on a Boeing Model 747 burst and tire debris penetrated a fuel tank access cover, causing
a substantial fuel leak. Takeoff was aborted and passengers were evacuated down the
emergency chutes into pools of fuel, which fortunately had not ignited. Aer a subsequent
Boeing Model 737 accident - in Manchester, England, 2000, in which a fuel tank access
panel was penetrated by engine debris - the FAA ruled that fuel tank access panels must
be resistant to both tire and engine debris. An extensive test program was executed XXX).
In another event in 2000, on the Concorde airplane, an unanticipated failure mode
occurred when tire debris impacted the fuel tank. e initial impact of the tire debris did
not penetrate the fuel tank, but a pressure wave caused by the tire impact caused the fuel
tank to rupture. Regulatory authorities subsequently required modifications to Concorde
airplanes, as has been discussed before. Concorde experienced tire debris damage earlier, as
was discussed before.

Aluminum fuel tank
Aluminium wings and fuel tanks have the ability to withstand post crash
fire conditions. According FAA, aluminium fuel tanks greatly reduce the threat
of fuel explosion for the following reasons 244). Aluminum readily transmits
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the heat of a fuel-fed external fire to fuel in the tank, which means that the
upper flammability limit in the ullage is driven rapidly above the auto-ignition
temperature prior to burn through. Aluminum also dissipates heat adequately
across fuel wetted tank surfaces so that localized heat hot spots do not occur.
And the heat absorbing capacity of aluminium and fuel prevents burn through
and wing collapse - and this provides a time interval for evacuation. Based on
these findings, the Aircra Systems Fire Working Group compared composite and
aluminum fuel tanks 258).

Fuel tank fire resistance
As to be expected, it was found that aluminium panels are effective in
transmitting heat in transverse direction and are very effective in convective
heat transfer to air, in particular in moving air stream. When exposed to heat, in
flight airflow provides sufficient cooling - 500 to 600 F at 200 mph - to prevent
burn through of the aluminium panel but substantially less cooling is obtained
at ground conditions when the panel heats up gradually and burn through can
occur when the temperature of the aluminium is sufficiently increased - during the
test aer some 15 minutes at 1220 F. Composites do not effectively transfer heat
in transversal - in the plane - direction but do transmit heat in normal - through
the thickness – direction, although at significant lower capacity than aluminium
panels. When exposed to heat, topside temperatures of the composite panel
peaked 600 F at ground conditions. Compared with these results, in flight topside
temperature was 200 F lower at 200 mph and 350 F lower at 350 mph. e
composite panels did not burn through - the resin is flammable and is consumed
on the panel surface but it was found that the exposed fibres act as a fire blocking
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layer and prevent further damage to the interior of the panel 259). Prior damage to
the composite panel did not alter fire behaviour.

Fuel tank flammability
Composite fuel tanks appear to be more flammable than aluminium
tanks because of different thermal behaviour, in particular heat transfer and
heat absorption capacity. As explained before, aluminium is highly thermally
conductive and composites behave more as an insulator. is affects conditions in
the tank, in particular the temperature and fuel concentration in the ullage above
the bulk fuel, which decides flammability 246).
On the ground, flammability drivers are the surrounding temperature and
heating of the top skin by sunlight in particular. Bulk temperature remains low
when the temperature in the ullage increases, except for the top layer of the fuel
that heats up causing evaporation of the fuel. is means that in a composite
tank the ullage reaches higher temperature than in an aluminium tank due to the
higher heat absorbing capacity of the composite. No surprise therefore when the
FAA reports that ‘testing shows large increase in flammability with composite wing
tank skin not seen with aluminium skin when heated om top at ground conditions’
.

245)

In flight, flammability drivers are decreasing pressure and lower temperature
and a spike occurs when the when the plane gains attitude - first the pressure
decreases causing evaporation rate to increase followed by rapid cooling caused by
cold air flow that triggers rapid condensation. According FAA tests, temperature
drops faster in aluminium tank and ‘significant increase in both ullage temperature
and flammability are observed with composite as compared with aluminium skin’ 245).
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is explains the driving force behind the decision by Boeing to install fuel
inerting systems in all the fuel tanks of the 787. With composites the wing tanks
are probably more vulnerable than the centre tanks, as also Boeing admits ‘If the
787 wings were aluminum, rather than composite, Boeing probably would have
elected to have a fuel-inerting system for only the centre fuel tank’ 195). But inerting
is only effective when seen as an essential element of layered safety inerting and
not, or to a much lesser extent, when it is seen as an enhancement to safety as is
presently the case.

First conclusions
It was concluded that composite fuel tanks are significantly more
flammable, both at the ground and in flight 245). Aluminum cools much better in
flight and composite panels are more burn through resistant at ground conditions
259)

- but aluminum does hold long enough. However, while retaining stiffness, a

composite panel gets hotter and gives of gas when exposed to live fire, which gas is
flammable and contains hazardous and toxic matter 259), as explained before. is
poses a serious safety risk - both in flight and at the ground - how serious illustrate
the following accidents.

October 17th 1990, a RAF Harrier GR5 crashed in a field on the island of Moers
in Denmark - the pilot escaped with minor injuries. ere was an intense fire that was
dealt with by the local fire service. e structure was about 0.6 tonnes out of carbon
fibre composites and the wreckage was spread over a distance of 250 m with strands of
composite material spread over a cone shaped area of 70 m. e RSU crew wore goggles,
ori-nasal masks and filters to give respiratory protection and they sprayed the site to damp
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down the dust - but soon suffered respiratory problems, sore throats, eye and skin irritation
and apparently ran away from the site – and later had rapidly increasing discomfort with
breathing - caused by the vast amount of airborne dust that was released from the burnt
composite material within the crater 268). e site was temporarily evacuated and the crew
that recovered the wreckage had to wear full-length chemical protection suits and upgraded respirators.

January 9th 1997 another Harrier encountered a problem on take-off for a
proposed low-level training flight and crashed back onto the runway at RAF Laarbruch,
Germany. e aircra crashed inverted and was destroyed by an intense fire, even though
fire crews were on the scene immediately and extinguished the blaze within two minutes.
is is what eye witnesses later reported when the recovery team arrived ‘e Fibres that
float up with the smoke just clog your lungs for life....all groundcrew ran away om the crash
site and site guards had to have medical tests aerwards.... the runway was closed for two
weeks while several dinky little hangar sweepers were written-off gathering all the Carbon
Fibres om the floor’. ‘e fibres do not just clog your lungs, they are not degradable they are
hard, sharp and unremoable, they literally shred your lungs om the inside out with their
moement.... the SGT in charge lost something like 40% lung capacity over 6 months and
the rest of the poor beggars faired no better...aer that it was full suits and masks to prevent it
happening again.....’ 265).

August 2nd 2005 an Airbus A340 - some 28 tonnes out of composite - crash landed
at Toronto airport 261). All on board were evacuated with minor injuries. During the escape,
a major fire had started under the plane. Unburned fuel collected under the aircra and
reignited several times before finally being extinguished. Because the aircra had stopped
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moving before the fire commenced respirable fibres spread only 100 to 200m also helped
by a shower of rain. Clean up involved the removal of over 200 tons of contaminated earth,
ash and debris and required the use of respirators for all those working at the crash site
– during which activities the landing strip had to remain closed.

e above discussion fully supports the view expressed by the Aviation
Safety & Security Digest ‘So there is an interesting, mortal choice here: the
aluminum panel can burn through, admitting more oxygen to feed the fire, but
the composite panel, while retaining stiffness, gets hotter, smokes and gives off a
flammable gas, both of which can kill occupants. e results are preliminary, but
they do suggest that more must be done for occupant survivability in a composite
fuselage than an aluminum one. An airplane with a composite structure that’s on
fire will maintain integrity, but the inside of the cabin, absent smoke hoods and
fire suppression, could well become a lethal inferno before the aircra can land and
airport fire and rescue squads could come to the rescue’ 258).

Carbon fibre dust
As explained before, carbon fibre dust poses a major safety issue. Fibres with
diameters < 3 micron and length < 80 micron are respirable and penetrate deep in
the long - where fibres with length < 15 micron are cleared om the lungs by cellular
activity but fibres between 15 micron and 80 micron remain in the lung 248).

e health risks associated with carbon fibres exposure are not clearly
understood - but research in this field that focuses on such materials as
asbestos and glass fibre suggests that also respirable carbon fibres may lead to
pathological effects such as pulmonary fibrosis that can cause mesothelioma
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and asbestosis and increase the risk of long cancer 263). e FAA published a
comprehensive study that deals with the health hazards of combustion products
from aircra composite materials that concludes that ‘the incineration of external
structural aircra components results in hazardous conditions… for aircra cabin
occupants…[and] for fire, rescue personnel and inestigation and recoery teams in
the immediate postcrash situation’ 248). It is therefore difficult to understand why
FAA nor Boeing and Airbus - spending tens of billions on development of allcomposite aircra - did not involve themselves with this most important safety
aspect.
Virgin carbon fibres that have not been exposed to fire have diameters
typically between 5 and 10 micron and studies do not provide adequate evidence
of fibrosis or carcinogenic effects 267). Finer fibres can be produced when
composites are cut and drilled and prepared for repair. Significant finer fibres
are released when a carbon fibre is exposed to fire. When the resin burns of, the
carbon fibres are exposed to turbulent oxidizing environment that causes them to
break up into much smaller needle like and fibrillated fibre particles with diameter
typically 2 to 3 micron and length < 80 micron, that are respirable 271) - and
are not cleared from the lungs at later stage. e fibrils are oen partly broken
and split - essentially in a way wood brakes up - pose extremely large specific
surface and are of irregular configuration and texture. ey are highly electrical
conductive and have a very strong affinity for the highly toxic and hazardous dirt
that is released from the burning epoxy matrix - smoke that contains combustion
gases and soot from incomplete combustion that contaminate the fibrils. e hot
fibres carry the highly toxic soot particles into the skin, eyes, and wounds and very
deep in the lungs and hinder escape from a burning aircra.
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To date, no toxicological studies have been conducted to assess health
effects of inhalation of contaminated carbon micro fibres released in fire and
of possible synergistic interaction between the various combustion products
- PAHs, nitrogenous aromatics and phenolics that are known mutagens and
carcinogens in animals 248). Research in this field by the Defence Evaluation and
Research Agency (UK) had to be stopped when the Civil Aviation Authority did
not make additional budget available 261). But based on research with other fibres,
health hazards with respirable contaminated carbon fibrils most probably include
damage to tissues, lungs and other organs, possibly leading to cancer 264).
Also first responders face such exposure, but they have at least the
possibility of protecting clothing 266) - not so the passengers and not so the
public when the plane crashes in or near residential area. Site cleaning requires
also special measures - as was indicated before - but can pose a problem when
released micro fibres are carried by the fire plume and disperse downwind in the
atmosphere contaminating vast areas 271). Possible interference with power grid
and electronic equipment because of the electrical conductive nature of the fibre
dust was pointed out before 270).

Fire fighting with all-composite aircra
Boeing has informed the airport authorities at Everett, WA’s, Paine Field,
where the 787 will perform its flight testing, that there isn’t any effective difference
between a composite airplane and a traditional one. According Boeing ‘the 787 will
be as safe, or safer than, today’s airplanes’ 325) or more specific ‘Each new generation of
aircra tends to be safer than the generation that preceded it’ 340). Let’s have a closer
look.
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According Boeing tests performed with composite materials used for the
787 show that these do not propagate an in-flight fire, that the fuselage skin is an
excellent fire barrier and resists flame penetration far longer than an aluminum
fuselage, that the toxic gas levels produced in a post-crash fire scenario are similar
for both a composite fuselage and an aluminum fuselage and that there was no
prolonged burning or re-ignition of the composite skin aer tests were completed
. It is not known how these tests were performed – no details have been made

349)

public. But what is known, is that Boeings’ findings are in sharp contrast to
extensive research performed by the Australian Government - cited before 166) 166)
- which results are completely in line with what happened when a B-2 bomber
crashed February 2008, which accident will be discussed later.
FAA has published some test results on flammability of the composites
that are applied with the 787. Actually basic properties were tested that should
have been available and supplied by Toray already a long time ago. e effect of
oxygen, although regarded ‘an important factor’ and the influence of fuel were not
examined. Regarding flammability test concentrated on the resin - ‘the properties
pertain to the characteristics of the resin material as the carbon fibres do not generally
burn’. It was noted that ‘the carbon fibre can also oxidize under high temperature
conditions, and this was observed even at low heat fluxes’ but this was not further
researched. e test showed that resin material vaporizes which produces internal
pressure in the composite causing swelling ‘to over twice its olume and the
porosity aer burning is about 65%’ and it is recognized that this affects physical
properties. However, the strength of degraded material was not addressed - yet
the report maintains that ‘the use of a carbon composite for aircra construction can
have advantages over aluminum. For example, aluminum will melt at 660°C in
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large fires. Typically, for a composite material, the degradation temperature to cause
burning is 300°-500°C, but it will maintain structural integrity during burning’.
‘e fibers create an insulating, char-like structure that causes a reduction in the
internal heating and consequently the burning rate drops in time. As the burning
rate drops, extinction can naturally occur due to insufficient heating. As is common
of charring materials, external heat flux is required to sustain burning and flame
spread’. ese ‘findings’ are however not substantiated by the tests here performed
and are not in line with real world conditions.

Real world conditions
Indeed, both these results and the finding of Boeing are in sharp contrast with

what happened when a US Air Force Northrop Grumman B-2A bomber - some 80%
out of mainly carbon fibre composite - crashed on the runway in Guam February 23rd
2008, shortly aer take off, fortunately with no casualties. Boeing was subcontractor
on the B-2 program that proided a source of know-how applied with the 787
– which was not particularly appreciated by the US Goernment at that time 405).
On the runway, just aer take off the pilots lost control and were able to
safely eject before the plane crushed at the runway. e plane contained more
than 20,000 gallons of fuel that burst in flames. With an aluminium civil aircra
it takes with such crash only minutes to knock down the exterior fire and some
10 to 15 minutes to extinguish the interior fire. With the B-2 the fire department
had water on the fire within 3 minutes aer it started and they kept pouring water.
e aircra burned for 4 to 6 hours and smouldering and intermittent flaming
at random locations across the aircra and deep-seated smouldering combustion
continued for approximately 24-48 hours. Some 83,000 gallons were needed
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- when available they had poured more - where an aluminium aircra would
require typically some 10,000 gallons 350).
It appears that the fire went through four distinct combustion stages.
Combustion of the fuel took about 20 to 30 minutes when fireballs can create
flame temperatures in excess of 2000 F, followed by flaming combustion of the
composite structure that transitioned to intermittent flare up at random locations
across the aircra for some 4 to 6 hours. e inboard and outboard wing assembly,
wing tips, leading and trailing edge showed signs of thermal exposure of at least
1700 F - the centre body at least 1200 F. Smouldering and intermittent flaming at
random locations continued until 48 hours into initial response. Aer 24 hours
cool down was taking place through the composite thickness still with indications
of internal deep smouldering and it took in total 48 hours to reach the final cool
down stage, still with a hint of light smoke being released. e lengthy response
required trucks to leave the scene to re-supply, interrupting the suppression or
cool down process, allowing the heat to continue to penetrate and burn through
thickness, layer by layer 350).

Valuable lessons
Valuable lessons have been learnt. Most important, that - contrary to the
test result obtained by Boeing who maintains that ‘e 787 composites don’t act
the same as the composites in the B-2’ 349) but provides no details - the composite
structure adds fuel that propagates the fire, that the composite structure is not an
excellent fire barrier and that flame and heat do continue to penetrate through
the thickness for up to 24 hours, that with composites vast amounts of toxic gas
levels carbon fibres are produced in a post-crash fire scenario where an aluminum
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structure produces none and - that there is hugely prolonged burning and reignition and smouldering of the composites that can continue for up to another
24 hours - which means that a fire that is knocked down with an aluminum
aircra in some 15 minutes can take up to 48 hours to extinguish with an allcomposite aircra.
e accident with the B2 confirmed the conjecture that composite aircra
fires differ completely from aluminium aircra fires. In particular the length and
intensity of the fire and the amount of water needed were probably unexpected
to the fire department involved, but not to people familiar with composites.
Heat continued to penetrate and burn through the thickness - layer by layer
- and cooling and flame suppression occurred in similar way. is requires a
totally different approach. Vast amounts of water and many more trucks must be
readily available at all airports. Fire fighters have to consider composite thickness
and locations with large volumes of composites like the wing box and the keel
beam. New fire fighting equipment is needed, including tools to cut, move and
pry the composites as well as instruments to detect deep seating smouldering.
Fire fighters have to be informed that it more difficult to cut and drill through
aluminium reinforced composites applied with the A380 than through traditional
aluminium. Plain composites require again a different tackling. New techniques
have to be developed to deal with the extremely toxic smoke and airborne fibres.
All this requires that fire fighters have to be specifically trained for composite
aircra fire - moreover, the length of time of the fire requires that many more
fire fighters may have to be deployed – doubling of the crews at airport might be
appropriate. Last but not least, all-composite aircra can also crash in residential
areas.
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All this is set in motion by the decision of aircra manufacturers to go allcomposite but just ignored the problem. It is really appalling to read that FAA
maintains that environmental and fire fighting issues are beyond its scope of
certification ‘the concern raised regarding fire fighting and potential enironmental
ramficatitions of composite airames are not airworthiness issues’ 349). Nevertheless,
these issues will have far reaching consequences, as one respected specialist puts
it - ‘the dangers are so great that the entire 787 program should be cancelled’ 349). Or
can composites be made more fire resistant - in a way that they comply in practice
with the results obtained by Boeing at their test facilities.

Fire retardant additives
Fire resistance can be improved with additives 184). Conventional flame-retardants
include inorganic fillers. Non-toxic metal hydroxides are for example used to obtain smoke
reduction. To be effective rather large quantities have to be added which affect mechanical
properties. Halogenated flame retardants are used that act as gas barrier and promote char
formation which both retard flame. ese chemicals do however release toxic gases and
pose a health hazard. New developments in this field focus on phosphorous substances.
e presence of phosphorous helps to form layers of char on the burning polymer, killing
the fire. Research has shown that certain phosphorous agents are very effective flameretardants and release less toxic gases and smoke. Phosphorous agents may, however, affect
curing behaviour of the resin and hence the mechanical properties of the composite.
New phosphorous chemicals have been proposed that exhibit further improved flame
retardancy and enhanced toughness. Nanoclays have also been investigated and found to
both stabilize and reduce flammability also through the formation of char. ey do not
release toxic gases and improve on the mechanical properties - on toughness in particular
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as has been discussed before. Unfortunately they are inadequate on their own but in
combination with a conventional flame retardant very good results have been obtained and
it has been shown that the amount of conventional retardants can be significantly reduced
when relative small amounts of nanoclay are added. But how do such combined additions
affect physical properties is not known yet. For the moment it appears that coatings that
provide a fire screen that retard fire spread offer the best available solution – although with
limited effect and again with significant increase of the weight.

Damage tolerance with all-composite aircra
With aluminium aircra damage tolerance comes largely ‘for ee’ when
compared with all-composite aircra - even ‘more for ee’ damage tolerance can be
obtained with composed aircra, in particular through the application of aluminium
reinforced composites that will be discussed in brief later. Lightning strike and impact
do not pose real problems with aluminium but appear unsolable safety issues with
composites. Contrary to aluminium that is not flammable, composites add effectively
fuel to the fire, cause long fires when large quantities of hazardous substances are
released. Crashworthiness is not known with all-composite aircra but will probably
never proide the safety achieved with aluminium aircra. Last but not least, with
composites the affect of numerous material properties is not understood when exposed
long time to the extreme conditions that apply to aircra - modelling, so important
with design of aircra is with all-composite aircra still emerging technology.
Most worrisome with all-composite aircra is that damage tolerance combinations
of different types of damage have to be considered - here called damage tolerance
arrangements that have not been studied in any detail yet.
As has been discussed before, ignorance caused the accidents with the
Comet, Concorde and Columbia. Learning from history there is serious reason
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to worry when Boeing claims that ‘e composite fuselage will be so strong that
if there is no visible damage, no repair will be required’ 14) and Airbus claims that
‘if damage cannot be seen the aircra can be safely flown with that damage for the
remainder of its time in service’ 205). As the word says, hidden damage can’t be seen,
but can involve rather widespread delamination or other insidious defects, several
delamination sites near to each other, damaged lighting strike grid or foil, broken
fasteners and so on. ese won’t do much harm with aluminium aircra but can
be fatal with all-composite aircra. Before making such statements let’s wait for
experience - the first all-composite aircra has yet to fly.
Wide spread damage
With all-composite aircra damage may not be visible but can involve
many different parts. ese may not pose a problem on its own but can cause a
serious safety issue through possible interaction or collective action involving
more damage sites. With multiple site damage even nearby located similar
hidden damage sites might cause problems and more so when different types of
damage are involved. With all-composite aircra multiple site damage can involve
delaminations at nearby locations. Also involved might be manufacturing flaws,
broken fasteners and damage to parts of the lighting protection system to mention
a few - which typically do not pose serious problems with aluminium aircra.
But also with aluminium aircra problems occurred unexpectedly. e accident
with Aloha flight 234 in 1988 cited before was caused by multiple site damage
when several fatigue cracks joined in the aluminium structure and broke through
the crack arresters that were in place to prevent this, a phenomena until then not
recognized in fracture mechanics, now called wide spread damage 206). Interesting
enough, the Aloha incident has pushed the industry to speed up the development
of aluminum reinforced composite structures, designed for high damage tolerance
performance and low weight at the same time. is topic is discussed further in a
following section.
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Damage tolerance arrangements
Much more so than with aluminium aircra, all-composite aircra are
prone to combinations of possible damage modes, and such damage tolerance
arrangements have to be seriously considered. All-composite civil aircra are, for
example, most vulnerable to combination of impact and lighting strike – again
not a problem with aluminium aircra. Even with the most advanced lighting
protection systems in place - including fuel tank inerting - such arrangement
can lead to catastrophic failure, essentially in a way similar to the accident that
destroyed the Space Shuttle Columbia. Here it could not be avoided that an
impact of a piece of foam that broke loose from the external fuel tank during take
off damaged one of the reinforced carbon-carbon panels that protect the wing
edge - unfortunately at a critical site as was explained before. ere was ample
time for inspection in space but this was somehow refused and this ignorance led
to the accident when the structure became overheated during re-entry. But most
important was that repeated damage to the heat protection shield was ignored for
many years. It appears that ‘widespread ignorance’ already starts to creep in with
all-composite aircra.
Impact - lightning strike arrangement
An all-composite aircra counters heavy turbulence during a storm when struck by
large 50 mm hailstones. Several high tech titanium skin fasteners get damaged at a critical
location near to a fuel tank together with it the copper foil surrounding these fasteners, creating
exactly the non-conductive path and gap that were tried so desperately to avoid. Adding
Murphy’s Law, the inerting system malfunctioned already for some days and was to be fixed
in three days - no nitrogen in ullage. en lighting strikes. No window of opportunity to avoid
disaster, whatever damage tolerance methodology in place. at’s the way real accidents do
happen.

Another obvious damage tolerance arrangement involves a survivable crash
when the composite structure catches fire.
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Crash-fire arrangement
With traditional aluminium aircra epoxy composites have been abandoned om the
cabin interior - with all-composite aircra the cabin is now completely surrounded with just
such composites, that are also used for the wings, fuel tanks and much more. Crashworthiness
has to be awaited but might be much less than with aluminum aircra. Don’t count on the
ullage inerting system with a crash - when it cannot hinder the plane to catch fire or a fuel
tank to explode. How to escape om a partly crumbled enironment with sharp edged broken
composite panels, some hot soened plastic sticking to skin, hands and clothes, surrounded
by thick combustion gases, soot particles and high concentrations of carbon dust - that cause
clogging of the lungs, choking and extreme eye irritation. e ones who manage to escape
‘unhurt’ might face long-term health problems - even cancer - because of inhalation of
contaminated micro fibrils. Worth considering to proide passengers and crew next to oxygen
mask and life vest also with a protective respirator gas mask and suitable gloes - or at least
inform the passengers of the dangers of the composites surrounding them during the safety
instruction before take off.

Testing for certification with all-composite aircra
Certification - although recognized to be of utmost importance - is in this
respect a relative idea since every commercial aircra that crashed in the past was
certified and flaws in design and unknowns including wrong choice of construction
materials or different then expected material behaviour were oen found aerwards
to be the cause of accidents including a number of fatal accidents – some described in
detail in appendices of this report.
Testing and accompanying modelling for certification concentrate in first
instance on static strength 411), fatigue strength, damage tolerance and ageing,
essentially in ways similar to aluminum aircra and involve with the 787 two
aircra. Testing is based on the building block approach when first materials are
tested and certified 406), then components, then structural parts, then complete
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sections and finally complete structures and aircra. Four aircra are tested in
flight under most rigorous conditions that ‘inole extreme turns with high G
forces, rejected take offs and challenging stalls’ 73) and so on - mind that with the 787
test aircra the wing box is temporarily strengthened and numerous fasteners are
installed incorrectly.
Limit load testing
With the 787 testing of the static aircra involves worse case predicted
loads an aircra would encounter in service, which so-called limit load is then
pushed to ultimate load 50% beyond that limit load. is safety margin is based
on long experience with all aluminium aircra and it can be questioned whether
a similar margin can be safely applied with composite structures - based on no
physical experience whatsoever. With the Comet engineers deemed double
safety margins sufficient. Certification involves, among others, a high blow
test when the internal pressure in the fuselage is raised to 150% for two hours,
a 150% deflection of the wings, 150% aerodynamic loading of the wing box,
ground vibration testing for wing flutter and a fatigue test involving long time
pressurization and depressurization of the fuselage.
With the 787 the wing box was successfully tested - but had to be ‘beefedup’ to meet the specifications. e high blow is also claimed to be a success but
Boeing later discovered that thousands of fasteners had to be replaced due to the
loading, as has been discussed before. e wings will be bended to 26  / 8m
deflection. at is where it went ‘wrong’ with the A380 when the wing buckled
at 1.45 times limit load, 3.3% short of the target of 150% 208) - with the A380 the
wings are not composite but the 11 tonnes wing box is. e FEM models in place
at Airbus proved to accurate indeed and engineers deemed a strengthening 30 kg
aluminium strip sufficient to compensate for the failure. But a new test should
have been performed. At Boeing, modelling has proved to be far from reliable
yet, as has been discussed before. Boeing now chooses not to reveal how much
the design threshold is exceeded when structures are loaded to destruction just
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that 1500% is achieved – apparently afraid to reveal how far models still are out
of touch. Ultimate wing deflection has yet to be performed with the 787, but
Boeing has not yet decided whether to push for destruction beyond 150%, which
would be stupid not to do - not knowing for sure whether the 150% threshold is
sufficient with an all-composite wing and it would provide valuable information
on the models. Engineers apparently overruled by marketing forces - Comet all
over again. e fuselage will undergo 165,000 pressurized and depressurized
cycles, a three-year test program planned to start the first quarter of 2009.
Again, the 4 Comets crashed although the test aircra had withstood 18,000
applications of repeated pressurizations - when the test was repeated aer the
crashes at more realistic conditions, the fuselage failed aer 1830 pressurizations.
More complex
en the situation becomes much more complex with composites, entering
new territory. Different parts of the complete structure have to be tested where
type, composition, structure, interface, architecture and thickness - and hence
behaviour - of the composite can vary in significant way to aluminium. Stress
distribution has to be studied, which can be quite extreme around the fasteners
and the same applies for the oen very complicated other joint constructions
that contain metal parts and involve specific adhesive bonds. is is not well
understood at this scale as is also the case with the affects of vibration and
damping.
Next, environmental conditions have to be taken into account. Physical
properties, including stress strain behaviour, crack growth rate or delamination
spread. Stress redistribution and vibration are strongly affected by temperature
and even more so by diffusion of moisture, as has been indicated before. Also
other degradation, due to possible exposure to chemicals, ozone and UV
radiation, have to be studied – amongst others. Again, far more complicated
than with aluminium aircra. Also here full-scale tests are required to learn how
performance is affected - note that the behaviour of the structure can be very
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different from that of the individual parts.

Dynamic loading
Dynamic loading to test impact performance poses a problem because
methods to simulate and measure impact performance are for testing of small
coupons 209) and scaling of the results to actual dimensions and real conditions has
proved to be extremely difficult and not very reliable. Higher impact velocities
- important for studying the effects of for example impact of rotor burst fragments
- can be obtained with the pressure gun 402) but this is rather complicated and
poses severe restrictions with testing.
Aluminum aircra testing that involves 4.5 lbs / 2 kg artificial bird impact
against the windows at 350 knots / 400 mph / 650 km/h and impact of 2 inch /
50 mm hailstone impact at 621 mph / 1000 kmh won’t do. With all-composite
aircra the - larger - glass windows offer far better impact resistance than the
composite skin. Note that cockpit windows at the flight deck have been smashed
by hail numerous times in the past. Important parameters like impact velocity,
angle of impact and repetitive loading cannot be examined properly, not to
mention the influence of the configuration of the impactor and whether the
impact face is stressed 182).
What is essentially required is the inclusion of numerous insidious
anomalies at critical locations in the test program, together with cyclic
environmental conditions. e wing could for example be tested again for
maximum deflection at such conditions. Other damage related issues include
lighting strike resistance, crash behaviour and toxic flammability that have been
discussed before Also the affect repair has on the structural integrity has to be
included in a full-scale test program. Most difficult but virtually impossible with
state of the art testing procedures is simulation of damage tolerance arrangements,
discussed before. Again, all this does not pose much of a problem with
aluminium.
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Difficult to understand that FAA apparently supports the view of Boeing that with
the 787 testing for certification can be round up in some seven months - around the clock
with no time for reflection. Whatever the outcome, the picture will be unsatisfactory actually is already - and this is a most worrisome development.

Mathematical modelling with all-composite aircra
Mathematical modelling is nowadays a principal tool with the design of
aluminum aircra where simulations are based on the well-known homogeneous
and isotropic behaviour of metals. But such modelling is much more complicated
- not to sat immensely complex - with composite structures where the number of
parameters soon far exceeds what can be tested and modelled. A next problem with
composites is to decide how to deal with the many unknowns. On the one hand there
is the structure of the composite that has to be modelled om nano via micro to macro
level - at least these levels have to be considered with composite modelling - on the
other hand there are the conditions of the mechanical loading and finally aspects
of enironmental loading - that affect each others behaviour as has been discussed
before. Specific simplified structures might be tested at careful monitored conditions
that suit the assumptions of the model, but then engineers are facing the problem
how to translate results om such idealized and simplified behaviour to practical
conditions and models. But one has to start somewhere, somehow.
Proper composite modelling requires extremely long solution times
because of the typical inhomogeneous structure and anisotropic behaviour of the
composite - even with strongly simplified models up to ten times longer than with
metals - and than still assumed values have to be adapted for many unknowns,
not to mention all ‘unk-unk’ that will surface once results become available from
physical tests and practical experience. Boeing is still far from reliable modelling
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as has been pointed out before - it is illustrative that the 787-9 design is ‘on hold
pending availability of 787-8 ground and flight loads data essential to calibrate the
computer models’ 7).
Verification of models is hindered by lack of suitable physical test results,
which means that many models - probably most - that have been developed for
all-composite aircra are in essence qualitative in nature. But the danger looms
that these models are exploited quantitatively and applied for certification - as
presently seems to be the case. Be always aware that with certification the physical
result is always the most important - and that the model is only a tool to calculate
or simulate a possible outcome at very specific and oen idealized conditions - so
strikingly illustrated with the development of the Eurofighter
Eurofighter
Computer simulation has proved not to be a reliable tool with the design
of the Eurofighter, some 40% out of composite. Here, the structures have been
designed using state of the art modelling technology 210), but when physical test
results became available from the Development Major Aircra Fatigue Tests a total
of 128 different damage locations were found including 62 fatigue cracks - all
unexpected, that is, unnoticed by the models. Damages to composite elements
were reported as minor and none needed repair, but tests were performed
with fresh undamaged structures at room temperature and without moisture
conditioning. It was concluded that ‘the fatigue damages which occurred clearly
show that a large portion of the fatigue critical sections were not recognized in the
design process. e reason is that the stress analysis was not sufficient, whether it was
not detailed enough or the Finite Element Model inaccurate, or for whatever reason.
Another considerable portion has to be categorized as “bad detail design” or “assembly
induced”.’ 210)
is illustrates in a rather dramatic way the limitations of modelling as well
as the necessity of thorough physical testing. With regard to composites it has to
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be stressed again that testing here only involved fatigue. Possible damage through
delamination, ageing and so on were not taken into account

Inspection with all-composite aircra

‘Not being susceptible to fatigue and corrosion, Boeing ‘guaranteed’ the 787 to
save 30% in direct cash operating expenses over 767- era airplanes with maintenance
schedule intervals for most of the aircra to be twice as long. For instance, the first
external structural inspection for a 787 is set at six years of normal service rather than
just three years for the 767. Similarly, the first internal structural inspection - heavy
check - is planned at 12 years, rather than six on the 767’ 211). But all-composite
aircra have low damage tolerance and have to be inspected for accidental damage on
continuous base – with such damage affecting both fatigue behaviour and ageing.
Aircra maintenance and repairs now represent about a quarter of a
commercial fleet’s operating costs and these costs are expected to soar when allcomposite aircra come into service because complex non-destructive inspection
has to be in place on continuous base to detect accidental damage, in particular
possible hidden damage. Not only involved are the very large skin surfaces but
also other more massive composite parts including the fuel tanks as well as
complicated joint constructions, fasteners and lightning protection systems.
Procedures must be in place for inspection of the aircra. As has been
pointed out before, comprehensive non-destructive testing has to be performed
to verify the structural integrity of the composite parts - check for voids, porosity,
delamination and so on - during the various stages of manufacturing. Such
inspection is rather complicated and becomes even more complicated once the
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aircra enters service because the engineer cannot rely on visual inspection as
with aluminium aircra. Detection of insidious damage requires non-destructive
testing, but such sophisticated inspection methods cannot be used at the tarmac.
Visual inspection remains, however, most important and inspectors have to
learn to recognize composite damage modes that are completely different from
aluminium and for repair it is important to identify the cause of the damage.
A main challenge to airports is to train employees to take extreme care with all
composite aircra and to report any accidental impact however minor.

Tap testing
A simple method is the so-called tap test. Here the mechanic uses a weight
(coin or hammer) to tap on the structure, listening for locations where the tapping
produces a subtlety different response that indicate variations in the structure
or damage - in a way similar mountaineers tap a rock surface to find a suitable
not weathered joint or crack to mount a clamp to attach their ropes. Contrary
to mountaineering where the inspection involves only a small area and is aided
by visual observation, tap testing is not a reliable tool with all-composite aircra
because of the extremely large surfaces that have to be tapped and the method
suffers from subjective interpretation and surrounding noise and other conditions
like wind, rain and possible snow and ice – oen only major delamination
might be detected. Minor damage will go unnoticed and tap testing provides no
information on damaged fasteners and light protection system. One can even
wonder whether frequent tap hammering of composite faces is not going to pose
a potential source of impact damage on its own. Difficult to believe, but at the
time that Boeing decided for the all-composite 787, tap hammering was generally
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understood to provide sufficient means for inspection of all-composite aircra.
Boeing has developed a digital calibrated hammer for computer-aided tap testing of
the 787 212) - Airbus developed also one but the Boeing seems to provide better results 367).
e idea was to eliminate the interference of surrounding influences – in particular noise.
e hammer captures the contact time between the strike and the surface rebound. Typical
contact times vary from 200 to 1000 microseconds, with the longer times indicating
damage. When the digital readout varies more than 10% along an area, sub surface damage
might have occurred and more sophisticated non-destructive testing has to be performed.
But also here mixed results are reported since many of the objections for manual tap testing
listed before apply also here. Much more sophisticated methods have to be in place.

More sophisticated inspection required
More sophisticated inspection is required. First fieldable non-destructive
testing devices are becoming available that allow for inspection at the tarmac 213)
- but need dry weather and clean surfaces that are not covered by snow and ice.
When, somehow, insidious damage is detected or suspected at the tarmac, the
aircra has to be placed in a covered area for closer inspection and this might take
quite some time.
Non-destructive testing involves a recorder that must be in contact with or adjacent
to the face of the suspected site to determine geometry, damage or composition in a way
that structural integrity is not affected. Various technologies are available for specific
inspection, based on optical microscopy, X-rays, ultrasonic resonance, acoustic emissions,
laser optics, interferometry and shearography, infrared thermography, Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy and so on 174).

Many of these methods are also already used for the inspection of
aluminium aircra but here one can rely heavily on visual observation. e
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problem with testing of all-composite aircra is - next to the extremely large panel
surfaces that have to examined - the shear number of different parts that include
the joints, fasteners and the lightning protection system amongst others - which
each require a completely different approach and specific test equipment that has
yet to be developed.

3D definition
A reliable assessment of the residual integrity of the composite can only
be made when an accurate description is available of the damaged part or site.
For example, delamination is oen spread over more layers and the patterns at
each interface can be different in size, shape and orientation and the position and
spatial geometry of all delaminations must be accurately identified and mapped
including possible transverse matrix cracks. is requires a 3D definition. e
situation becomes vastly more complicated when also joints, fasteners and lighting
protection are involved, as will most oen be the case. Another approach is to
forget about testing and just to decide for repair.

Accessibility
More massive parts like the centre wing box and the keel beam are not
externally exposed, but are subject to most intense cyclic loading and have to
be inspected meticulously at intervals and when the structure has been stressed
above or near to its certification levels. Large volumes require a totally different
approach. It is, however, not always easy to determine when the aircra has
been overloaded and much depends on the pilots report, information from
airport employees and mechanics as well as the expertise of the inspectors. Also
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accessibility with such complicated equipment can pose a problem. As indicated
before inspection inside the fuel tanks - although of great importance - might do
more harm than good because of possible damage caused during inspection. Here
looms the danger of development of ignorance - getting used to the problem - that
led to disaster with the Concorde and the Columbia, discussed before.

Health monitoring
Damage growth and structural failure can best be monitored on board with
automated health monitoring systems that continuously, rather than periodically,
make an assessment of the structural integrity of essential parts of the aircra.
Engineers are therefore working on the development of so-called structural health
monitoring systems where the aircra is provided with non-destructive test
devices, which are coupled with sensors that are incorporated into the structure.
Data are automatically processed, assess structural condition and signal the need
for human intervention. ese systems provide also greater access to difficult-toinspect areas of complex structures and can eliminate the need for disassembly.
‘e A380 incorporates a sophisticated pattern of electromagnets within the design.
ese apply a slowly increasing electromagnetic field to the structural metal beams, while a coil
picks up distinct audio equencies created by the material’s magnetic domains as they align
with the field. Prior to a plane going into service, the initial pattern is recorded and stored for
use as reference for future superstructure checks. is allows ground staff to continually monitor
the A380’s airame for defects by listening to the behaviour of the plane’s structure in varying
magnetic field - thereby proiding an accurate picture of the state of the plane’s structure. is
system can indicate when the plane’s structural integrity is threatened and when maintenance
is required’ 214). With the A380 the skin does not have to be involved because this is out of
aluminium and aluminium reinforced composite.
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Health monitoring on continuous base of a composite skin is extremely
complex - where to start - and must include the joints fasteners and lightning
protection system. e idea is of embedding sensors in the composite that provide
a signal when insidious damage occurs - indicative for example of delamination.
And many other types of sensors have to be developed to monitor other parts
listed before.
Next to mature micro-electro mechanical systems devices, such as acoustic emission
sensors, accelerometers, strain gauges and pressure sensors, recent advances in microsensors make it possible to develop miniature eddy current, ultrasonic, piezoelectric, and
other devices that lend themselves to damage detection.

A very large number of sensors are required which add to the weight and
will further complicate repair. Development will still take quite some time and the
systems will be very costly and undoubtedly much more complicated and sensitive
as now anticipated - and how is damage to and malfunction of the sensors
controlled. But an alternative is emerging - may be - health monitoring additives
that could become available in a distant future.
Health monitoring additives
Optical fibres are being investigated that have added to or are embedded in
the composites to detect the location and the severity of the damage. An optical fibre
is intended to fracture at the load that is supposed to cause damage to the composite
- signalling a warning. Such broken optical fibres prevents light from being transmitted
through the fibre and this effect can be measured. e problem is of course to provide
the optical fibres with the required ductility. is can be achieved through etching of the
optical fibres or provide them with a coating.
And of course - also here - carbon nanotubes are researched that can be added
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to the composite to form a network that is claimed to have the potential to monitor the
‘health’ of a composite structure like aircra in that they can detect and identify damage
within the composite. According the researchers, carbon nanotubes have an incredible
ability to conduct heat and electricity - essentially in a way as human nerves. is means
that they can act as sensors that provide a signal when for example a delamination has
occurred or is about to develop.
Supposed that such health monitoring systems becomes reality - different systems
are required for different parts - these systems are going to be extremely expensive - add to
the weight - are part of the damaged part and have to be replaced during repair - and one
can already wonder how such health monitoring devices are going to behave when exposed
to the extreme conditions that apply to aircra - in particular when lighting strikes.

Repair with all-composite aircra

By 2009 the market for aircra composite repair materials was still moderate,
estimated at some $25 million annually. A dramatic increase to some $20 billion
by 2011 has been suggested 358) - probably based on the original sales and delivery
estimates for the 787 - but even larger figures will become reality when all-composite
aircra enter service in greater number. is in shrill contrast to the savings on
maintenance that were promised - if not guaranteed - by Boeing. Repair of allcomposite aircra will turn out to be far more complicated, time consuming and costly
than presently anticipated. Contrary to aluminium aircra, damage to composite
aircra structure inoles normally several different types of damage affecting both
mechanical and other physical properties. Methods focus mainly on repair of the
composite material - that is, restoring its mechanical properties - in particular its
strength. Experience with repair of laminate composite structures is limited and
methods have still to be developed for the repair of the non-mechanical damage. Most
important is that soon reliable composite repair stations become operational at each
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airport, which can deal with all kinds of repair. Success is crucial for the future of allcomposite aircra.

Boeing is very well aware that repair of all-composite aircra is far more
complicated and critical than with aluminium aircra and recognized - already
back in 2005 - that special attention has to be paid to the repairability of the 787
‘Because composites are driven by ultimate strength performance rather than fatigue,
which is the case with metals, “you have to design the repairability into the structure,
you can’t do it later” referring to analytical proisions considered in the design stage
that will ensure restoration of ultimate strength capability as reflected in composite
component design and composite repair protocols’ 225). And with all-composite
aircra here is more than ultimate strength that has to be considered.

Continuity of design
Design of all-composite aircra is extremely complicated indeed - far
more than aluminium aircra - and this has serious consequences for inspection
and repair. More than with other transport vehicles, the design of an aircra
must present a continuity - ‘a physical continuum’ - that provides the aircra
its structural integrity required for airworthiness. at is, amongst others,
mechanical, aerodynamical, thermal, electrical and electromagnetical continuity
- and involves all materials and where materials connect and interact. Any damage
can break this continuity - this has to be detected in time through effective
inspection and any structural discontinuity that affects structural integrity has to
be restored through repair at short notice. Continuity is not such a problem with
aluminium aircra where for example electrical continuity comes for free - as an
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intrinsic continuity and this reflects in rather simple damage. is contrary to
all-composite aircra, where continuity has to be built in the aircra - as artificial
continuity. Damage is much more complex - damage at a single site normally
breaks several discontinuities, listed before, that each may present a safety risk.
Even with the best repair it is not possible to restore the original continuities
- some more others less - and a repaired site introduces new discontinuity on its
own. is can pose a serious problem because all-composite aircra will develop
repaired sites in rather large number over time with concentrations at zones that
are most at risk.

Another dimension
Repair adds another dimension to the complexity of all-composite
aircra in that it introduces new discontinuities, in particular inclusions of
moisture, voids and other possible irregularities. is affects performance. So
attracts a repaired locality more load when the stiffness is increased and becomes
overloaded - visa versa diverts load when the stiffness is too low, which may
cause overloading of the surrounding structures. is has to be considered when
a damaged site of an ageing structure is made ‘new again’ - not the original but
present level of continuity might have to be restored to avoid overloading. Joints
should be restored, including fasteners - in ways that paths for load transfer and
stress redistribution are preserved. e substructure might be involved as well as
restoration of structural continuity along cut outs - doors, hatches and windows
– many of which are most vulnerable. Repair should not alter creep behaviour
affecting stress relaxation, nor affect vibration and damping behaviour and
aerodynamic performance should be maintained. Change in thermal expansion
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behaviour that can cause dilation has to be avoided. Electrical discontinuities can
interrupt the ground system of the aircra and affect lighting strike protection
- broken electromagnetic continuity can cause disturbance with on board
electronics. Shielding for galvanic corrosion has to be maintained. Glass transition
temperature, flammability and durability should not be affected - at least not
in too negative way - and this applies also to the composites surrounding the
repaired site.

Methods for structural repair
Efforts are being made to standardize composite repair 368) - repair methods
and in particular repair materials - but this appears to be very difficult. So can
Airbus materials not be used for the repair of a Boeing aircra and also fasteners,
joint constructions, lightning protection systems, protective coatings and so on are
different. Also different non-destructive methods and procedures might have to be
applied for inspection of certain parts of the 787 and the A350.
Standard methods for structural repair of primary composites structures
focus mainly on restoring mechanical continuity of the composite - in particular
strength in the plane. ese methods are further developed and much research is
performed to improve on repair materials and methods of repair. Most experience
has been gained with composite sandwich constructions 365) - much less so with
composite laminates 366), but this is about to chance with the introduction of
all-composite aircra. Hardly any attention has so far been paid to repair of nonmechanical discontinuities and that is also to change.
Restoring mechanical continuity
With the standard methods for structural repair a damaged site is provided with a
patch either as overlay or as inlay - and combinations of both. e patch can be out of the
same material as the composite - but also out of another type of composite and materials
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including aluminium or titanium reinforced composites. For attachment the patches can
be bolded and adhesively bonded to the composite. Bonded repairs are oen stronger but
are very complicated with composites - contrary to application with aluminium aircra
- and require great skill, special tooling, accurate inspection and is time consuming and
costly.
Overlay patches can be attached to one or both sides of the composite. e latter
is very popular with composite sandwich structures with a core plug as inlay in between
the patches 365). With laminated composites inlay patches are placed in a cut out through
the thickness and are then adhesively bonded to the composite with the aid of a film
adhesive. To obtain sufficient bonding surface and to limit peel stresses, the outer edge
of the cut out is flatly angled - as a scarf joint - at about 30. is has the disadvantage that
much sound material has to be removed and this limits application with thicker laminates.
Bolded repair is normally preferred with thicker laminates - more than 3 mm - also
because available adhesives are not strong enough, but new stronger adhesive films are
being developed. So far experience is limited - there is hardly any experience with repair
of thicker laminates, not to mention repair of more massive composite parts like the wing
boxes and the keel beams.
e patch can be a pre-cured such that it matches the properties of the original
laminate. Achieving such properties is more difficult with prepeg inlays that have to be
co-cured - but co-curing has the advantage that more complex shapes can be created,
which can pose a problem with pre-cured patches. Both pre cured and co cured patches
require that special measures have to be taken to remove any moisture from the repair
before curing. Heat treatment is applied for complete drying - vacuum drying appears to
contribute to drying to limited extend only. Next autoclaving is applied for curing of the
repair. It is extremely important that the curing cycle is not interrupted in any way. Any
loss of vacuum, pressure or temperature can lead to porosity and it has to be avoided that
the surrounding composite is not negatively affected by the heat treatment. e quality of
the patched site depends largely on the bond that is achieved through the adhesive film.

e outer and inner edges of the repair has to be at a distance at least 30
mm form any fastener - newly placed or existing - and there is a size threshold for
the repair depending on the thickness of the laminate. Larger repair areas might
require a bolded patch that includes additional fastener points that weaken the
structure. Working through complex curvatures and around holes and cut outs
can be very difficult, in particular with pre-cured patches. Doors and hatches
might be regularly damaged - at about the same location – and it very difficult
to repair a previously repaired site – especially in case this represents an overlap.
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Patched repair may present good strength in the plane but possibly less so
through the thickness in which case impact performance is affected. Joints pose
another problem in that any change in stiffness over the joint can cause serious
bending problems. As indicated before, fasteners have to be precisely - spark free
- repositioned, this is very difficult to achieve and causes still headache at Boeing
and its partners. When damaged, the copper and aluminium wire mesh and
foil that are inserted between outer plies for lightning strike protection have to
be carefully fixed. It will be extremely difficult to maintain electrical continuity
throughout the adhesive film, necessary when fastener holes are involved - a
problem not tackled yet - and the same applies for maintaining electromagnetic
continuity. Any coating applied to reduce flammability and UV radiation and
possible sensors for health monitoring require special attention. Substructure can
be involved, either though contact, connection or damage. Any damage to the
ground system and insulation for galvanic corrosion protection has to be carefully
restored. Present methods for removing paint through chemical stripping can
cause damage to the composite. Until paints are available that allow for chemical
stripping or application of appliqués, paint has to be removed from the composite
through abrasive stripping - water jet, dry ice, laser - which require special
equipment and is time consuming. It appears that it is essential indeed ‘to design
the repairability into the structure, you can’t do it later’ 225).
Strength recoery with repair
e strength that can be recovered through bonded repair has been
examined bu FAA in cooperation with a Russian Institute 413). Composite panels
were tested that were provided with a hole that was repaired in different ways. e
strength of the plain panel (150x360) was set for 100%, which strength dropped
with about two-third when a so mm circular hole was cut in the middle of the
panel. A one side patch repair doubled the strength of the damaged panel to 63%
of the original strength. en the hole was scarved such that along the scarf the
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conical cutout increased from 50 mm at the bottom to 90 mm at the top which
hole decreased the strength to about 20% of the original panel. An inserted
8-layer patch with a one layer overlay on both side sides increased the strength
almost threefold related to the scarved panel or 56% of the original strength.
Roughening the surface around the scarf increased the strength to 71% and when
the thickness of the overlays on both sides was increased to three layers a strength
was obtained of 90% of original strength. As to be expected strength recovery
was less when no cone was used and no scarfing was performed - with one side
patching to some 60% of original strength. Affixing patches with fasteners only
recovered 50% of the original strength. e engineers pointed out that ‘one should
bear in mind that the data are conditional since the efficiency of a particular repair
strongly depends on production process used’ - but the results clearly indicate that
even at ideal circumstances that here obviously apply the original strength cannot
be retained. Much more research is needed in this field.
Flying repair stations
It will take a long - very long - time before airports can provide complete
and reliable inspection and repair services for all-composite aircra. As was
indicated before, it took Boeing and its partner many years to get acquainted
with composites – and they are still struggling. Repair in the field might in many
instances be more complex then manufacturing and it will take engineers also
many years to be trained, gain experience and expertise and become familiar
with the special tools and materials – and to recognise the many different types
of damage, to diagnose which discontinuities need restoration and to decide
on the right methods of repair. Inspection of the repaired site has to include
all discontinuities - with only methods available for detecting and repair of
discontinuities within the composite structure.
Temporary repair that allows the plane to fly to better equipped repair
stations and even to the manufacturer will become a big issue with the plane
out of service for some considerable time. It has yet to be seen to what extend
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temporary repair is possible and who is qualified to OK temporary airworthiness.
Originally Boeing had plans for a built-in maintenance platform in the tail section
of the 787 ‘It was done to make the airplane more operable, because certain things
have to be done on the ground. at `operability’ criterion justified the extra weight
of the platform’ 227) - wonder if it’s still there, it involves weight, but it is a good idea
to have certain tools and specific materials readily available. So, a better idea might
be flying service stations - repair aircra that have all necessary tools, materials and
expert engineers for detailed inspection and repair on board.
Automation
Experts claim that repair can and should be automated. is sounds good
but a closer look read reveals
‘Accordion inge interferometry proided automated high-resolution metrology
without the traditional requirement of superimposed photogrammetry, thus accelerating
throughput and improing accuracy. Laser shearography was seen to be a fast and accurate
method for non-destructive testing, mapping defects onto the 3-D shape of the part. Ultrasonic
cutting tools with high-accuracy 3-D control and precise cutters use these data to remoe
damaged material and accurately cut the stock textile and honeycomb materials needed for the
repair. Laser assembly guidance systems integrated into the ultrasonic cutter ensure that the
composite textiles are kitted properly, and also map the location of the kitted composite textiles
onto the repair’s surface, assuring a defect-ee repair. Proprietary technologies tack the uncured
composites into place prior to cure. ese technologies, packaged as integrated end-effectors,
swapped positions as they were needed in an intricate mechanical ballet’ 215),

and illustrates that there is still a long way to go - to say at least. But may be
- in some distant future - self-healing composites will bring relief.
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Self-healing additives
An even longer way to go, scientist are working on self healing composites imitating nature - that is described as ‘a noel alternative to damage tolerant design in that it
remoes the need to perform temporary repairs to damaged structures’. is has to be awaited,
but it is a fascinating development for researchers. Again one can wonder whether both
resin and fibres can be made self-healing - otherwise it might be of limited or no advantage.
But one has to start also here somewhere - somehow researchers are focussing only on the
matrix - for the moment.
e idea is to embed micro or nano containers in the composite structure. ese
containers are filled with a healing agent, which is released into a damage site upon
fracture. e micro containers can be tiny glass tubes or microcapsules with a hollowness
of some 50%. e healing agent is a resin that heals the damage through polymerization.
Research in this field is encouraging with healed samples that achieved more than 80%
of their undamaged strength. e problem is of course also here the regular distribution
of the microcontainers in the composite and whether these micro containers affect other
properties. Research indicates minimal degradation in flexural strength and ply disruption.
So-called reflective composites are being developed that can detect and heal
damage in load bearing airframe structures. Embedded piezoceramic ‘pills’ are able to sense
changes in the composite structure when high frequency electrical signals are applied.
A shape memory polymer resin is than activated by heat that recovers the matrix from
deformation damage and physically closes any delamination. Linear polymer chains within
the matrix become mobile with heat and bridge the cracks. Repair takes place in less than
seven minutes, that’s fast, but might be too late anyway.

But imitating nature does not mean creating living materials, additives do
work only once – then they are ‘dead’ - but may be one day it is possible to create
‘self healing self healers’.
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7. ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
About aluminium reinforced composites
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Mathematical modelling
Panel versus barrel revisited
So much was promised but it appears that the light and the strong don’t
bring all that was hoped for. Certain properties are advantageous, others can
be dealt with in particular way - may be. A number of properties pose serious
problems - even safety risks - due to poor damage tolerance. Special measures
have to be taken to try to compensate for these shortcomings, such at the expense
of considerable weight. One can argue that with all-composite aircra in the
end ‘similar safety means similar weight’ when compared with aluminum
aircra - or not? ere isn’t really much that can be done to improe on
composite’s famously low impact performance - with all-composite aircra the
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windows proide better impact performance than the plastic skin. When struck
by lighting one can only hope for the best - that the thickness of the skin at the
fuel tank is sufficient to avoid transient hot spots - that all electric circuits and
electronics are properly shielded - that continuity of the metal network is not
interrupted - that that all 350,000 fasteners are spark ee fit and properly
encapsulated none damaged - that the inserted metal wire mesh and foil are
completely intact and do proide electrical continuity for the lightning current
- and of course that the inerting system is not out of order at precisely that
moment. Crashworthiness has to be awaited but it is probably much more
difficult to escape om an all-composite aircra - that is when one survives the
crash and the aircra doesn’t catch fire. Composites add fuel to the flames and
keep burning for awful long time with the formation of thick hazardous smoke
- oxidation of the carbon fibres results in the release of large amounts of highly
contaminated respirable fibrils that clog the lungs and might even result in
cancer long aer the crash. Plain composites are not suitable - what the industry
needs are aviation composites that do not pose all these problems - and these are
readily available.
With all-composite aircra the main drive is to save on fuel. Boeing claims
that the 787 will drop fuel costs with 20% compared to similar conventional
aircra 2) and Airbus claims the A350 to be again more fuel-efficient than the 787
. is fuel efficiency is obtained, roughly half through improvement of the power

3)

houses also because of application of composites, and the other half through
the aircra’s composite structure, again about evenly split over lower weight,
improved aerodynamics and improved operation through more advanced systems
- the 787 is to be a more electric plane 279). is means that when the intended
weight reduction of 20% is not attained - at the moment it appears that no weight
is saved at all - composites serve no purpose, since aluminium aircra can also be
provided with these powerhouses, better aerodynamics and improved operation
including that more electric approach.
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Weight watcher
It appears indeed to very difficult to achieve lower weight. Compared with
traditional aluminium aircra the A380, about 22% or 30 tonnes (~66,000 lbs) out of
composite material was supposed to bring some 15 ton payload, but the target weight
was initially exceeded by some 20 to 30 tons 312) but the engineers managed to bring that
down to 5500 kg (~12,125 lbs) over the planned target weight and that will remain so 5).
Given the present problems with ramping up an increase in weight might be possible. e
A400M - 35% out of composite including the wings - has yet to fly but is reported to be
12,000 kg (~26,450 lbs) overweight 6). Also the 787, some 50% or 35 tonnes (~77,100
lbs) out of composite, has significant overweight - aiming for a weight reduction of 10.000
lbs (~4540 kg) Dreamliner One is reported to have gained 21,050 lbs (~9,550 kg) since
firm configuration in 2005 7) – first aircra will be delivered at substantial over weight
expected between 5000 lbs (~2270 kg) and 10,000 lbs (~4540 kg). Numerous redesigns
are performed to lower weight - Boeing claims strongly reduced weight from Dreamliner
20 - but substantial overweight will remain - expected to be some 5000 lbs (~2270 kg).
e A350, more than 50% or some 30,000 kg (~66,000 lbs) out of composite, is close to
design freeze - target weight has already been increased twice with 3000 kg (~8035 lbs)
- the plane is reported to be still some 8000 kg (~17,600 lbs) 8).

Comparison with traditional aluminium aircra is, however, not
completely objective - even when adapted to 787 standards with state of
the art powerhouses and so on. An objective comparison requires that
composed aircra are considered - the next generation of civil aircra
- for which the A380 is paving the way. Composed aircra have a hybrid
structure - say roughly one third out of composites, one third out of other
advanced materials and about one third out of traditional materials. New
alloys are now available that are lighter, stronger and more corrosion
resistant than traditional aluminium. With it, new production techniques
have evolved, including super plastic forming, laser and friction welding,
automated riveting and high speed numerically controlled machining
and so on - and automation is progressing fast. Another most important
development involves reinforcement of composites with thin layers of
aluminium sandwiched between the layers of the composite - aluminum
reinforced composites - in a way essentially similar to reinforced concrete.
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It is against these developments that all-composite aircra have to be
compared and than it will show that composed aircra are really lighter,
that these construction materials provide real intrinsic safety with regard
to impact and lighting strike and flammability - that design and modelling
and manufacturing and inspection and repair are really much simpler - that
operation will be really more efficient - and that these materials are readily
available.
Also cars can be built from composites
Also cars can be built om composites - easier than aeroplanes and the pro and
cons are even more in favour with cars - but somehow plastic did not make it in the
car industry so far, most noticeably not in Japan. Car manufacturers have apparently
good reason to decline on all-composite cars.

Composites have been used in the automotive industry since the 1950’s, but
steel is still the construction material of choice - although structural composites
are nowadays widely used for such items as bumpers and panels 216) 217) - essentially
light parts that can be easily exchanged when damaged. Many of the arguments
that apply for aircra do also apply for cars, but manufacturing differs in that
much larger quantities are required. Carbon fibres are still rather expensive, but
the light and the strong could probably bring much larger saving on fuel than with
aircra and the automotive industry is under heavy pressure to reduce on CO2.
It is however well known that car engineers do not like composites because
of the many physical unknowns and the lack of proper test methods. Likewise
aircra, mathematical modelling is nowadays a principal tool with the design
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of cars where simulations are based on the well-known homogeneous and
isotropic behaviour of metals. Reliable composite models require extremely long
solution times to deal with the typical inhomogeneous structure and anisotropic
behaviour - up to ten times longer than with metals - even when assumed values
are adapted for the many unknowns, something that cannot be avoided, which
means that results can be questioned. Another problem is jointing. at poses no
problem with metal cars where the number of joints has been brought back to a
minimum and the remaining welding is almost completely performed by robots.
With composites welding technology is still at its infancy and jointing involves
either adhesive bonding or fasteners. is needs less complicated tooling, but
both techniques are still rather complicated. Adhesive bonding need thermal
curing with autoclaving, on the other hand fasteners require drilling that can
cause delamination. Titanium fasteners are required to avoid galvanic corrosion,
but these are very expensive and add with cars only marginal way to savings on
weight. Both techniques require overlap that adds to the weight. A main problem
that is put forward by car engineers involves more complicated repair - although
essentially far easier and less critical than with aircra. Workshops are all
around, but more extensive damage to larger one-piece parts would require more
sophisticated repair and probably return to the manufacturer.

Safety
Also likewise aircra, safety is a most important marketing issue with cars
but concentrates here in particular on crashworthiness. It has been demonstrated
that very good crashworthiness can be obtained with composite frames, but
this requires the assembly of additional energy absorbing materials, such that a
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collapsible structure is obtained and this adds significant to the weight and even
more to the costs. Moreover testing of crashworthiness - well known by now with
metal cars but still a big unknown with composites - is very complicated and
hence very costly with composites. is means that engineers have to rely heavily
on modelling for which sophisticated programs are in place, but these are based
on metal. With composites accurate modelling is restricted for reasons cited
before. Related to crashworthiness are composite’s scattered breakage behaviour
and its toxic flammability. Within the automotive industry this is regarded a
serious safety risk in that passengers and persons hit by the car can get hurt by
sharp edges and that in case of fire it becomes much more difficult to evacuate
in time - and than there is this toxic flammability most unpleasant for persons in
and outside the car, in particular in urban areas - all regarded far too problematic
with marketing. Special measures have to be taken that involve extra protection
of the fuel tank and additional air bags are even thought to be necessary along the
outside of the car as well as other protection for sharp broken edges and corners,
all adding to the weight.
Together these arguments have led the automotive industry to remain
conservative on composites. Likewise aircra, large-scale application of
composites requires that special measures have to be taken to maintain safety
standards - to an extend that savings on weight vaporize. It has, however, been
found that best results including significant weight reduction can be obtained
through selective application of composites, which has also been shown to be
effective with the A380 - although the gain in weight was less than half of what
was aimed for, other important features prevailed - most noticeably very good
damage tolerance.
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Aluminum ain’t dead yet…
Aluminium aircra have served us well and have set the standards to which
new developments must be judged, in particular the unprecedented safety record that
has been attained. Boeing’s reasoning ‘ with aluminium, we were running out of
ideas to do it better’ 224) is myopic - to say at least - others see still great opportunities.
With modern civil aircra, aluminum comprises about 80 percent of
the aircra’s weight, with the Space Shuttle even 90%. In particular its high
strength and lightness, combined with its ability to absorb kinetic energy makes
aluminum eminently suitable for aircra construction. Agreed, corrosion poses
a main problem with aluminium - and metals in general - and represents a huge
economic impact. With aluminum aircra different types of corrosion have to
be considered - stress, galvanic, fretting, intergranular and son on. Aluminium
fuel tanks are also susceptible due to the presence and growth of microbacacteria
at the water and the fuel interface. On the other hand, aluminum does not
absorb water and - apart form corrosion - is much less affected by environmental
exposure than composites. Aluminum may be not so strong than composites
and deform earlier due to stress but the material has proved to be strong enough
and broad damage tolerance comes for free - contrary to composites aluminium
presents a high level of energy absorption, no hidden damage, electrical
continuity and is not flammable.
New aluminium alloys are being developed – providing pros and cons.
Aluminum lithium alloys are some 5% lighter and about 10% stronger (static)
- but also five times more expensive compared with the standard 2024/2524 and
manufacturing shops remain reluctant to work with aluminium lithium because
of the environmental threat they provide. A significant weakness of aluminium
lithium remains it’s low strain to failure and brittleness, which makes it sensitive
to impact damage. If designed for similar robustness - i.e. impact resistance - as
provided by the well-known copper aluminium alloys, there is the risk that the
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density advantage of aluminium lithium vanishes and just the high costs remains.
ese alloys are being further developed to improve on corrosion resistance
and toughness but results have to be awaited. Titanium is expense but light and
provides very high strength to weight ratio and high corrosion resistance, and is
nowadays increasingly used in aircra, typically some 10% by weight.
Manufacturing
Also manufacturing techniques are constantly improved making metal
structures more competitive with aircra. New technologies are emerging for
extrusions in plates in aluminum-lithium alloys. ‘ese alloys have lower density,
good and oen higher strength than conentional aluminum alloys, and proide
higher modulus, and therefore, enable weight savings. e trick is that you have to
be very cautious in design so that you are using them in a way that make economic
sense’ 64) according a Boeing engineer in 2007 ‘this is not a technology push; it’s a
business proposition. It has to buy its way on to the aircra’ 64). Airbus engineers
are in agreement with Boeing in ‘that the latest generation aluminium-lithium
alloys offered many of the performance advantages which people had been looking
to composites for’ and allowed for ‘new seamless processes (quite literally) such as
laser welding and iction-stir welding - instead of conentional riveting. Moreoer,
not only do the lack rivets and mechanical joins eliminate areas of high local stress,
but it also eliminates ‘nooks and cranny’s’ where moisture ingress would otherwise
occur. e result: At a stroke a greater resistance to fatigue (no stress raisers) and
corrosion (no moisture ingress). at’s quite ironic really, especially given that fatigue
and corrosion resistance are two principle selling points for using composite instead
of aluminium…….yet more ironic is that even structures which are purportedly
‘all-composite,’ quite oen have conentional metallic fasteners lurking in there
somewhere - which of course would make the part susceptible fatigue, and thus
require routine preventative inspection. And then when one also adds into the
equation that the new Al-Li materials are lighter and stronger than previously, then
all of a sudden one can see that aluminium ain’t as dead as some folks might have us
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believe. Far om it’ 65) - with this last conclusion we couldn’t agree more, but the
section above needs some scrutiny. So are low impact resistance and costs missing
in the Al-Li discussion. Single load path structures have lower design allowables
than multiple load path structures and are therefore heavier. Furthermore
welding may be not such good idea because this leads to integral structures, i.e.
single load path structures. Note in this respect that Al-Li is the worst weldable
aluminium, an option for welding is AlMgSc. e key to success is a metal
bonded structure, as will be discussed later.
Aviation composites
From the foregoing discussion it appears that monolithic aluminium is still
to be preferred over plain composites for the construction of externally exposed
primary parts of civil aircra because of low damage tolerance. With regard to new
developments, application of aluminium-lithium offers limited advantages but the
introduction of aluminum reinforced composites seems to be most promising - offering
true aviation composites to be preferred over monolithic aluminium and plain
composites.
Composite are reinforced with thin aluminum sheets that are bonded between
layers of glass fibre reinforced prepregs. No new materials are required in order to
increase the structural capability significantly - the new composition delivers the high
performance. Key to success is the consequent integration of material properties and
design features. ese proide both a multiple load path material and a multiple
load path structure 218) - hence higher strength - leading to high design tolerables and
consequently to low weight structures and aluminium reinforced composites offer
many other interesting features.
Industrial aluminium reinforced composites include Arall where
aluminium layers are bonded together by aramid fibre composite, Glare where the
composite contains glass fibres and Central that represents another breakthrough
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in this field and consists out of thicker aluminium laminates strongly bonded
between layers of Glare. Other developments in this field involve - amongst
others - titanium sheets, carbon fibres and thermoplastic polymers 219). Research
is still ongoing - and will undoubtedly lead to further exiting discoveries and
developments. Aluminum reinforced composites can be tailored - more so than
plain composites to the load 380) - to suit a wide variety of applications through
adaptation of the architecture that includes next to fiber/resin system and
optimum fiber orientation features typical with aluminum reinforced composites
- different stacking sequences and layer thicknesses, improved aluminum and
resin and fibre properties that lead to different grades of aluminium reinforced
composites – and the thickness of both the composite and aluminium layers can
be carried. Aluminum reinforced composites are typically cured at 120 C, but it is
possible to adapt a resin and aluminium that allow for higher curing temperatures
with proportional increase of the glass transition temperature. Production of
very large panel faces is possible through slicing technology that will be explained
later. Doublers that provide local reinforcements can be integrated into the panel
during lay-up. Furthermore one can envisage that at least part of the aluminium
laminates are perforated which saves on weight but does not have to affect either
in the plane nor through the thickness performance - because it is possible to
connect composite layers through the aluminium layers by means of matrix
contact, adhesives, stitching or otherwise performance both in the plane trough
the thickness can be improved. e outside layers can be non perforated and
perforation of the inner layers can be designed according physical load pattern.
Glare
Developed during the 1990’s 220) - Glare is already applied for the upper and
lateral fuselage of the A380. Although well researched 180) this is an extreme first
application of a completely new material straight form the university laboratory.
e A380 fuselage is an enormous pressure vessel that has never been tried at this
size. But Airbus was in desperate need for any pound that could be saved and the
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application is a success - Glare brought some 800 kg - the material performs well but
is not considered for the A350, something that might chance.
Glare consists out of thin, 0.2 to 0.4 mm sheets of aluminium alloy
bonded by glass fibre reinforced prepeg adhesive, around 0.2 mm thick. It is
heavier than fibre reinforced epoxy composite but still some 10% lighter than
aluminium. Glare does not have the static strength and stiffness of unidirectional
carbon fibre composites, but for a fuselage skin application these properties are
no major design parameter and therefore they are of minor importance. e
design philosophy for aluminum reinforced composites structures, as defined
by Airbus, is targeting a structure that does not require any scheduled fatigue
inspection. With an outstanding technical record, this target has been achieved
with the A380 220). e manufacturing philosophy to lay-up the desired laminate
in a mould with all design details involved, thus to avoid a lot of the classical
manufacturing steps required for aluminium alloys - milling, stretch forming,
doubler attachment and so on - complemented by the invention of the splice
technology that allows to manufacture very large panels, moved the system costs
into the attractive range. Manufacturing has proven to be simple, yet a significant
portion of labour is involved but options for automation can be easily identified.
With aircra, the optimum choice to obtain both low weight and increased
robustness for an attractive price is obviously aluminium reinforcement of
composites - as proven for applications such as fuselage skin panels. Peculiar is the
observation that Alcoa, who owns a substantial portion of the related patents, is
not producing the aluminium foils needed for Glare. And this is bound to chance
as well.
Central 220)
e same university that developed Glare announced in 2007 a new material
- Central 221) - inented by a small company in the Netherlands - GTM - together
with Alcoa. Central is essentially a unique through development of Glare that now
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combines 1 to 4 mm thick laminated aluminium and Glare layers, sandwiched
together through a new high strength glass fibre prepeg. Extremely strong bonding
between the thick aluminium sheets and Glare is achieved with a new adhesive
Bondpreg®. is allows for commercial production of thicker sheets - without
increasing the number of layers - required for aircra wing structures. Researcher
found ‘Superior fatigue crack grow properties, high strength and strait forward
manufacturing for thick material at much lower cost’ 220) 221).
Central is here regarded a most important development - according the U.S.
Air Force ‘a promising concept’ 226) - that will compare much better, if not superior,
with plain aluminium lithium and plain composites when applied in aircra, with
Glare to be the preferred choice for thinner applications. From the manufacturing
point of view, however, the Central concept seems to be a challenge compared
with the simple aluminium reinforced composite solution - Glare - reminding
that thicker sheets will not fit into the mould without pre-forming. A solution
anticipated is that the thick itself forms the mould.

All things considered
Aluminum has been the construction material of choice for aircra for over
fiy years. e material is light and strong with good impact performance, offers
perfect lighting strike resistance, very good crashworthiness and is not flammable
- corrosion is however a main problem but this has not hindered that traditional
aluminum aircra now present unprecedented safety in civil transport. Composites
are stronger and lighter but pose so many shortcomings that have to be compensated
for - listed before - this at the expense of virtually all weight that was meant to be
saved and even than damage tolerance and hence safety remain a serious concern,
with the situation expected to become even worse when aircra are longer in service
due to ageing and repair. Aluminum reinforced composites make a much better
choice to be preferred over both monolithic aluminium and plain composites - these
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materials exploit the advantages of plain composites and monolithic aluminium,
discount the disadvantages 380) and offer many other unique features - proiding real
aviation composites with excellent fatigue and a high level of damage tolerance 372).
Aluminum reinforced composites have been extensively researched - Glare
in particular 180) 374) 375). Metal reinforced composites behave more like a metal
structure - rather than plain composite - provide lower weight and improved
fatigue strength as well as very good impact performance, good lighting strike
resistance, excellent corrosion resistance, good crashworthiness, are essentially
not flammable and present many other important features - damage tolerance
is excellent and has not to be build into the structure through special measures
likewise with plain composites - and allows essentially for a damage tolerant
design approach consistent with how metallic airframe structures are currently
designed 373) 380).
Crack bridging - Insidious damage does not pose problems likewise
plain composites in that aluminium reinforced composites are less prone to
manufacturing defects - also delamination during service does have less profound
effect. One can argue that with aluminium reinforced composites hidden
damage does not pose a safety risk - at least to a far lesser extent than with to
plain composites - because aluminum reinforced composites show excellent
crack growth characteristics. e major mechanisms are crack initiation and
propagation in the metal layers and delamination growth in the wake of these
cracks at the interfaces with the intact fibre layers. e very nature of Glare is it
crack bridging 380) - the fatigue insensitive fibres restrain the crack opening and
transfer - bridge - load over the crack into the metal layers 376). Crack propagation
life is therefore significantly longer than with monolithic aluminium. Crack grow
rates are actually ten to hundred times slower than with monolithic aluminium
- which explains the very good fatigue strength. Fatigue strength is however
seriously affected at higher temperatures - from 80 C 180) - because of increase in
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crack grow rate. Note that Glare is cured at a temperature of 120 °C and has a
glass transition temperature at dry condition of about 100 °C.
Mechanical and thermal continuity - Contrary to plain composites, thermal
behaviour and stress strain behaviour is more near to that of plain aluminium aluminum reinforced composites provide therefore both mechanical and thermal
continuity while heat is better conducted - this limits internal stresses when such
materials are combined within the airframe. e same applies for residual stress,
stress redistribution at fastener points and vibration and damping behaviour.
Residual stress - Post-stretching is a potential method to change the
unfavourable residual stress system in fibre metal laminates - essentially in a way
concrete is pre stressed. During post-stretching of the material, the metal layers
will be strained into the plastic region of the stress-strain curve, while the fibre
layers remain elastic. Aer unloading, the residual stress system will be reduced or
even reversed dependent on the amount of stretching 371).
Impact performance - Impact resistance of aluminium reinforced composites
is related to the aluminium and glass/epoxy properties and the rather rigid
structure that is obtained with this combination - and is significantly higher
than the impact resistance of monolithic aluminium - the post-impact fatigue
performance and residual strength outperform both a typical plain composites
and monolithic aluminum.369). Contrary to plain composites, impact does not
cause large areas of internal damage - internal impact damage is mostly confined
to a relatively small area in the direct vicinity of the point of impact and is
normally easy to repair 379).
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Splicing concept - With aluminium reinforces composites, both single
and double curved panels can be produced in a single operation cycle. e
construction of larger elements has been made possible by the development of
the so-called splicing concept 382). A spliced laminate is built up within the same
laminate layer by putting metal sheets against each other along a splicing line. To
avoid localized lack of strength or stress concentrations splice lines are alternated
through the thickness. Although the splicing concept represents an effective
technique to build large panels, splice lines constitute discontinuities, which can
lead to severe stress concentrations and delamination, if they are not carefully
designed.

Electrical continuity - a most welcome feature with aluminum reinforced
composites is the perfect electrical continuity that is provided by the aluminium
layers - essentially comparable with monolithic aluminium. However, measures
have to be taken at the splicing lines such that any discontinuity is avoided that
might effect unhindered flow of electrical current - for example overlap is possible
with slicing that also provides mechanical and thermal continuity. No doubt that
aluminium reinforced composites produce an excellent Faraday cage - actually a
multilayered cage.

Crashworthiness - Aluminum reinforced composites have significant energy
absorbing capability - at least equal to monolithic aluminum - probably even
better. Likewise monolithic aluminium the material does not shatter upon heavy
collision experienced with crash conditions and consequently present excellent
crashworthiness characteristics.
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Flammability - When subjected to fire the outer aluminium layer will
melt away whereas the other layers will remain intact due to carbonisation of the
glass/epoxy layers and supported by delamination of the laminate. e air in the
delaminations acts as insulation, keeping the temperatures at the non-exposed side
relatively low 377) – depending of course on type and thickness and the intensity
of the fire. Contrary to carbon fibre, glass fibre does not oxidize and consequently
does not produce fibrils upon heating.
Moisture and temperature - Plain composites do not corrode likewise
aluminium but they can absorb water, other fluids and gases. Combined
cyclic mechanical and environmental loading together with high moisture
concentration, high temperatures, corrosive fluids and ultraviolet radiation (UV)
can affect the performance of plain composites during service as has been pointed
out before. When it does this can strongly affects material properties. Aluminum
reinforced composites on the one hand are less affected by ageing - but moisture
can cause corrosion of the aluminum, affect the adhesive strength between the
composite and the aluminum layers and can plasticize the matrix, on the other
hand moisture absorption is severely hindered due to the protection provided by
the aluminum layers. Moisture absorption increases with temperature that also
generates stresses between the layers due to differing coefficients of expansion 375).

Corrosion - Corrosion is a main problem with monolithic aluminium, as
was pointed out before. With aluminum reinforced composites corrosion attack
is limited to the outer aluminium layers. A pleasant surprise was to find that the
thin aluminium alloy sheets show significant better corrosion behaviour when
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compared with thicker sheet normally used in aircra 373). e reason for this is
that faster quench of the thin sheet aer rolling results in less alloy elements at
the crystal boundaries. Moreover, the aluminum sheets are anodized and coated
with a corrosion-inhibiting primer prior to the bonding process. Not surprisingly,
test results reveal that the effects of moisture and temperature are much less
severe than with plain composites - and monolithic aluminium - no changes on
mechanical properties (tensile and compression strength) were observed with
aluminium reinforced composites when subjected to hygrothermal conditioning
. Problems with galanic corrosion are largely avoided.

378)

Mathematical modelling - With aluminum reinforced composites stresses
distribute more along straightforward loading paths - possibly in determistic
way - the aluminum layer prevents multiple global longitudinal splits because
the aluminium layers impede and arrest crack growth within the composite layer
when subjected to cyclic loading - but failure mode is still rather complicated
when compared to monolithic aluminium, however more predictable than with
plain composites. is means that mathematical modelling can be performed
with greater accuracy because it is easier to set boundary conditions than with
plain composites 370).
With aluminium reinforced composites the typical affects that determine stress
distribution in plain composite behaviour have not to be taken into account - at least
pose less of a problem - like heterogeneous structure, amorphous state, anisotropic
behaviour and to a lesser extend residual stress, stress redistribution and mechanical and
thermal discontinuities - including intricate deformation behaviour and complex failure
modes mentioned before - all of which are poorly understood when plain composites are
subjected to the extreme conditions that apply to aircra - and make proper modelling
with plain composites so extremely difficult - if possible at all.
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is brief discussion underlines that aluminium reinforced composites
represent a most important material concept for highly durable lightweight design of
externally exposed primary structural parts of aircra and proide excellent damage
tolerance - to a level far beyond that of aluminum civil aircra.
Panel versus barrel revisited
Whether a barrel design or a panel construction is to be preferred for the
construction of a composite fuselage has to be awaited - the panel design of the
A350 is still on the drawing board - but it is clear that panels present greater
flexibility and plain composites could be relative easily switched for aluminium
reinforced composites - which is not possible with barrels. Although at a late stage
in the project this offers a solution to many problems and is probably seriously
considered by Airbus where at least some engineers must by now have come to
the conclusion - stressed at these pages - that composites are just not suitable for
the construction of outer skin of civil aircra. A skin out of plain composites
is just too vulnerable to impact and lighting strike and poses a serious threat to
passengers and crew in case of crash landing certainly when the aircra catches
fire. Also inspection and repair pose still insurmountable problems. Given present
state of the art technology there is essentially not so much that can be done to
improve on these issues in substantial way. Measures that can be taken leave the
aircra at risk and eat away all possible savings on weight.
Engineers at Boeing and Airbus have learned that the strong and the
light do not translate in saving on weight, that not much can be done about
composites’ poor damage tolerance and that and managers must by now have
become aware that public opinion might oppose all-composite aircra when
this comes more in the open - and that this will happen sooner than later. Taking
damage tolerance and related safety aspects of aluminium aircra as benchmark it
is now the choice between inferior all-composite aircra and superior composed
aircra - taking weight of aluminum aircra as benchmark it is a choice between
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no weight saving with plain composites and moderate weight gain with composed
aircra - taking inspection and repair of aluminium aircra as benchmark it is
a choice between huge cost overrun with all-composite aircra and substantial
cost saving with composed aircra. Ample reason to reconsider the all-composite
approach. Airbus is at the moment the only company in the world that has largescale experience and expertise in this field - and engineers should now concentrate
on the wings.
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With all-composite aircra composites do not to deliver as anticipated and that
is a sobering experience. Somehow, the most important of flying experiences - safety has not been properly addressed. Composites are just not suitable for the construction of
outer skin of civil aircra that leaves it too vulnerable to impact and lighting strike and
poses a serious threat to passengers and crew in case of crash landing certainly when
the aircra catches fire. Also inspection and repair pose still insurmountable problems.
Despite all efforts including long delays and huge cost overruns, weight reductions
have not been achieved - that was what all-composite was all about - to the contrary
these planes might turn out to be even heavier than their aluminium counterparts and
still pose a safety risk. It has to be recognized that these aircra will never achieve the
safety record attained with aluminum aircra - but that was already known before
the project started. It seems, that all what is to be obtained with all-composite aircra
is some improed travel experience through higher cabin pressure and higher level
of humidity - one has to await cabin noise and vibration - and of course that bigger
window that was also promised with the Comet.
By 2000 Airbus found itself in a rather comfortable position. ey had
the better engineering and were on sales about to take over the lead from Boeing.
Any visionary would have opt to continue on this course and focus in particular
on the development of more fuel-efficient lightweight aircra, that is, continue
the step-by-step approach that been successfully practised until then -‘lentement
mais sûrement’ - with gradual increase of new materials for primary structures.
is approach made the A380 possible - the world’s first composed aircra. Not
so at Airbus, where the seats in the boardroom were now occupied by sales driven
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managers - likewise at Boeing - pushing aside the engineering driven management
that had brought them early success to please shareholders. It was now about
winning the championship decided each year by deliveries and net orders - Airbus
beat Boeing with triple seven net orders in 2008.
Already in the 1990’s Boeing and Airbus started joint feasibility studies for
the development of a Very Large Commercial Aircra but then departed to work
on their own designs. Boeing was still successful with its 747 and new management
at Airbus apparently could not resist the temptation to fight Boeing’s last Jumbo
stronghold with a Super Jumbo - some kind of Titanic in the sky - and December
19th 2000, the supervisory board of the newly restructured Airbus voted to launch
the A380 - a € 8.8 billion program with 55 launch orders from six customers.
Now real fear struck at Boeing. e successes of the earlier visionary
management with the 707 and the 747 were engineering driven achievements with the first 747 delivered about exactly according the original schedule. With the
success of the 747, sales reps took over control and management changed to sales
driven – and the trouble began. Technical superior, the 747 pushed other Jumbo’s
- DC10 and Tristar - out of the existence, leaving Boeing monopoly. Confronted
with Airbus’ successful innovative approach management at Boeing choose not
to fight but to compensate for lost market share by taking over of MacDonnell
Douglas in 1997 to become e Boeing Company. When they kept loosing out on
technological grounds they again dodged the technical confrontation with Airbus
and opted for other practises by trying to bribe the U.S. Air Force for orders.
Now confronted with interest in the market switching form 747 to A380
management at Boeing had to come up with an answer - the sales reps now weighed
technical options. Initial reaction was to fight the A380 with an enlarged 747X but
the market did not show interest and Boeing choose to develop a derivative for the
400 to 500-seat market, instead of matching A380’s capacity. e new design did
take some time and November 2005 Boeing announced the 747-8 Intercontinental,
planned to entry service in 2009. Initially not a success it gained more orders than
the A380 by 2009.
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In the meantime management at Boeing convinced themselves that
something more drastic was needed to keep at pace with Airbus. Not constrained by
technical boundaries management seriously considered a sonic cruiser that would
fly at Mach 0.98 - not for long - the surging fuel prices forced them to focus rather
on fuel efficiency than on higher speed. One of Boeing larges shareholders who was
the driving force behind this project was not so pleased ‘there’s plenty of fossil fuel
out there’ 410). en management envisaged another approach. Composites had been
considered with the sonic cruiser so why not go all-composite - indeed why not
- and December 2003 Boeing announced to go all-composite. e 787 Dreamliner
was officially launched April 26th 2004 for which occasion Toray brokered the
largest launch order ever in aviation history - 50 7E7’s by ANA the first to be
delivered May 2008. Boeing estimated that development would cost them some
$6 billion - based on large subsidy expectation - but analysts from the University of
Buffalo were quick to point out that these cost would double - to $ 13.4 billion to be
precise 409) more than the A380.
Blindly taking lightweight plastic for lightweight aircra - leave that to the
sales reps - soon the 787 became the fastest selling civil aircra in aviation history.
Now it was to the engineers. But they did not have the expertise and that led to huge
outsourcing and soon management and engineers completely lost oversight - but it
took them quite some time before they found out the real mess they had created.
But the show must go on and on the 8th of July they rolled out some carbon copy
Dreamliner - first flight was promised within two months that would become two
years.
Initially Airbus - still full of confidence about the A380 - tried to play down
the virtues of all-composite, then their engineers warned their counterparts at
Boeing that they were pushing the envelop too far. ey were serious - back in 2004
- but the industry took it as marketing offensive when the engineers labelled carbon
composites ‘black aluminum’ providing little advantage over conventional materials,
but that would change. April 28th 2005 the A380 made its first successful flight, no
doubt one of the greatest achievements in aviation history. en completely out of
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the blue came the shock announcement, June 2nd 2005, that due to a wiring problem
- two wires being short - the A380 program had ran into some trouble - eventually
resulting in seventeen months delay and more than € 5 billion cost overrun. All of
the sudden Airbus found itself in desperate position. Reaction of management was
three fold. First they sold their stock in Airbus, then they fired their Chief engineer
and then they ordered their engineers to come up with a swi and cheap answer to
confront the 787 but then le the final design to the market.
October 6th 2005, Airbus shareholders gave the green light for the €3.5
billion A350. Not well received in the market in 2006 - it was an excellent design
except may be for the lithium aluminium but that could be changed - the plane
would have been a success when introduced in 2009. Now also struck by fear Airbus
management choose to ignore their engineers’ respected opinion and let the market
decide - some key customers by now all-composite indoctrinated. at became the
$10 billion A350 XWB - a 787 with panel instead of barrel fuselage to fly in 2013.
en September 2007 - within months aer its festive inauguration - Boeing had
to face the truth and to admit that the Dreamliner had also run into troubles something to do with shortage of fasteners - soon more delays had to be announced
with no end in sight yet by 2009. Cost overruns have not been made public but total
costs are estimated to be still ahead of the A380. A major set back no doubt but the
belief of the market in all-composite was again strengthened by Airbus’ dramatic
switch and orders for both 787 and A350 XWB kept rolling in. Early 2009 the
ticker was at 879 orders for the 787 and 483 orders for the A350, which recently
took over the title of fastest selling civil aircra in aviation history from the 787.
ese Olympic Cooperate Games were initially driven by sales - then by fear
well known to be the worst of advisors as development illustrate. When Airbus had
refrained from Super Jumbo they would have been a very successful and profitable
company by 2009, way ahead of Boeing - when Boeing had not reacted to the A380
with the 787 they would have been a winner with the 747-8 and even with the
747-400 by 2009 - when Boeing had studied composites just a little bit they would
have never decided for all-composite and believe that outsourcing would bring the
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missing know how and expertise - when Airbus had not reacted to the 787 they
would have been a winner by 2009 with their traditional further improved 300
series - and when Airbus had not reacted to customer demand and stayed with the
original A350 they would have had a winner by 2009. Instead of devoting their last
resources to more promising projects both companies choose to keep struggling
with all-composite. Now development of the 747-8 lags behind because the 787
requires all engineers’ hands on deck and at Airbus ramping up of the A380 is still
causing great headache and the A350 requires so much attention that engineers
apparently don’t have time to tackle the problems with the A400M.
en something unexpected happened. December 2008 an internal Airbus
document surfaced that contained quit embarrassing information about the 787
- now the problems were officially in the open - Boeing did not even try to deny.
Intentionally or not this is going to backfire and affect both companies. To make
things worse Boeing announced that test flights will go ahead with planes held by
numerous improperly placed fasteners and a temporarily fastened wing box. With
the price for oil tumbling - the main drive behind all-composite - market starts
loosing faith and indeed early 2009 Boeing received first cancellations - by May
2009 Boeing faced 57 cancellations for its 787- undoubtedly also instigated by the
sharp downturn in global economy. Also the A350, to be delivered from 2013 faced
its first five cancellations. Is the industry now heading for the fastest cancelling plane
in aviation history?
e A380 - A400M - 787 - A350 - A350 WXB all face an uncertain future.
Total costs for development - for these planes originally estimated at some 50
billion - reached $ 75 billion by 2009 and will further increase. And what has been
achieved - the 13th A380’s was delivered ultimo 2008 and ramping up is far more
complicated that anticipated and proceeds much slower than planned, the A400M
is delayed indefinitely, a patched up and heavily overweight 787 is about to make its
first test flight by the middle of 2009, the A350 was cancelled and with the A350
XWB engineers are struggling with huge overweight. e plane is to be delivered
from 2013, but that has yet to be seen. In addition to that, the companies have to
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deal with some $65 billion late and lost revenues and this will only get worse.
e all-composite 787 was a step too far too soon - an impossible dream.
First delivery now planned for early 2010 might not take place before 2011 - if ever
- some four years behind schedule and ramping up will develop at much slower pace
than aimed for. One can only feel sorry with the airliners involved - all-composite’s
inspection and repair will turn out to be a nightmare. Lessons learned - engineers
at Airbus are no doubt better suited to tackle problems and management seems
to have adapted a more engineering driven approach with the development of the
A350. Engineers are again encouraged to come forward but with all good intentions
there is not much they can do about plastic - so who will come forward and tell
management - that composites are just not suited for primary structures exposed to
the extremely harsh conditions that apply to aircra.
So far, the structural limit with large-scale application of composites involves
the already mentioned blades for wind turbines. Wind blades are heavily loaded
indeed but with civil aircra loading is magnitudes higher - far more complex
and extreme - ways beyond what plain composites can deliver. But the know-how
gained here has been most valuable, most noticeable on lightning strike protection.
Large composite wind blades would explode upon lightning strike when not
properly grounded - most worrisome blades do frequently break due to lighting
strike. Reliable lighting strike protection is complicated with wind blades but far
easier than with all-composite aircra.
Also cars can be built all-composites, easier than aeroplanes and the pro and
cons are much more in favour with cars. Somehow all-composite did not make
it in the automotive industry, most notably not in Japan. But the car industry
was most successful with selective application of composites and proved that
composites’ lightweight, non-corrosiveness, stiffness and high strength can be
successfully exploited for parts that can be easily exchanged. at is through
selective application of composites that can also applied with aircra - as one
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Airbus engineer put it before management allowed customers to interfere with
technical matters ‘We want to have aluminum and composites both working together
in parallel, so we can make use of the best material for a given structural application’
. at is in good composite tradition where the selective combination of materials

65)

provides the structure as a whole with unique features that can’t be achieved with
one of the materials on their own - the future is composed aircra for which the
A380 is paving the way and where aluminium reinforced composites will play key
role together with monolithic aluminium, titanium and plain composites suited
so well for the large indoor primary structures like wing box and so on. Airbus has
here an unbeatable advantage over Boeing in that aluminium reinforced composites
can be relative easily adapted for the panels of the fuselage of the A350 - but cannot
be applied with the barrels of the 787.
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COMET

On May the 5th, 1952 the first jet liner - the deHavilland Comet 1 - went into
service. e Comet flew at 490 mph (~800 km/h) much faster than any aircra before
and could fly aboe 30.000  (9144 m), that is aboe the worst weather and more fuelefficient. Cutting some four hours of a trip to New York, five Comets could replace eight
conentional airliners. e plane and was an instant commercial success. Already eight
were sold before they were even built, which was extraordinary for those days - with the
787 and the A350 more than one thousand have been sold before first flight. With almost
30,000 passengers carried in the first year, over fiy Comets were ordered. Unfortunately
some tragic accidents happened and already in 1954 all Comets were grounded at once
and the certificate of airworthiness was withdrawn. A lengthy inquiry followed. e
Comet would not fly again before 1958.

During the war the deHavilland Mosquito and Hornet excelled in a number
of roles but at the end of the war the company had to recommence with civil aircra.
Having some years experience with jet fighters they were convinced that jet propulsion
was the future and decided to go for it in 1946. Unfortunately right at the beginning
management made a crucial mistake in that the initial deadline was moved forward
from 1952 to 1949. at is, from about seven to an impossible three years - driven by
the anticipated commercial success. is put enormous pressure on the engineers to
deliver and indeed they did not deliver.
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Introduction
e Comet was a monumental challenge. ere was no point of reference larger, faster, higher, and lighter - to carry further more payload. Ronald Bishop, the
Chief engineer who had been responsible for the Mosquito fighter-bomber, realized
that many very difficult problems had to be overcome. New aluminum alloys had to be
developed as well as fully-powered hydraulics, adjusted fuel and refuelling equipment,
a new atmospheric control system and metal to metal adhesives were used to attach the
stringers to the skin of the wings and the fuselage - remind this were the early 1950’s
- to mention only a few of the innovations. A great deal of work had to be done in
wind tunnel to reduce drag. A weak point in the design was the incorporation of the
engines into the wings close to the fuselage. is has the advantage that the main mass
is close to the aircra’s centre of gravity. But this makes the aircra extremely vulnerable
to engine fire. Economically the Comet exceeded expectations. Although 50% more
expensive than contemporary aircra and double on fuel consumption - crude oil at
some $3 a barrel - operation cost were 20% down.

Design
Initially the idea was to build a delta shaped plane but by the summer of 1946 the
Comet had grown a conventional tail with the swing sweep reduced from 400 to a more
conventional 200. In order to provide an economically satisfactory payload and range
at the high cruising speed which the turbo-jet engines offered, it was essential that
cruising height should be upwards of 30,000 , about double that of the then current
airliners and that the weight of the structure and equipment should be maintained as
low as possible. Instead of the more powerful Rolls-Royce Avon, deHavilland decided
for their own Ghost engines, but these were heavier and required further weight
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reduction. e cladding of the fuselage was rather thin. e deHavilland had developed
special adhesives for the Mosquito and the Vampire and these were extensively used to
further reduce weight - very thin glued laminar-flow aluminium cladding was applied
for the wings. (Rumour has it, that to reduce weight early aircras were not painted).
e pressure differential between the cabin and the outside was at 8.25 psi
about 50% greater than that in general use and there was in addition a much larger
difference between the internal and external temperatures at these altitude –which were
estimated at 600C to700C. Furthermore there were the problems of sudden and rapid
depressurization, extreme vibration due to atmospheric turbulence at that high velocity
and gusts. It was decided that all construction materials had to be thoroughly tested
for these conditions and special attention was given to the structural integrity of the
pressure cabin and the wings. But what can be done at such short notice. To resist ‘the
action of fatigue’ it was regarded adequate to double the current safety margins at the
time. To test the cabin, high pressures were applied to the section of the front part of
the cabin followed by a series of 2000 pressurizations in a specially build water tank. It
was probably this combination that led eventually to the accidents, as will be discussed
later. July 27th1949, the Comet made its first test flight. A full test and development
programme followed.

Warning signs
In 1952, with the Comet already in service, an investigation at the RAF found
‘the likelihood that the fatigue resistance properties of a pressure cabin demands further
precautions’ which led the Ministry of Supply to issue a dra requirement October
1952 that called for further static test to be performed at higher pressure together with
repeated loadings to be applied 10,000 times also at higher pressure. deHavilland did
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not execute these tests. A first sign of a design flaw comes when a Comet brakes up mid
air during a severe tropical storm near Calcutta, May 2nd 1953. e Air Registration
Board published civil requirements that call again for the tests stipulated by the
Ministry of Supply to be executed and proposes to increase the number of repeated
loadings to 15,000. deHavilland’s now reconsiders the position of the Comet’s cabin
and starts testing according to the new proposals. By September 1953, the specimen
had withstood 18.000 applications of repeated loading in addition to some 30 earlier
applications of static pressures before any damage occurred. It is important to note that
the tests ended by a failure in fatigue originating from a small defect in the skin at the
corner of a window. But the number of pressurization sustained was so large that, in
conjunction with the numerous other test results, it was regarded as establishing the
safety of the Comet’s cabin with ample margin.

No proof whatsoever
e accident was a tragedy, but in the context of air-safety at the time, it did not
diminish either public enthusiasm for the Comet nor operators’ willingness to place
orders. But this changed when, January 10th 1954, another Comet - G-ALYP ‘Yoke
Peter’ - crashed near Elba and the fleet was grounded. Autopsy of the bodies that were
recovered showed a distinct pattern of injuries of fractured skulls and ruptured lungs.
e latter was a sure indicator of sudden cabin depressurization. BOAC ignored these
findings and desperately pushed to get Comet back in service, and two weeks later,
March 23rd, they succeeded. Structural failure due to fatigue was discounted when
deHavilland brought forward ‘the 18,000 repeated loadings as remoing any doubt
about the fatigue life of the cabin’ and argued that ‘the possibility of fatigue in the wing
structure due to gusts was believed to be much more likely the cause than fatigue in the
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pressure cabin since this is subject to much less equent chances of load’. e Investigation
the Board recognizes that ‘no definite reason for the accident has been established’ but
‘sees no reason why passenger services should not be resumed’ and ‘recommends that
Comet aircra should return to normal operational use aer all the current modifications
have been incorporated and the aircra had been flight tested’. Amazingly, before a full
investigation had taken place – the Royal Navy were still out fishing for evidence in the
Mediterranean. With no proof whatsoever, fire was officially regarded to be the most
likely cause of the accident - and aer some modifications to protect the engines from
damage that might lead to another fire, passenger service was resumed, March 23rd,
ten weeks aer the crash. BOAC’s chairman defended his decisions to resume flights
on television, ‘we obviously wouldn’t be flying the Comet with passengers if we weren’t
satisfied conditions were suitable.’ Comet crew were not so sure and raised doubts - an
agreement to return to work was passed by just one vote. Within two weeks, April 8th,
another Comet - G-ALYY ‘Yoke-Yoke’ - crashed near Stromboli. e fleet was grounded
again – now indefinitely. April 21st, the Royal Navy turned the engines from ‘Yoke Peter’
were returned to deHavilland. Subsequent analysis proved that they had been working
normally as the aircra broke up - no fire. ey should have waited.

Investigation
July 12th 1954, the then prime minister (yes the one with the cigar) called for an
inquiry -‘e cost of soling the Comet mystery must be reckoned neither in money nor
in manpower’. It is therefore no surprise that aer a lengthy inestigation the court ruled
that nobody was guilty to the accidents. e stakes were too high and indeed it is probably
impossible to decide whether certain individuals were guilty or not guilty - but groe
mistakes were made if not groe neglect.
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Now it was decided to salvage the entire aircra from scattered wreckage on
the ocean floor near Stromboli. About 70% was recovered and it was possible to
reconstruct large parts of the fuselage. Investigators concluded that ‘Yoke Yoke’ broke
up in-flight. Engineers suspected fatigue and a full-scale test on the whole cabin
were carried out. An identical frame was subjected in a giant water tank to numerous
cycles of pressurisation and depressurization. e particular frame had already made
1230 pressurized flights before the test and was now subjected to another 1830
pressurizations when the structure failed - aer a total of 3060 pressurization cycles.
Engineers discovered that the crack initiated near the front port-side escape hatch.
Strain gauges were attached near the corner of the window and stresses were estimated
to have reached 43.000 psi. is means that during the earlier test at double pressure
local stresses must have reached 86.000 psi, which is some 30% above the ultimate
strength of the material. By that time it was difficult for deHavilland engineers to
understand that such high stresses could occur – they estimated 28,000 psi - but it was
recognized that ‘is apparent paradox can be explained by recognising that it neglects to
take account of the effect of the ductility of the material in relieving ‘stress concentrations’, a
consequence of the large window’s square shape.
Although fatigue was now concluded to be the cause of the accidents, it appears
that the dangers of cracks in the structure were still not fully recognized at the time of
the investigation. e official investigation reads - amongst others - that ‘….most aircra
experience cracks due to one or more of the causes mentioned aboe and that it would,
indeed be hardly practicable to insist on a standard of design and construction which would
preclude completely the possibility of any crack in the skin’ and that ‘Cracks which occur
during manufacture do not differ materially, in their significance, om those which may
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develop subsequently.....’ and ‘Where equent inspection shows that a particular crack is
likely to spread, it is dealt with by a carefully considered repair scheme, either prepared by
the designers or by the operators in collaboration with the designers. However if aer such
repair the crack continues to spread it is considered as a matter of major concern possibly
requiring a radical modification to the design to reduce the stress which gave rise to it’ - a
first sign of damage tolerance philosophy.

Causes of the accidents
Remains the question why the planes crashed aer 1286 and 903 flights
respectively whilst with earlier the deHavilland’s tests before the accident, failure
occurred aer 16,000 cycles and with tests aer the accident at the Royal Aircra
Establishment aer 3,600 cycles. First of all fracture mechanics was poorly understood
at the time – at least by the engineers involved – and consequently attention did not
focus at the critical locations such as corners of the cabin windows, and no attention
was paid to existing (micro)cracks. Another important contributing factor is that
fluctuations in load, vibrations, temperature differences and so on were not simulated
during testing. Instead it was assumed that the ‘double’ pressure applied during testing
compensated for this influence. en, deHavilland’s tested only the nose section
of the fuselage that was not fitted with the complete number of windows. Also, to
make compression possible the section had to be fitted with bulkheads that imposed
considerable constraint on the structure and made it probably stronger when compared
with a complete fuselage. Furthermore, at deHavilland the pressurization tests were
performed on a structure that had previously been subjected to static loading, well
over the design load. Such preloading causes a permanent stretch or plastic yielding at
critical locations where the stresses concentrate, resulting in pre-stressing that actually
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increases the strength at these critical locations and hence the pressurization resistance
of the structure as a whole. e general nature of this process was understood at the
time but the investigator remains somewhat reluctant with regard to this subject, ‘there
are obvious difficulties, not to say dangers, in applying it. Nevertheless, the subject should
undoubtedly receive more study’. Finally, pressurization tests were not performed in a
decompression chamber but in a water tank. is to avoid that bits would be blown
in an uncontrolled explosion at the moment of failure. e water acted as a damper,
“freezing” the damage, so engineers could find the cause. However, such pressure testing
is about ultimate strength and leak resistance, not fatigue.

Visions of a thousand Comets
As is so oen the case with such development, the envelope was pushed too far.
Engineers easily become over confident. Around 1950, managers had become probably
even more overconfident by early commercial success with visions of a thousand
Comets. deHavilland was clearly in the lead in the civil yet market, but competition was
looming from Boeing. Driven by fear, mangers pushed delivery times forward, putting
unrealistic pressure on the engineers. But the biggest blunder, no doubt, is the decision
by the Investigation Board to let the planes fly again aer the Elba accident - probably
influenced by deHavilland’s management.

Cause of the accident
Essentially it is the rectangular shape of the windows that caused the accident.
Concerns had been raised about this shape within the aviation community. e
problem was exacerbated by the punch rivet construction technique that was employed.
e windows had been engineered to be glued and riveted, but this proved to be so
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difficult that it was decided only to punch the rivets. Unlike drill riveting, the imperfect
nature of the hole created by punch riveting is likely to initiate fatigue cracks around
the rivet. e very thin nature of the aircra’s skin around the windows contributed to
the problem.

Fatigue
Another question that remains is whether the engineers could have known about
dangers of fatigue. It was certainly a hot topic within the engineering community. e
famous paper of Griffith on this subject ‘e phenomena of rupture and flow in solids’
was published in 1921 and Irwin published his now also classic sequence ‘Fracturing
of metals’ in 1948. So, fatigue was definitely not an unknown phenomenon at the time
– with brittle fracture suspected to be at the root of many structural problems and major
accidents those days. Also in aviation, when a Martin 2-0-2 operated by Northwest
Orient Airlines heading from Chicago to Minneapolis crashed in a thunderstorm, August
29th1948 - with official cause ‘e loss of the outer panel of the le wing which separated
om the aircra as a result of a fatigue crack in the le ont outer panel attachment fitting
which had been induced by a faulty design of that fitting, the fatigue crack having been
aggravated by severe turbulence encountered in the thunderstorm.’ Also a report in Time on
the Comet accident, November 1st, 1954, described metal fatigue ‘Failure of a metal aer
repeated straining. Small cracks, which sometimes start at tool marks, sharp indentations or
other ‘stress raisers’, spread through metal until it breaks. Sufficient strength, correct design
and careful fabrication can prevent such failures’. Nowhere in the official investigation
report can such precise definition be found.

Last but not least – and this is always referred to when the Comet is discussed
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– in those days everybody involved must have seen the 1951 movie ‘No Highway in the
Sky’ starring Jimmy Stewart and Marlene Dietrich. e movie was based on Nevil Shute’s
novel ‘No Highway’ from 1948 that portrays a fictional professor who has come up with a
novel theory on metal fatigue and calculates that a particular aircra - the Reindeer - will
fail within a certain number of takeoffs and landings and that a particular aircra is about
to exceed that number. He tries to warn officials but no one takes him seriously. Nevil
Shute was a former Vickers aeronautical engineer and wrote his novel as a cautionary tale
due to his concern that British aviation officials were not taking the problem seriously
enough. He proved to be right, but that is poor comfort for those who died. He published
numerous other novels, among them ‘On the Beach’ that became a classic and was also
adapted as a film.

Whatever may be ‘the truth’, it is important that the investigation provides
most important lessons and did put the focus on fracture mechanics. Aer some time,
scientist learned how fatigue and brittle failure can be explained by fracture mechanics
- even much more important how fracture mechanics can be applied to avoid failure
through fatigue. e critical length where the crack becomes self propagating can now
easily calculate - based on formulas derived from the work of Griffith. e Comet had
a fuselage of clad aluminium that had a critical strain energy release rate of 300 in-psi.
Taking the hoop stress due to relative pressurization at 20,000 psi, this means that the
critical length where a crack becomes self-propagating can be calculated to be some 2.62
inch. A crack of this length can be possibly detected in time, but in case of the Comet
the cracks were propagating from the rivet holes near the radio directing finding aerial
window. When the crack reaches the window, it grew into it which size adds to the
crack length, effectively creating a very large catastrophic crack.
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ese insights paved the way to more responsible design, manufacturing
and maintenance where fracture is controlled. It is now possible to design certain
components, like turbine blades, such that stresses remain well below the fatigue
strengths of the material in a way fatigue cracks ‘never develop’ to critical length
during their design lifetime. Unfortunately with aircra this cannot be achieved with
aluminium alloys. eir high strength to weight ratio makes them attractive for aircra
structures, but these alloys are also characterized by relatively low fatigue strengths. A
design below the fatigue limit would make the plane too heavy for economical flight.
Composites have better fatigue strength but poses other problems, as will be discussed
later. Aircra have therefore to be designed above their fatigue strength and the
designer must consider the possibility that fatigue cracks may appear within the lifetime
of the aircra. Critical locations can be designed more strongly and extra protected
for such influences as corrosion and impact, and have to be inspected and possibly
tested more frequently and replaced at specified intervals. Moreover, the structure can
be designed in such a way that there remains sufficient structural redundancy in the
structure when a particular member fails. But with composites this poses a problem,
because of its poor impact response.

Seven Oh Seven
It took deHavilland four years of hard work to bring the completely redesigned
Comet-4 into service – now with a strengthened fuselage and round windows to alleviate
the metal fatigue problem and equipped with Rolls-Royce Avon engines that had twice the
thrust of the Comet 1’s deHavillands’ Ghosts. September 30th 1958 the Comet-4 became
the first jet airliner to enter transatlantic service flying om London to New York - the
plane could carry about 80 passengers. Panam began service on the same route three weeks
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later - October 28th - inaugurating the Boeing 707. A larger Comet 5 was proposed, but
never built.

It is probably true that Boeing’s success is due largely to Comet’s misfortune.
When deHavilland developed their Comet, Boeing was in a comfortable second
position. Representatives from Boeing had the chance to see the Comet at the
Farnborough air show in 1950 and they realized, like de Havilland, that the future of
commercial airliners lay in jets. With the B47 bomber they were the only American
manufacturer with vast experience about large jet aircra. May be a bit of a gamble at
that time, but they provided ample time for development - valuable lessons learned
from deHavilland. Boeing decided to go for a much larger jet liner, at least doubling the
44 passengers of the Comet - actually it became more than 150. e Pratt and Whitney
engine had three times more thrust than the Ghost. Like the B-47 the engines were
pod mounted below the wing which is much safer position and easier to maintain. e
fuselage wall was taken four and a half times as thick and additionally strengthened
at intervals with titanium strips (and contained round windows). Already in 1954 a
prototype rolled out for the military and it took another four years to bring the 707
into civil service.
e 707 was a huge success. When production stopped in 1991, over one
thousand had been sold – as pointed out before, deHavilland envisaged once to sell
such number of the original Comet but in the end only 79 Comet-4’s were build. e
707 paved the way ultimately for the 747, the world’s most successful plane so far. For
Boeing development of the 747 involved essentially ‘only’ scaling of proven technology
– the real innovation was the turbofan engine developed by General Electric that
delivered double the trust of earlier turbojets while consuming a third less fuel. Design
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started in 1965 with Joseph Sutter as Principal engineer. Boeing agreed to deliver the
first 747 to Pan Am by the end of 1969. e delivery date le 28 months to design
the aircra, which was two-thirds the normal time. September 30th1968, the first 747
rolled out at Everett, exactly according schedule with first flight, February 9th1969.
Production passed the 1,000 mark in 1993. As of January 2009, more than 1440 747’s
have been delivered in different variants with more than 100 on order. e 707 was
replaced by the 777 of which more than a thousand have been sold and the plane has
not been involved with any tragic accident - but recently a 777 crashed when the plane
lost suddenly power just before landing, fortunately without casualties. Now Boeing
has decided to widen the horizon once again going for an all-composite aircra pushing
technology again to the limit, if not beyond. But now Boeing is frontrunner with
Airbus in comfortable second position.
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Nobody gathering in the large exclusive Concorde lounge before
boarding Air France Concorde flight 459 in Paris, July 25th 2000, could
have imagined that their flight would end in disaster within minutes after
take off. Concorde had till then the reputation to be the safest working
passenger airliner in the world. Passengers took either their entitled foot
massage, back massage, facial or pedicure, take a last luxurious shower
- surrounded with classical music - or just enjoyed the famous sandwich
platter including caviar and a first glass of champagne. Concorde
Boarding was another ritual; again with champagne served the moment
you took the leather seat. Queue for take off, the captain explained the
procedures of starting up the Rolls Royce engines and that reheats were
applied during take off to reach 250 mph within 30 seconds - ahead a
DC 10 started his take off roll and lost a piece of metal seconds later
- Concorde was next. Experiencing Concorde’s bumpy acceleration on
the runway - champagne at hand - passing V1 speed disaster struck when
a wheel hit the lost piece of metal shredding a tire and a piece of rubber
impacted one of the fuel tanks - leaking fuel ignited….
During the 27 years it was in service, Concorde flew only limited
miles - carrying just 2.5 million passengers on some 50.000 flights and
after the Paris accident Concorde was suddenly rated as the by far worst
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aircraft in service worldwide. This proved soon to be a correct rating.
Unknown to the passengers - but well known to the pilots - Concorde had
a record of busted tires. 57 accidents involving a busted tire happened
during the period 1976 to 2000, of which 12 caused serious damage to the
plane, including 6 times a perforation of the fuel tank, once all the way
through the wing - this time it let to fatal accident. Concorde was not safe
at all but had a very long history of problems. That the accident did not
happen at a much earlier moment was shear luck.

Jetliners were now booming business with the Americans dominating
the market. This to great dissatisfaction of the British who had lost out
with the Comet and also to the French whose aircraft industry had not yet
recovered from the war. Also the Russians were waiting in the sidelines.
To regain control a breakthrough technology was needed. Based on early
success by the military it was ‘obvious’ that supersonic was the next logical
step for airliners.

Swept wing concept
A German aerodynamicist - Dietrich Kuchemann - who had moved
to the UK after the war delivered with his swept wing concept a technology
that makes it possible to fly with full control above the speed of sound –
and led ultimately to the thin-winged delta shaped design of the Concorde.
UK and France signed up for the development in 1962 and the Concorde
went first supersonic October 1st, 1969 - a stunning technical achievement.
Soon seventy orders were booked but were just as soon cancelled, because
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of essentially unforeseen international developments. The US, trailing
in second position, cancelled its supersonic transport program in 1971
- Boeing, who had designed a much larger 300 passenger supersonic,
decided for its 747 which had just entered service. This soon proved to
be a very wise decision when the world became confronted with the oil
crises in 1973. The sharp increase of fuel costs posed a huge problem to the
Concorde, which has an extremely high fuel demand. At supersonic speed
an Atlantic flight takes about one ton of kerosene per passenger seat versus
less than a quarter ton at subsonic. As it happened, the Russian counterpart
of the Concorde, the TU-144, tragically crashed at the Paris Air Show also
in 1973. This made further sales of this plane impossible but meant also a
mayor set back for the marketing of the Concorde. Marketing became also
hindered – much more than anticipated - by public complaint about noise
and became a political issue. Indeed, a loud boom sounded every morning
in Kerry Ireland around 11 a.m. - often very loud and led to serious
complaint. In the end only 20 Concorde’s were built, six for development
and 14 for commercial service. The plane began scheduled flights in 1976 –
cutting short a trip from Paris to New York to just under 3.5 hours - until it
was grounded after the Paris crash. After a fifteen-month Return to Service
Program, Concorde was recertified and resumed service September 2001.
The slump in air travel after 9/11 led to operations to be definitely ceased in
2003. Concorde made a last emotional retirement flight, with three planes
landing at Heathrow November 26th, shortly after 4 p.m. ending an era of
supersonic civil aviation.
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The weight issue
With the Concorde aviation entered new territory because aircraft
behave very different at super sonic speeds. Both design and production
required technology to be stretched again to the limit. Testing did set
records and so did the development cost overrun of some 600%. Forces
are extreme and heat is generated by compression of air when the plane
travels supersonic. Conventional aluminum was the construction material
of choice but this cannot sustain more than 1270 0C because of fatigue.
This restriction limited top speed to Mach 2.02 - but this is also about the
‘optimum’ for fuel efficiency. Engineers had to settle for turbojets because
more efficient and more quit turbofans needed to be larger and heavier to
give the required high trust needed for take off, transonic acceleration and
supersonic cruise. The engineers focused on efficient fuel consumption
with the jet cruising at supersonic cruise speed at some 60.000 ft, but
this made them more inefficient for subsonic cruise and special measure
had be worked out to limit this inefficiency – possible to limited extend
only. So could it not be avoided that Concorde consumed some two tons
of fuel taxiing to the runway. Because of the high fuel load that has to be
carried every effort was made to save on weight - with the exception of
the large sonic wine cellar. Aerodynamics are here essential and required
the engines to be integrated with the delta wing with the land gear located
underneath the engines which is not a particular safe place. Aerodynamics
and structural integrity that had to be obtained with very thin skin and
this required that riveted joints had to be eliminated. The lower skin has a
thickness of only 1.2 mm. This meant that new manufacturing methods had
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to be adapted if not developed, which resulted in a first time application
of computer controlled manufacturing, a technology that was at that time
still at its infancy but upon which the whole design concept would rest.
New tooling had to be developed that sculps out major components out of
aluminum and titanium blocks. This proved extremely difficult because
of the toughness of the alloys and the often very thin components and
close tolerances that had to be met. In the end this resulted in an aircraft
with a take off weight of about 410,000 lbs (186,000 kg). Fuel included a
staggering 50,4% - or more than double that of a 777 were fuel includes
24,1% of the take-off weight of about 520,000 lbs (235,900 kg). Concorde
took up to 128 passengers against 383 with the 777.

Concorde flight 459
The circumstances surrounding flight 459 give an alarming insight in
aviation safety - something one does not presume when you enter the plane
and are welcomed with a glass of champagne. The flight lasted only sixty
seconds and this was the result of design faults, total neglect during the 25
years of operation and a chain of dramatic events that started in the weeks
preceding the particular flight.
Drama was set in motion during a maintenance stop in Tel Aviv, June
11th 2000, when a metal strip had to be replaced on one of the engines of
a DC-10. About a month late, July 9th 2000, a mechanic at Continental
noticed a twisted wear strip sticking out the same engine and this was
replaced, but later it appeared that a wrong strip had be replaced and in a
wrong way. Taking off just four minutes before the Concorde flight, the
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strip was lost on the runway. Later it was found that runway inspection was
conducted twice daily instead of the specified three. During a scheduled
check 17 to 21 July the bogie had been replaced at the left main gear of
the Concorde. By accident a spacer was left out, which means that the gear
wheels track at a slight angle.
The chance to have a tyre incident increases with weight – with flight
459 structural weight was slightly exceeded. Standing on the platform ready
to disembark it was found that there were 29 unidentified bags on board,
which later proved to be 19. The bags had been X-rayed but the plane
was already slight overweight and these bags were not in the crew’s final
determination of weight and balance of the aircraft. Also some extra fuel
was carried for taxiing to provide more fuel for the actual flight. All this
resulted in a slight overweight: maximum structural weight was 185.700 kg
and the actual total weight 186.900 kg of which 94.800 kg fuel. The captain
knew that he had to take off at structural limit.

A record of busted tires
Just passing V1 on runway 26R the right front tire No 2 on the left
main landing gear was destroyed after having run over the piece of metal tire burst happened fifty seven times before, nineteen times this was caused
by foreign objects and twenty-two times during take off. The destruction of
the tyre in all probability resulted in large pieces of rubber being thrown
against the underside of the left wing causing serious damage to the plane
- this happened twelve times before. The impact led to the rupture of a
part of tank No 5 - penetration of a fuel tank happened six times before
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once right through the wing. This time a severe fire broke out under the
left wing - at an earlier accident probably a light fire occurred. For the
first time in twenty seven years a Concorde crashed and one hundred and
thirteen persons lost their life and a lengthy investigation followed - an
investigation was performed happened one time before. Concorde had
a record of busted tires - ‘The risk of a burst or deflated tire is 60 times
greater on the Concorde supersonic jet than on the subsonic Airbus A340’
- well known to management, engineers and pilots. Not much was done
about it. British Airways stopped using retreat tires back in 1981. Wheels
and tires were strengthened in 1982, but not enough. Air France stopped
using retreat tires not before 1996.

Cause of the accident
The accident happened after a piece of rubber from the busted tire
slammed the wing underneath the fuel tank. From the accident records it
is clear that the tires were not suited for a structural limit of 190.000 kg
– a structural limit of 150.000 kg is probably a more realistic figure for the
tires that were in place. The principal cause of the accident can therefore be
regarded to be structural overweight with the tires that were in place. Tires
should have been in place that can sustain the structural limit of 190.000 kg
that was applied. Other factors contributed.

Investigation
From the investigation it is not clear how the accident exactly
happened. The impactor that caused the accident was possibly a piece of
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rubber that weighed some 4.5 kg. It is very difficult to estimate the impact
velocity. The linear velocity of the aircraft (~85 m/s) is essentially relative
but drag can cause extra acceleration. Probably more important are the
peripheral velocity of the tire and the speed of possible self-rotation of
the impactor where, depending on the direction of self-rotation this can
add or lessen the actual impact velocity – in this case it probably added.
Also the angle of impact has a strong influence on the impact force that is
generated. Furthermore it is realistic to assume that more than one impactor
was involved causing multiple impact that is known to increase breakage
probability to a significant degree. Whatever, it will never be know, but
the impact was apparently strong enough to cause significant damage
- the long flame required a large quantity of kerosene - but it is not clear
how this damage developed. Did the impact rupture the tank, puncturing
a hole, or did it generate a hydrodynamic pressure surge in the fuel that
blew up the tank. The latter mechanism does better explain how so much
fuel could escape so fast – it is difficult to envisage this with a puncture.
This is supported by the fact that earlier severe puncturing did not lead to
catastrophe and also physical evidence supports the view that the integrity
of the tank was broken.

Appropriate Measures
With so many unknowns it is very difficult to take appropriate
measures to avoid such accident from happening again. Lowering the
structural limit would mean definitively grounding the fleet, but it proved
relatively easy for Michelin to develop a burst resistant tire – which
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essentially solved the problem. The investigators deemed it necessary also
to strengthen the tank for impact resistance and to protect certain cabling
with armour plating. The tanks were only extra protected for penetrating
impact with a Kevlar lining, although hydrodynamic ram is a most probable
cause. Making the tanks strong enough to withstand a pressure wave would
require the tank to be provided with wave absorbing panels and this would
limit the fuel capacity to a level were transatlantic crossing could require
a fuel stop at Shannon – and was not considered. Rubber projectiles were
fired at a Kevlar-strengthened tank, which created holes, but these were
‘only big enough to release a mere one litre of kerosene per second’. For
the engineers involved apparently enough proof that impact should no
longer cause a fire risk although it is still unclear what caused the fire. It is
very difficult to ignite kerosene, but ignition took place almost immediately.
The investigators perceived engine surge, electric arc and hot contact. Also
here it is probably a coincident combination of these and possibly other
mechanism. The investigation report reads ‘Although the engineers could
not be 100% certain, they felt that their best educated estimate was that
the ignition was caused by a spark from arcing in the landing gear brake
cabling. It was proposed that this would be armoured in the remaining
aircraft’. What also contributed to the accident are the very thin skin of
the fuel tanks and the close positioning relative to each other and to the
fuel tanks, the engines and the landing gear - but making such fundamental
improvements would mean building a new aircraft - and this also was not
considered.
Concorde’s Return to Service Program took some fifteen months of
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hard work, but as has been shown, the most important modifications were
relatively simple. Concorde was declared air-worthy again and re-certified.
Amazingly in the official investigation report cites only previous tire
problems - no attention was paid to the many other accidents that happened
during earlier service. A quick look through the Concorde’s past accident
history learns - amongst others - that part of the rudders broke off four times,
sometimes large sections and at least one engine had to be shut down nine
times. With regard to the accident here discussed the fundamental question
remains why improved tires were not developed and installed at a much
earlier stage. Managers, engineers, mechanics and also the pilots are here to
blame.
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Also the astronauts boarding Space Shuttle Columbia flight ST-107, January 16th
2003, had no idea that their flight would end in disaster during re entry - February 1st because of a known impact of a large piece of foam that broke away om the External Fuel
Tank shortly aer take off and damaged one of the reinforced carbon-carbon panels of the
ermal Protection System. What adds to the drama is that the accident could have been
avoided when numerous requests for imageing the shuttle on-orbit had not been refused.
Worse even, the U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) at Colorado’s Cheyenne
Mountain Air Force Station were already preparing for such imageing when the manager
who had made the request was overruled by Shuttle Program Chief who personally
cancelled the request - the imagery request was made outside the official chain of command
and without first gaining permission om management. But the underlying cause of the
accident was that NASA paid no attention – whatsoever – to the poor impact performance
of the heat shield materials.

Aer the accident the remaining space shuttles were grounded and the Columbia
Accident Investigation Board (CAIB) conducted a lengthy investigation that is
described in great detail in their excellent final report. NASA conducted a lengthy and
costly return to flight program based on the recommendations included in the CAIB
final report. Aer a delay of two years, the first Return to Flight mission - Discovery ST114 - was launched July 26th. During launch it was immediately clear that the problems
that caused the Columbia accident had not been solved. ‘Imagery during launch showed
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a piece of foam being shed om the external tank, as well as smaller tile and foam dings.
Imagery of the tiles showed two areas where gap fillers were protruding’. Indeed the main
improvement is that better imageing is conducted.

Flight ST-117
Columbia was the first Space Shuttle - flight ST-1 - launched on April 12th 1981.
Although the Orbiter was originally designed not to be subjected to any significant
debris strikes, Columbia sustained heavy damage on its inaugural flight from debris
strikes during launch. More than 300 tiles had to be replaced, but this was no surprise to
the engineers who later acknowledged to the Investigation Board that they had known
in advance that the External Tank ‘was going to produce the debris shower that occurred”.
All later flights experienced damage, sometimes much worse. For NASA these
problems soon became a simple maintenance, so-called ‘turnaround issue’ and nobody
recognized that one day an accident was bound to happen.
January 16th 2002, Columbia flight FT-107 took off for its 28th mission, the
113th Space Shuttle flight. 81.9 seconds aer launch, a large piece of foam broke away
from the External Tank and struck the le wing, when the Orbiter was travelling at
about 65,700 feet, at 2300 /s or 700 m/s. Engineers estimated within days - with the
Shuttle still in orbit - that the piece of foam was probably 19 inches by 11.5 inches
by 5.5 inches, weighing 1.67 pounds with a density of 2.4 lb/cu . Transport analyses
revealed that it took the foam about 0.2 seconds to travel to the le wing. Because of a
large drag, the foam slowed down to about 1500 /s and struck the Shuttle at a relative
speed of about 800 /s (45 m/s) and damaged most probably Carbon-Carbon panel
number eight that protects part of the wing edge.
On the 1st of February at 8:44:09 am Columbia crossed Entry Interface, at
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400,000 feet travelling at approximately 17,500 mph. Re-entry appeared normal
until 8:54:24 when temperature indicators started to fail. Superheated air entered
the wing, which may have been as hot as 8000 degrees near the breach. is led to
total destruction of Columbia at a height of about 200,000 feet over Texas. Last
communication with the crew was broken at 08:59:32.

A history of trouble
e Space Shuttles flew 113 missions during the period 1981 to 2003. It is
common knowledge that ’the heat shield of tiles, the reinforced carbon-carbon panels
and thermal blankets were not designed to be damaged in any way for any reason. at’s
why the Orbiter isn’t allowed to fly through rain, stay outside when it hails or risk having
workers drop tools on it’. It is therefore surprising that Columbia, on its inaugural
flight in 1981, sustained heavy damage from debris and more than 300 tiles had to be
replaced, and the engineers apparently knew in advance that the External Tank ‘was
going to produce the debris shower that occurred’. With the 79 flights of which imagery
was available, foam shed 70 times and impacted the ermal Protected System, together
with lumps of ice. No serious action was taken. Tiles came back damaged every time
with on average 143 divots with 31 divots averaging over an inch in dimension. When
Atlantis flight ST-27 returned from its mission in 1988 damage was massive - ‘looked
like it had been blasted by a shotgun’ - the Orbiter had 707 dings, 298 of which greater
than an inch. Also serious damage occurred to the reinforced carbon-carbon panels on
previous flights. en, just three months before the Columbia accident, with flight ST112, a particular big block of foam separated 33 seconds aer launch of Atlantis and
damaged the External Tank Attach Ring of Atlantis.
With the Columbia FT-107 video captured quite dramatic pictures of a heavy
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foam impact to the le wing 81,9 seconds aer launch when travelling at Mach 2,46
(2300 /s or 700 m/s) at about 65,700 feet. is was actually the seventh recorded le
bipop ramp foam loss. Also an object was seen via military radar floating from the Space
Shuttle during the second day of the mission, but this recording was not discovered
until aer the accident. As mentioned before, the accident could have been avoided
when orbit imageing had been performed - and more important - when the heat shield
materials had been properly tested.

A turn around issue
e cause was just total neglect - multiple total neglect to be more precisely.
Much has been written about why the alarm bells were not ringing at a much earlier
stage, why no photos were made in orbit to assess possible damage or, even better,
to order the crew to inspect the shuttle in space which is always possible in case of
emergency. Did engineers got used to the problems and did managers convince
themselves there was no safety of flight issue, as is suggested in so many analyses and
is described in great detail in the excellent final report of the Columbia Accident
Investigation Board (CAIB). NASA engineers got indeed used to foam debris that was
no longer regarded a safety-of-flight issue from 1990, when it officially became to be
known as a ‘turnaround’ or maintenance issue, and less as a hazard to the vehicle and
crew. But based on what? And there is another important contributing factor in that
impact response of materials at higher velocity is not well understood. e reason for
this is – bizarre as it may sound - that no suitable method is available to test impact
response of materials at high velocity.
For anybody familiar with high velocity impact imageing, the apparent force and
magnitude of the rebounding debris at that velocity that showed on the video taken
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during take off revealed for certain that most probably something terribly had gone
wrong.

Researching impact performance of rock with the aid of high speed video recording at that time
– this author watched the impact on CNN in Holland and was horrified but what could I do. I knew
an accident was bound to happen on re entry and felt terrible when it happened. is led me to follow
developments closely and now the author trier to prevent another possible disaster again involving impact
- the purpose of this study.

at Shuttle Program Management declined the requests on orbit imageing - the
CAIB report summarizes nine missed opportunities during the flight that could have
prevented the accident from happening - and ultimately discounted the possibility of a
burn-through, was a mayor management blunder. But also engineers contributed to this
decision through inexperience and ignorance, keeping the main focus on the tiles, the
use of out of date models, incorrect interpretation of the results and so on.
But it has to be stressed that all engineers were concerned about the foam
impact and wanted closer inspection of the Columbia; that is, except for one with ‘close
connection to Shuttle management’ who regarded him as the top expert on the ermal
Protection System. Somehow, this expert was ‘coninced’ that there was no problem
and advised management repeatedly that there was no safety-of flight-issue and they
followed his advice - apparently blindly.

Tile or panel
Analysis of li-off imagery on the second day of the mission revealed that the
Orbiter’s le wing took a heavy blow 81.9 seconds aer launch. e Intercenter Photo
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Working Group, being familiar with such images from earlier impacts, was immediately
concerned about the large size of the impactor and the apparent momentum of the
impact, as revealed by resulting shower of rebounding fragments, and believed that the
Orbiter might have been damaged. ey put in a request for on-orbit imagery of the
Shuttle and distributed the video and photo images for further review. e request for
imagery was soon to be supported by the Debris Assessment Team. en, analysis by
Boeing engineers on flight day three and four indicated that the size of the impactor was
rather large indeed; some 20” by 20-16” by 2-6” and they estimated the apparent impact
velocity to be approximately 750 /s (229 m/s), and the incidence angle of impact less
then 20 degrees, which later proved remarkably true.
Transport analysis that were made during the flight identified 15 possible strike
regions, 12 predicted an impact in the regions of the Shuttle tiles and only one on the
Carbon-Carbon leading edge at a 21 degree angle that was regarded a ‘safe’ angle of
impact as will be discussed later. Concern focused therefore mainly on the ‘fragile’ tiles
- within NASA there was ‘this long-standing belief that foam was not a threat to CarbonCarbon panels’, although no reliable test results were available - what so ever - to support
this view and serious damage had already occurred to a Carbon-Carbon panel during a
previous flight.

Believing Crater
Being uncertain oen leads engineers to either more or less ignoring a problem
or take refuge in mathematical models. In many instances insufficient data can be made
available for the proper development, validation and the running of such models, and
this is certainly true for impact - as NASA learned the hard way when the available
Crater simulation model suggested that damage might have occurred to Columbia’s
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Protection Heat Shield.
For modelling of foam impact against the tiles only the ‘Crater-model’ was
available to assess possible damage. Crater is no more than a very simple mathematical
equation designed back in 1966 during the Apollo Program to assess impact damage
by micrometeorites. But it was all that was available at the time of the accident - that is
of course except for the possible request for on orbit imageing. e equation had been
modified between 1979 and 1985 to enable the analysis of impact to the tiles by small
size objects up to 3 cubic inches in volume -however, with no physical validation. But
the volume of the actual piece of foam that caused the accident was initially estimated
to be some 640 times larger - later estimates put the size at approximately 400 times
larger. Furthermore, Crater had the reputation to be a ‘conservative tool’, in that it
normally predicted more damage than will actually occur. is is a remarkable view
since the model was not validated, at least not with reliable physical test data.
It happened that the engineers on duty were new and not really familiar with the
model. With an impactor that was some 640 times ‘too big’ for Crater, the engineers
tried to translate the results from the model to the actual accident conditions, with
correction for size and extrapolation for density. Somehow, this interpretation led
engineers ‘to judge that the actual damage om the larger piece of foam would not be as
severe as Crater predicted, and to assume that the foam did not penetrate the orbiter’s skin’,
although it was not known were the actual impact took place and virtually nothing was
known about heavy foam-tile impact performance.
When the engineers focused on potential Reinforced Carbon-Carbon damage,
they used - or tried to use - a Crater-like model that was calibrated in 1984 by impact
data from small ice impactors. is exercise indicated that impact angles greater
than 150 would result in Carbon-Carbon penetration. e results were qualitatively
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extrapolated for lighter foam impact and this led ‘engineering judgment to conclude that
foam impact up to an angle of 210 would not penetrate the Carbon-Carbon’.
Although some engineers were uncomfortable with these extrapolations and
interpretations, no further analysis were performed to assess tile damage or CarbonCarbon damage. e engineers informed management that Crater indicated that
the foam most probably did not penetrate the Orbiter’s skin. is illustrates, in an
unfortunate dramatic way, how modelling can become the cause of accidents, instead
of preventing them. But the bottom line here is that when ‘something the size of a large
cooler strikes the Orbiter at 500 miles per hour’ as one engineer put it, nobody, neither
engineer nor management, should have even questioned - or try to verify by modelling
- the request to take a close look at the Orbiter, which ermal Protection System is
known to be fragile.

Expert advise during the flight
But a number of engineers felt uneasy about this outcome of the modelling
and decided to put in a request for closer inspection, but this request was more or less
‘overruled’ by the previous mentioned ‘expert’. On flight day six our expert send an email to Shuttle Program Management ‘for your information -ermal Protection System
took a hit-should not be a problem-status by the end of the week’, that essentially down
played the possibility that foam damaged the ermal Protection System. Apparently
unknown to the managers was, that this expert was specialized in the tiles only and had
no expertise on Reinforced Carbon-Carbon what so ever. Moreover, aer the accident
the investigation revealed that essentially nothing was known at the time about impact
response of the tiles other than damage assessment on return. e expert himself
probably did not realize his awful position - there was not really very much to expertise
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on and consequently not much to refute him.
During the third Debris Assessment Team meeting on flight day eight a heated
discussion took place when our tile expert was called to ask about their rationale for
pursuing on orbit imaginary – that he deemed not necessary. Pressed for additional
reasons and not fully understanding why their original justification was insufficient,
the Boeing analysts reasoned ‘that at least they would know what happened if something
were to go terribly wrong’ and challenged the expert, that when ‘something the size of a
large cooler had hit the Orbiter at 500 miles per hour’ further investigation should not be
questioned. e tile expert remained confidant and reassured ‘that the analysts were new
and would learn om this exercise’.
On flight day nine the Debris Assessment Team presented it’s findings to the
management. e engineers still ‘shared a high level of concern’. Five scenarios for debris
damage were presented which focused primarily on the tiles and not on the RCC
panels. Each case predicted thermal and structural effects for Columbia’s re-entry,
however, uncertainties remained about where the debris had struck and about Crater’s
reliability. ‘Engineers ultimately concluded that their analysis, limited as is was, did not
show that a safety of flight issue existed’.
Also on flight day nine, our tile expert stated again his belief ‘that no safetyof-flight issue exists’ during the final Mission Management Team Meeting and this
‘conclusion’ was entered in the Mission Evaluation Room console log. Case closed. But till
flight day seventeen when the accident happened, the impact was further analysed and
discussed by the engineers but the safety-of-flight status remained, although most of the
engineers felt very uncomfortable about this and still wanted images of the le wing but
‘had given up trying…’
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An environmental issue
At the time of the Columbia accident, results of an incomplete test program,
performed in 1999, was essentially all that was known about foam impact response
of the tiles. But as always, NASA paid attention to environmental issues. Due to
environmental concerns it was decided, in 1995, to replace the original (SOFI) foam
material because it contained CFC’s (chlorofluorocarbons). Loss of foam has always
been a problem, but the first shuttle provided with the new (NCFL) foam material
experienced more heavy loss of isolation material then NASA was used to so far
- and that means really a lot and damaged increased. But now the environment was
involved there was of course no way back for NASA on the chlorofluorocarbons
– apparently regarded more important than the safety of the crew. Modifications
of the foam chemistry showed some improvements, but did far from eliminate the
problem. en, in 1999, NASA decided finally to have the tiles tested for foam impact
in what later appeared to have been ‘a rudimentary program’ only. e report can
be downloaded from the web. ree small types of NCFL 24-124 foam projectiles
– blocks and cylinders with volumes from a quarter to three cubic inches weighing 0.1
to 1.77 grams - were shot at 18 engineering tiles and at 37 used flight tiles at velocities
ranging from 400 to 1600 /s and at angles of 100 to 600. Due to the limited number
of experiments, the tests showed ‘a degree of mixed results where definitive conclusions
are difficult to make’ and it was concluded that ’As expected, tests conducted with large fast
moing projectiles fired at increased incidence angles produced the largest crater olumes’,
confirming common household knowledge only.
However, a closer look at the test results reveals a more alarming picture. Crater
depths up to one inch and more - in one case ‘the damage was too extensive to accurately
measure olume’ - require at least more serious follow-up testing, taking into account
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what is at stake. It is therefore difficult to understand – actually astounding - that
for reasons not clear to us, this program was somehow suspended halfway, when it
appeared that the small pieces of foam damaged the tiles more heavily than expected.
e test report mentions that ‘During the initial stages of this study the decision was made
by the sponsor to eliminate all tests with the 1.0”x3.0”x6.0” (11.5 grams) projectile due to
the levels of damage created by the smaller projectiles’, although in reality the pieces were
known to be up to hundred-fold larger…. It is therefore incomprehensible when we read
that ‘No tests were performed with larger debris objects because it was not believed such
debris could ever impact the Orbiter’. We wonder whether our expert has been involved
with this test program.
Much remains unclear – and one can only wonder in disbelief – but the way
this test program was executed contributed in a significant way to the destruction of
the Columbia – in that it shows total neglect about the impact performance of the
tiles. Had these tiles been investigated properly this would have revealed their real
vulnerability and most probably someone would have asked also to study the carboncarbon panels.

A sceptical community
Aer the accident there was no agreement among investigators that the foam
impact could cause sufficient damage to precipitate the accident, despite the dramatic
video images of foam striking Columbia’s le wing short aer li-off. To find out,
NASA planned a full- scale test. is was going to take some months and in the
meantime NASA asked Sandia to prepare first computational models, based on the
recorded foam impact. Early results indicated that such impact would not cause
much damage to the lower wing tiles. But the analysts at Sandia found that impact
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to the wing’s leading edge could actual have damaged and potentially penetrated the
reinforced carbon-carbon material. For many at NASA this was hard to believe - as one
Sandia analyst put it ‘We faced a very sceptical community’ - and this scepticism would
remain until the full-scale test was performed.

In the blink of an eye
e full-scale test was performed at Southwest Research Institute in San Antonio,
Texas, July 7th 2003. Although it had never been done before, it proved not too difficult
to shoot a rectangular impactor of foam about the size thought to have caused the
accident at the estimated relative velocity (777 /s or 237 m/s), at the estimated
angle of incidence (25.1degrees with correction for self rotation) and at the estimated
clocking-angle against the reinforced carbon-carbon panel number 8 of the leading edge
where the actual impact was thought to have occurred. To the total surprise of many
– a previous test involving another panel did reveal no damage - this test confirmed
that such impact produces indeed enough power to break up the panel. ‘I don’t think
anyone expected to see a 16-inch square hole’, one of the engineers reported later, ‘In the
blink of an eye, there it was, and hundreds of people immediately came to terms with how
much damage a piece of foam can do’. From the force with which the shower of debris
rebounded aer the actual impact we estimate that it is possible that the damage to the
Shuttle was even larger. On the other hand, arc testing performed later revealed that
much smaller damage to the panels can already cause an accident as it occurred.

Return to Flight program
e problem for NASA is that the ermal Protection System was not designed
to be impact resistant during launch, but to be temperature resistant during entry; that
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is up to at least 2500 F (1400 C). e Shuttle was designed not to fly through rain,
nor to stay outside when it hails. But already during the first flight it appeared that the
ermal Protection System had to be also impact resistant, due to the heavy loss and
subsequent impact of foam and ice. It was already noted that not too much attention
has been paid to this problem until the accident with the Columbia happened. But now
the problem had to be solved – at least that was the idea.
Before long it became clear that it was much more difficult to study in detail the
impact response of foam, ice and ablator materials against the reinforced carbon-carbon
panels, ceramic tiles and window glazing at high velocity. With not much know how
‘Little was known at the time of the accident about the impact characteristics of either the
foam isolating the external fuel tanks or the reinforced carbon-carbon thermal protection
system’, only limited experience - ‘I was amazed that a 2-gram piece of foam could break
a reinforced carbon-carbon strip’ - as one engineer puts it and results from previous tests
incomplete, engineers at NASA realized that they had to start essentially from scratch.
With the heat shield materials there were not even reliable data available about tension,
bending and compression behaviour and other measures of failure were incomplete.
NASA’s Return-to-Flight Program focused in particular on preventing damage
to the ermal Protection System from happening again. erefore engineers
concentrated on eliminating or significantly limiting the shedding of foam and of ice
build-up, for which numerous improvements and modifications were made to the
External Fuel Tank isolation system – modelling played an important role up to a level
that at some moment virtually all computers at NASA were preoccupied with damage
assessment. Regardless all these efforts, the first return-to-flight - ST 114 - experienced
again multiple foam loss during launch, July 28th 2005, and ‘ the large size of some of the
foam loss caused concern because they were much larger than analysis had predicted was
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likely’ - that for the models. Damage to the heat shield was however limited, probably
because a number of the foam losses occurred later than 135 seconds aer launch at
a height where lower aerodynamic pressure limits drag and consequently the impact
velocity to a level too low to cause critical damage as was already pointed out before.
e focus was also on possibly ‘hardening’ of the ermal Protection System.
Orbiters have continuously been provided with more impact resistant tiles the Shuttle
program and recently again stronger tiles - BRI 18 - have been developed. As was
pointed out before, hardly any attention was paid to these panels during the Shuttle
program and also now engineers did not find a way to increase on the impact resistance
of the reinforced carbon-carbon. e probably easiest way out is to redesign the panels
such that it provides two and for the most critical area’s three protective shields behind
each other. Suggestions in this direction have already been made. But for the moment
the existing panels remain in place and these pose a repeated risk for similar damage to
occur.
It is therefore of utmost importance that much more imagery is obtained of the
heat shield as is now the case during launch – and for detailed inspection in space the
Orbiter is now provided with a robot-arm with sensors. Photo imagery is also taken by
the crew of the International Space Station, ISS, of the acreage tiles across the bottom of
the Orbiter before docking, as will be discussed later.
A problem that remains is repair when damage is detected. Several techniques
have been developed for possible repair in space but ‘Despite comprehensive efforts to
develop TPS repair materials and techniques; the state-of-the-art technology in this area
has yield modest technology to support the capability. As a result, continued efforts do not
hold promise of significant capabilities beyond those in hand’.
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Rocket science
What caused the accident with Columbia accident cannot be answered in a
straightforward way as with the Comet and e Concorde. e cause is here more
alarming because it concerns the by far largest scientific organization in the world with
thousand of top scientists and engineers with resources available to them beyond belief.
It is therefore also beyond belief when the causes of an accident with such a prestigious
project include that no attention was paid to impact response of the heat shield
materials – again whatsoever – while all flights endured impact damage, in many cases
very heavy damage. e only thing they could apparently come-up with was to term
it a ‘turnaround’ issue - and of course there was Crater. But the vulnerability of shuttle
concept could have been foreseen – this requires no rocket science – and was foreseen.
As indicated, NASA engineers did already know before the first Space Shuttle
was launched that essential mistakes had been made with the design – in particular
that the vulnerability of the concept was largely underestimated. When the design was
worked out, the idea was to have a reusable shuttle that could land like an aircra. For
that the main engines had to be part of the Shuttle, and therefore the engines had to be
designed in a way that they could be reused - contrary to rockets were the engines are
used only once. is concept required the Shuttle to be equipped with a separate tank
that contains the liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen. If that was not enough, it was
decided that this tank would also have to be reusable. is led to a design were the tank
was attached alongside the Shuttle. It was recognized that this posed an impact threat to
the shuttle from debris falling of the tank in particular ice that would build up along the
tank surfaces. e tanks were therefore provided with a thick coating of foam to prevent
such ice formation with a new coating to be applied each time. With this decision it
went wrong, the behaviour of the foam had not been well thought through.
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What is the case? e foam is sprayed on the tanks in layers manually but even
with robots formation of air voids in the foam cannot be avoided, in particular where
the surface is irregular and near corners and edges. As foam heats up it soens, as is the
case during launch due to friction with the air. e Shuttle is very fast gaining height and
this causes a very fast drop in atmospheric pressure but the pressure in the foam does not
drop so fast. Together the higher temperature and the pressure variation cause possibly
loosen of parts of the foam. Furthermore, liquid nitrogen filled voids can arise between
the foam and metallic surfaces of the tank because the balance is here disturbed when the
tank empties during take off and this goes at rather fast rate. is means that the liquid
nitrogen heats up and evaporates and that can damage the foam and cause parts to break
away. And probably other physical and chemical processes are involved.
Could this have been foreseen? Of course, this is elementary science – doesn’t
need rocket science - may be too elementary for the scientists involved. And even if the
processes that caused the damage are ignored it could have been easily demonstrated by
relative simple research. Moreover the foam did not prevent ice formation, at least far
from completely - which involves also elementary science - and considerable amounts of
ice did build up and lumps of ice did break away during launch together with foam.
As discussed before, this debris caused damage to Shuttle each time, oen heavy
and in case of the Columbia with fatal consequences. But it was not only the foam,
the whole design was wrong in that the crew should always be positioned on top. e
traditional capsule is again the design of choice - as the Russians and also the Chinese
can tell you by now. Future manned spacecra are going to be much smaller with the
payload brought into orbit with unmanned rockets.
During the return to Flight Program much attention was paid to modelling.
is is extremely difficult with impact and not too much relevance should be paid to
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these models. It is, however, recognized that these models provide a very important
tool with physical research but are still far from mature to be relied upon for predicting
whether a particular impact has to be regarded as a safety-off-flight issue - whatever the
mathematicians, who oen seem to have blind fate in their models, want to insist that
this is the case.
e 200 millions or so computer impact simulations that were deemed
necessary to calculate during the return to space program did hardly contribute to
safety improvement - they did help with better understanding of the problem. e real
contribution came from the engineers who managed to improve on the gas gun method
of full-scale impact testing - they discovered the cause of the accident in the first place
- and enabled to characterize impact response of the tiles, carbon carbon and the foam.
Real physical test results, that’s what impact safety is all about, as well as real imageing in
space – and beyond.

e outcome
What improvements have been made during the Return to Flight Program.
e most important no doubt is that it brought back NASA ‘back from the future’
and to deal with real issues. Mentality has changed and warnings from engineers
are again taken seriously and the same applies for the attitude of those engineers.
e second most important improvement is that now detailed imageing is obtained
as has been discussed before. But the return to flight Space Shuttle is still largely
the same ‘old’ structure. Improvements involve mainly details, in particular
modifications with the foam isolation layer, but the problems with impact damage
still occurs and is now also closely monitored by CNN.
At least damage can be seen now, or can it? Visual inspection of a tile is not such
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a problem, but there are many tiles, about 24,300 to be exactly. More difficult is visual
inspection of the Carbon-Carbon panels that caused the Columbia accident, since even
minor damage can here have fatal consequences and hidden damage might be involved.
e reinforced carbon-carbon provides a great thermal barrier – up to 2300 F. However,
in the presence of oxygen and high temperature, the material is highly susceptible to
oxidation. To protect the material against hot oxidation, a silicon carbide coating is
provided on all surfaces with a thickness of 0.02 to 0.04 in. is layer is again covered
with a coating of silica to further harden the front surface. Such coatings are extremely
fragile and prone to craze cracking. As said before, arc jet testing has now shown, that
relative small damage to these coatings can lead to fatal burn through! is means that
the real damage to the Carbon-Carbon panel that is thought to be the cause of the
accident might have been minor.
at brings us back to the fuzz about the refusal to allow for imageing by
the military, that is with cameras from earth. Rumour has it that these guys can
see a fly on a spacecra in orbit. But recent research has it that flies do not exist
in space. It is therefore questionable whether such imageing would have revealed
the danger. Whatever it does not bring back to us those brave astronauts. eir
contribution to safer spacecra and aircra and all other areas where impact
poses a safety threat has been immense and hopefully will be taken seriously in
time by Boeing and Airbus - amongst others.
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